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CHAPTER 1
Introduction
1
General Introduction
Playing sports is one of my favorite hobbies. Since I cannot choose
between the different sports I decided to become active on triathlons. As a
triathlete I am constantly trying to optimize my body position in swimming,
my balance on the bike and my posture in running. All these sports require
an accurate sense of spatial orientation: knowing the body orientation in space,
knowing what is upright, and knowing the orientation of objects in the surround-
ings. This can be acquired by relying on the information from multiple senses:
visual, proprioceptive (neck proprioceptors, somatic graviceptors), vestibular
(semicircular canals, otoliths), and somatosensory (pressure sensors). Of course
the brain can also use the motor system to make internal predictions about the
resulting sensory consequences of a movement. In addition, one can rely on
previously acquired knowledge about, for example, likely body-orientations in
space.
Having so many sources of information available poses the question how
much each individual sense is used to compute an orientation estimate by these
triathletes. For example, previous research has shown that ironman athletes
are less dependent on the visual information for postural control than control
subjects who took part in regular physical activity (Nagy et al., 2004). So,
their brain weighs the visual information less than other sensory information in
comparison to control subjects.
In this thesis I try to unravel the brains’ underlying mechanisms of sens-
ory (re)weighting in order to understand how the information from different
sensory sources is represented in the brain, how these cues are combined and
how much healthy subjects and patient groups rely on each of these sensors in
different spatial orientation tasks. In the following section, I will first describe
important sensory systems for spatial orientation in more detail. I then explain
the behavioral tasks I used in this thesis and how I was able to infer the com-
putations within the brain by just observing the behavior. Finally, I provide an
outline of the thesis, summarizing the individual chapters’ main research ques-
tions and methods used to address mechanisms of sensory processing for spatial
orientation.
2
Sensory cues for spatial orientation
The vestibular system
The vestibular system detects both the orientation and movements of the
head in space. For example, if we need to take a breath of air during swimming
we rotate our head relative to our body. Rotations in yaw, pitch and roll
direction are detected by the three semicircular canals of the vestibular system
(figure 1.1A), which are oriented orthogonal to each other in our inner ears. The
inside of these canals contains a fluid, which moves in the opposite direction of
rotation when we rotate our head. This fluid then moves a structure called the
cupula (amplified part of figure 1.1A), which contains hair cells that bend along
with the motion of the fluid. These hair cells then chemically transform the
mechanical motion of the fluid into a neural signal called the graded potential
at the afferent nerve. The sum of all graded potentials can lead to one or
multiple action potentials and the frequency of action potentials is called the
firing rate. Since we have canals on both sides of the head, a rotation in a
particular direction causes an increase in firing rate on one side of the head and
a decrease in firing rate on the other side of the head.
When the head keeps rotating at constant velocity, fluid motion will even-
tually resemble the angular velocity, which means that the fluid will no longer
move in the opposite direction of the actual rotation and the cupula will return
to its initial position. To partly compensate for this effect, the central nervous
system incorporates a mechanism called velocity storage, extending the time
constant of the afferent nerve when integrating the velocity signal to represent
a head-in-space position signal (Angelaki, Cullen, 2008).
The vestibular system detects linear accelerations using two otoliths on
each side of the head. For example, when speeding up on our bike after a turn,
the acceleration of our head-in-space is detected by the otoliths (figure 1.1B). In
addition to linear acceleration of the head, the otoliths also detect static changes
of the head-orientation in space, since gravity is also a linear acceleration signal.
Note that the otoliths cannot dissociate whether a linear acceleration is due to
gravity or due to motion. An example of this ambiguity is tilting your head
forward on the bike because of fatigue (figure 1.1B).
Each otolith contains a patch of hair cells which lie on top of the macula
(see amplified picture). Tilting the head causes the otolithic hair cells to bend
in the direction of gravity. This mechanical signal is then transformed into an
increased or decreased neural firing rate of the neurons in the afferent nerve
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Figure 1.1: The vestibular system, located in the inner ear, contains three semicircular canals and
two otoliths. A. Semicircular canals are located orthogonally to each other and sense the rotation
of the head in yaw, pitch and roll direction. A rotation of the head bends the hair cells in the
canals in the opposite direction of the rotation, which results in an increase or decrease of the
firing rate. B. The otoliths sense linear accelerations as in translational motion, but also the
direction of gravity. When a subject tilts the head forward the gravitational acceleration bends the
hair cells in the direction of gravity, which cause the hair cells to increase or decrease their firing
rate according to which orientation of the head they are tuned. Pictures adapted from Boundless
Biology (www.boundless.com).
depending on whether we tilted our head forward or backward. Note that the
otoliths have many hair cells, which all have their own preference for head-in-
space orientation or translation acceleration at which they produce the highest
firing rate. Due to this characteristic, the otoliths can sense a whole range of
head-in-space orientations or linear accelerations. It is however known that the
distribution of hair cells is non-uniform, with fewer hair cells coding for when
the head is tilted away from upright. This has been suggested to make the
neural signal noisier when the head is tilted to a larger angle (Rosenhall, 1972,
1974; Fernandez, Goldberg, 1976).
The somatosensory system
Somatosensory information is provided by various sensors, including cu-
taneous receptors that sense the change in pressure distribution on the skin
(Dietz et al., 1989), proprioceptors such as muscle spindles/tendons that sense
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the position of tissues (Dietz et al., 1987; Timmann et al., 1994), and interocept-
ors such as blood pressure changes or putative visceral receptors in the trunk
(Mittelstaedt, 1995, 1996). All of these sensory receptors transform mechanical
information about pressure, muscle stretch into a neural firing rate carrying in-
formation about our body-in-space orientation. For example, when we make a
turn to the left with our bike, the pressure on the left thigh increases because
it is pushed against the saddle and the pressure on the right thigh decreases.
This change in pressure is signaled by the pressure receptors inside the skin
and is chemically transformed into a graded potential. Similarly, a tilt of the
head relative to the body results in proprioceptive receptors in the neck sensing
the change in muscle length, which leads to a new head-on-body neural signal
being sent to the attached nerve afferents. It is important to note that most of
the different somatosensory receptors provide this information simultaneously
to the brain. However, the information content and reliability from each sense
may differ dependent on whether we change our whole body position or only
the head relative to the body.
To further understand the effect of the somatosensory information on
spatial orientation, researchers often perform spatial orientation tasks in an
environment where body somatosensory cues are minimized and the contribu-
tion of the remaining sensors can be assessed. This can be done, for example,
by using water immersion and whole body casts (Anastasopoulos et al., 1999;
Trousselard et al., 2003, 2004).
The visual system
In addition to vestibular and somatosensory information, visual informa-
tion from the surrounding environment is a very important cue serving spatial
orientation. Keeping your balance, while standing on one leg, is harder with
your eyes closed than open. When visual cues are available we use these cues
to determine what is upright. For example, when biking through the forest
(figure 1.2), the trees provide us with a lot of information about the orientation
of the surrounding environment. Indeed, if we analyze the orientations of this
natural scene, the most common orientations are vertical (0 ◦ and 180 ◦) and
horizontal (90 ◦) (Schaaf van der, Hateren van, 1996; Coppola et al., 1998; Gir-
shick et al., 2011; Wei, Stocker, 2015). The brain may store this information
in memory. Since this prior experience tells us that trees are usually oriented
vertically, the brain could use this cue to determine what is upright (Girshick
et al., 2011).
In spatial orientation perception we can dissociate two types of visual
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cues: local and global visual information. Local vision entails the processing
of the orientation of objects in the surrounding and is generally located in the
early visual areas of the brain (Serre, 2014), whereas global vision entails the
induced head-in-space orientations from previously experienced orientation cues
as described above. This means that the brain interprets the distribution of
orientations in the visual field (figure 1.2B) as an ambiguous head-tilt signal
(Li, Matin, 2005b; Vingerhoets et al., 2009). In figure 1.2A, local vision refers
to perceiving the orientations present in the surrounding, whereas global vision
refers to the head upright position being the most likely orientation of the head
based on the distribution of orientations seen in this picture. The effect of these
global visual cues on our perception of what is upright can be examined with
the rod-and-frame task. In this task, subjects have to indicate the orientation of
a visual line within a square frame. Of course this square frame can be replaced
with a more natural scene (for more details on this task, see section on the
output of the Black Box).
In addition to these static visual cues, optokinetic cues also affect spatial
orientation. Optokinetic cues are flow patterns of the visual world on the retina
of the eye, e.g. when you are biking or running. This means that these flow
patterns can also tell us something about our motion in space (Gibson, 1950).
It is known from previous studies that the brain indeed uses these optokinetic
cues for spatial orientation and navigation (Angelaki, Hess, 2005) and combines
them with vestibular signals about translations. If these two sources provide
conflicting information we may feel sick. For example, when you record your
biking trip through the woods on camera and you watch it on your laptop,
the visual flow pattern of the video tells you that you are moving forward and
up and down. Your vestibular system is however telling you that you are not
moving because you are seated in a chair. This results in a visual-vestibular
mismatch and may cause you to feel nauseous, as in motion sickness. Resolving
visual vestibular mismatch is one of the major challenges for virtual reality
(VR).
Multisensory integration
As discussed above, many cues can provide us with information about
our orientation in space or the orientation of objects in space. In the following
section we explain how we can study the computational mechanisms employed
by the brain while processing these cues.
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Figure 1.2: A natural scene when biking through the forest. A statistical analysis of this scene
reveals that the most common orientations in this picture are horizontally (90 ◦) and vertically
oriented (0 ◦ and 180 ◦) Statistical analysis taken from Girshick et al. (2011).
The brain as a Black Box
An important theoretical tool in studying complex systems, such as the
brain, is systems theory. In this theory the brain is considered as a Black Box,
of which we do not know the internal structure (figure 1.3). The only way we are
able to study this internal structure is by manipulating the input to the Black
Box and observing the changes in the output. Applied to spatial orientation
this means manipulating the sensory signals discussed in the paragraphs above,
and observing behavior in spatial orientation tasks, discussed below.
Output of the Black Box: behavior in spatial orientation tasks
Spatial orientation performance can be assessed with a variety of tasks,
but in this thesis I use only three different tasks: the subjective body tilt (SBT),
subjective visual vertical (SVV) and rod-and-frame illusion task (RFI).
SBT-task: In the subjective body tilt task, subjects have to indicate whether
their perceived orientation of body-in-space is clockwise or counterclockwise
with respect to a given reference angle (example figure 1.3: 90 ◦, dashed line).
Subjects are generally accurate in indicating their perceived body orientation,
with an increased variability at larger reference angles (Scho¨ne, Haes, 1968;
Clemens et al., 2011). This means that subjects are still accurate in indicating
whether their body is roll-tilted clockwise or counterclockwise of 90 ◦ compared
to upright, but they have become more variable in their responses.
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SVV-task: In the subjective visual vertical task, subjects have to indicate
whether they perceive the orientation of a briefly flashed luminous line as clock-
wise or counterclockwise relative to the gravitational vertical. When seated up-
right, subjects are both accurate and precise in indicating what is upright. This
changes drastically when subjects are roll-tilted (example figure 1.3: 90 ◦ roll
tilt). For small roll-tilt angles (< 60 ◦) subjects typically show errors opposite
to the direction of roll tilt, as if they overestimate their perceived head-in-space
orientation (E-effect, Mu¨ller (1916)). For larger roll-tilt angles (> 60 ◦) errors
are in the direction of roll tilt as if head-in-space orientation is underestimated
(A-effect, Aubert (1861)). Subjects further show increased response variability
with larger roll angles (Tarnutzer et al., 2009b; Clemens et al., 2011). This
means that the subjects are noisier in judging upright when tilted to larger roll
angles. It has been suggested that this tilt-dependent increase in noise is the
result of the non-uniform distribution of hair cells on the otoliths (Rosenhall,
1972, 1974; Fernandez, Goldberg, 1976).
RFI-task: In the rod-and-frame illusion, the luminous line of the SVV-task is
surrounded by a square frame (figure 1.3), which manipulates the global visual
context information that could be used as an ambiguous head-in-space orienta-
tion signal (see section about figure 1.2). The frame is displayed at a random
orientation between a 45 ◦ clockwise and 45 ◦ counterclockwise roll angle. When
subjects are seated upright, they typically show a cyclical modulation of errors,
with near-zero errors when the frame is displayed upright or at ±45 ◦. For in-
between frame orientations subjects show errors in the direction of the frame,
peaking in magnitude at an orientation of 15 ◦ to 20 ◦ (Wenderoth, 1973; Bagust,
2005). These errors become more severe when the head is tilted (Asch, Witkin,
1948; Vingerhoets et al., 2009).
Thus, even though our representation of body-in-space orientation is ac-
curate, we show over- and underestimation of whole body roll tilt in judging
the orientation of a line relative to the gravitational vertical, as if we do not
use the accurate representation of body-in-space. This is an intriguing paradox.
In addition, there are biases due to the orientation cues present in the visual
scene. All of this leads to the question how the brain performs the input to
output computations in the Black Box of figure 1.3.
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Figure 1.3: Understanding spatial orientation from a systems theory viewpoint. In order to study the
brain we can manipulate the input to the brain and observe the output. What happens within the
brain cannot be observed directly, which is noted as a ”Black Box”. Input to the brain is vestibular
information about the direction of gravity, neck proprioceptive information about the head-on-body
orientation, somatosensory information about the body-in-space orientation and visual information
about the objects in the surrounding environment. All sensory signals are assumed to be accurate,
but contaminated by Gaussian noise (denoted by σ). Performance (output) is observed in a
subjective visual vertical (SVV), subjective body tilt (SBT) and rod-and-frame (RFI) task. Using
Bayesian reverse engineering, researchers have established a schematic representation of the brains’
computational mechanisms underlying spatial orientation perception (middle part). In order to get
an optimal head-in-space estimate (H˜S), the brain can directly rely on the information from
the vestibular system and prior knowledge about likely head orientations, or indirectly combine the
information from the neck proprioceptors and body somatosensors. Similarly, the brain can directly
rely on body somatosensors for a body-in-space representation (B˜S) or indirectly combine the neck
proprioceptive and vestibular information. In the rod-and-frame task the optimal head-in-space
orientation estimate is then combined with global visual context information about frame-induced
head-in-space orientations.
Studying the Black Box: Bayesian reverse engineering
To answer this question, one could argue that you simply need to isolate
and manipulate one of the sensors and look at the effects in behavior. This
is indeed true for tasks in which you can easily ’switch off’ the sensors (such
as vision in darkness), but in spatial orientation the body somatosensory, neck
proprioceptive and vestibular cues always come in together (De Vrijer et al.,
2008; Clemens et al., 2011). Thus, we need to think of a smart trick to overcome
the constraints set by the physiology of the brain.
Bayesian reverse engineering (Zednik, Ja¨kel, 2014) has been proposed as
a possible approach to provide insights in the different sensory contributions to
for example spatial orientation (Clemens et al., 2011). In this approach, first
performed by Clemens et al. (2011), optimality is taken as a starting point and
the noise characteristics of each individual sensory signal are deduced by fitting
an optimal integration model to the responses of subjects on the behavioral
tasks in figure 1.3. I will first explain what optimal integration is. Next I will
describe the assumed architecture of the computational model that underlies
spatial orientation and finally describe how we can fit such a model.
What is optimal integration?
In the context of this thesis, optimal integration means that multiple sens-
ory signals coding the same information can be combined such that perceptual
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uncertainty is minimized, weighting each signal in proportion to its reliability.
Imagine that I want to see whether I have improved my running skills on a
400m after some extensive training. In order to measure the time it takes to
run this 400m, the track has digital timing and I will use a timer function on my
sports watch. Beforehand I know that the digital timing is more precise (± 0.3
seconds) than my own timing skills (± 0.5 seconds). Note that, for illustration
purposes, the standard deviations do not reflect realistic values. After my 400m
run the digital timer reports 84.2 seconds whereas my own timer reports 83.1
seconds. Based on my knowledge of how precise the measurements are I could
ignore my own measurement and go for the most precise one (the digital timer).
However, I could also choose the fastest report because that makes me most
happy. Both options are not optimal though: the best option is to combine
both information sources, averaging their measures according to the precision
of the sources. This is called optimal integration and is graphically illustrated in
figure 1.4. The blue curve reports the probability of observing a particular time
when I would perform infinite runs of 400m with the digital timer reporting on
average 84.2 ± 0.3 sec. The red curve shows a similar probability distribution,
but now for my own watch which reports on average 83.1 ± 0.5 sec. Note that
the red curve is broader because the measurement is less precise. In green we
now see the optimal posterior distribution based on the two measurements. The
estimated time of my 400m is then 83.9 seconds. Also note that the precision of
the curve by combining the two measurements is better than either one of them.
In fact, my estimate can even be improved by taking another information source
into account. For example, the prior knowledge that the last few attempts were
84± 0.4 seconds (Bayesian optimal integration).
The computational framework
In order to explain the responses of a subject we need to have an idea
about the computational framework of the brain and how much level of detail
(free parameters) is needed to describe the data accurately. Underneath the
Black Box in figure 1.3 we schematically report the architecture of the compu-
tational model that formed the basis of this thesis and is based on a combination
of earlier work by Clemens et al. (2011) and Vingerhoets et al. (2009).
All sensory signals (denoted by a ˆ) are assumed to be accurate, but con-
taminated with Gaussian noise (denoted by σ). In order to obtain an estimate of
body-in-space orientation (B˜S), the brain can directly rely on the information of
the body somatosensors (BˆS), or use indirect sensory information by subtracting
the head-on-body orientation (HˆB) of the neck sensors from the head-in-space
orientation (HˆS) coded by the otoliths. Similarly, head-in-space orientation
11
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Figure 1.4: : Illustration of optimal integration of sensory information. The blue curve shows the
probability of observing a particular time with a digital timer when this timer reads 84.2 seconds
with a standard deviation of 0.3 seconds. The red curve shows a similar of observation but now for
a timer on my own watch which reads 83.1 seconds with a standard deviation of 0.5 seconds. Note
that the standard deviation of the red curve is broader which reflects a less precise measurement.
Optimal integration of the two results in an observation of 83.9 seconds (green curve) with a
standard deviation that is more precise than both individual measurements. The observation is
closer to the digital timer since this was the more precise measure.
(H˜S) can be directly obtained from the otoliths, or indirectly by combining
the head-on-body orientation from the neck and body-in-space orientation from
the body somatosensors. The idea of integrating direct and indirect sensory
pathways is supported by recent studies showing that the errors in the SBT and
SVV task are highly correlated (Luyat, Gentaz, 2002; Jaggi-Schwarz, Hess, 2003;
Barra et al., 2008). We furthermore assume that the brain uses prior knowledge
(HˆP ) that the head is most of the time upright (MacNeilage et al., 2007; De
Vrijer et al., 2008; Clemens et al., 2011). In addition to vestibular, somato-
sensory and proprioceptive information, the global visual system also provides
us with information about likely head orientations. This signal has Gaussian
noise σθR and is optimally combined with the internal head-in-space estimate
H˜S . In total, seven free parameters are needed to describe this computational
framework.
Fitting and comparing a model
When fitting the model, we first need to provide an initial guess of the
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values of these parameters. The model then calculates the probability of a right
response for every stimulus given to the subject. This is then compared to the
actual responses and if necessary the initial guess will be updated. By iterating
this step over and over again, every free parameter will be updated until the
model arrives at the best parameter setting: the parameters that are best in
predicting the responses of a subject. Since the parameters describing the noise
characteristics of the individual sensory signals are inversely related to their
sensory weights, we can also deduce how much a subject relies on a particular
sensory information source (Ernst, Banks, 2002).
Retrieving the best parameter setting does not necessarily mean we also
found the most eplanatory model. For example, there could be a model with
one additional parameter coding for stimulus-independent errors (lapses) of the
subject, which may perform better than the computational framework of figure
1.3. We however need to take into account the number of free parameters
when examining which model is best. This is done by comparing the models
using tests like the loglikelihood ratiotest or the Bayesian information criterion
(Jeffreys, 1998). These tests report a measure of how well the model fits the
data, but corrects for the number of free parameters. This measure can then be
directly compared between the models.
Outline of the thesis
This thesis aims at better understanding the brains’ computational mech-
anisms underlying spatial orientation perception. As reported in the Black Box
paragraph, we can improve our knowledge about these mechanisms by manipu-
lating the input to the brain and observing the output and use a computational
framework to interpret the input-output relationship. Figure 1.3 incorporates
where the individual chapters impinge on the described computational frame-
work.
In Chapter 2 we investigate spatial orientation performance in the SVV
and SBT task in a group of bilateral vestibular patients and compare their
responses to a group of age-matched healthy controls. Since the vestibular
noise in these patients is infinitely high and the head is always aligned with the
body, this method allows us to more closely investigate the contribution of the
body somatosensors.
As a follow up to this study, Chapter 3 investigates spatial orientation
performance in the SVV task in healthy controls. In this study we dissociate the
contribution of the body somatosensors and vestibular sensors by introducing
head-on-body tilt on top of whole body roll tilt. Based on the computational
framework of figure 1.3 we simulate the behavior of subjects in a model with
only head-tilt dependent noise properties, the model that formed the basis of this
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thesis, and a model with both head-tilt and body-tilt dependent noise properties.
We then compare these simulations to the observed behavior in this task.
Chapter 4 focuses on the integration of visual contextual cues as an
indicator of what is upright in different versions of the rod-and-frame task.
Vestibular contributions are manipulated by tilting the subjects’ head, whereas
visual contributions are manipulated by changing the viewing distance of the
rod and frame. We refine the computational framework that formed the basis
of this thesis by incorporating different noise properties for horizontal and ver-
tical contextual information and compare this to the originally proposed frame-
work.
In Chapter 5 we use this refined framework of the rod-and-frame task
to provide a thorough model-based quantification of the sensory reweighting in
a group of bilateral vestibular patients. We compare their sensory weight distri-
butions to the weight distributions of age-matched healthy controls and discuss
whether the approach of combining psychophysics with reverse engineering can
help in developing optimal rehabilitation programs.
Finally, Chapter 6 investigates the sensory reweighting in the rod-and-
frame task with age in a group of healthy subjects between the age of 19 and 76
years old. We hypothesize that vestibular aging might be considered a chronic
disorder and that the weight distributions of the different sensory modalities
systematically change with age. In addition, we discuss future benefits of our
reverse engineering approach for vestibular assessment and rehabilitation.
In the General Discussion we then update the proposed computational
framework on the basis of the gained knowledge from chapters 2-6 and couple the
framework to neurophysiological observations and behavioral data from other
spatial perception tasks reported in literature.
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CHAPTER 2
Sensory Substitution in
Bilateral Vestibular
Areflexic Patients
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Abstract
Patients with bilateral vestibular loss have balance problems in darkness,
but maintain spatial orientation rather effectively in the light. It has been
suggested that these patients compensate for vestibular cues by relying on
extra-vestibular signals, including visual and somatosensory cues, and integrat-
ing them with internal beliefs. How this integration comes about is unknown,
but recent literature suggests the healthy brain remaps the various signals
into a task-dependent reference frame, thereby weighting them according to
their reliability. In this paper we examined this account in six patients with
bilateral vestibular a-reflexia, and compared them to six age-matched healthy
controls. Subjects had to report the orientation of their body relative to a
reference orientation or the orientation of a flashed luminous line relative to
the gravitational vertical, by means of a two-alternative-forced-choice response.
We tested both groups psychometrically in upright position (0 ◦) and 90 ◦
sideways roll tilt. Perception of body tilt was unbiased in both patients and
controls. Response variability, which was larger for 90 ◦ tilt, did not differ
between groups, indicating that body somatosensory cues have tilt-dependent
uncertainty. Perception of the visual vertical was unbiased when upright, but
showed systematic undercompensation at 90 ◦ tilt. Variability, which was larger
for 90 ◦ tilt than upright, did not differ between patients and controls. Our
results suggest that extravestibular signals substitute for vestibular input in
patients’ perception of spatial orientation. This is in line with the current status
of rehabilitation programs in acute vestibular patients, targeting at recognizing
body somatosensory signals as a reliable replacement for vestibular loss.
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2.1 Introduction
Patients with vestibular function loss have a deteriorated sense of spatial orient-
ation, leading to balance problems in darkness, especially on irregular surfaces.
In the light, however, this lack of spatial orientation often remains unnoticed
(Verhagen et al., 2000). This suggests that spatial orientation is not only gov-
erned by vestibular signals, but also depends on extra-vestibular sensory signals.
In support, previous studies in healthy subjects have shown that multiple sens-
ory systems can provide graviceptive signals (Mittelstaedt, 1992, 1995, 1996;
Lackner, DiZio, 2005; Angelaki, Cullen, 2008; Carriot et al., 2011). The integ-
ration of these extra-vestibular signals, together with internal beliefs about likely
body orientations (Eggert, 1998; De Vrijer et al., 2008, 2009), could compensate
for the lack of vestibular information in bilateral patients.
How vestibular and extravestibular signals interact in spatial orientation
is difficult to assess because they cannot be measured in isolation. Recently,
Clemens et al. (2011) proposed a novel computational approach to estimate the
contributions of the various sensory systems in spatial orientation of healthy sub-
jects by testing both the perception of body tilt (SBT, subjective body tilt) and
of the visual vertical (SVV, subjective visual vertical). While both tasks require
integration of the same sensory signals, their different task constraints impose
different interactions between the signals (figure 2.1A). For example, in SBT
body somatosensory signals provide direct information about body orientation
in space, whereas otolith information needs to be combined with head-on-body
information from neck proprioceptors to provide an estimate of body orientation
in space. Similarly, in SVV, otoliths provide direct head-in-space information
whereas body somatosensory signals combined with neck proprioceptors provide
indirect information. These two pathways are integrated together with internal
beliefs to provide an estimate of head-in-space orientation.
Using an inverse probabilistic analysis, Clemens et al. (2011) showed that
healthy subjects rely mostly on vestibular signals when being upright, reverting
to an increased reliance on body somatosensory signals at larger tilts, attributed
to the increased vestibular noise. An untested prediction of their Bayesian
multisensory integration model is that when vestibular information is lost (i.e.
bilateral vestibular patients), biases should become larger in SVV tasks, and
response variability should be increased, but constant over the whole tilt range,
in both SVV and SBT tasks compared to healthy controls.
While there are numerous studies on SBT and SVV in unilateral ves-
tibular patients (reviewed by Pe´rennou et al. (2014)), only few studies tested
bilateral vestibular patients (Bisdorff et al., 1996; Bronstein et al., 1996; Bron-
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Figure 2.1: A. Schematic representation of the multisensory integration model by Clemens et al.
(2011). In the SBT task, body somatosensory signals provide direct information about orienta-
tion of body orientation in space, whereas the otoliths provide indirect information about the body
orientation in space by taking into account the head on body information provided by neck proprio-
ception. Similarly, in the SVV task otoliths provide direct information while body somatosensory
signals combined with neck proprioceptors provide indirect information about head orientation in
space. Both direct and indirect pathways are optimally combined for best performance on the
tasks. Note that in the SVV task prior information about our head in space influences these
pathways. Secondly, to compute the SVV, the brain also uses estimates of eye-in-head orientation
(ocular counterroll) and line orientation on the retina (not shown here). The red arrows indicate
information pathways that are lost in bilateral vestibular patients. B. SBT task: subject has to
indicate whether body orientation is clockwise (CW) or counterclockwise (CCW) of a certain ref-
erence orientation (dashed line) C. SVV task: subjects are rotated to either upright or 90 ◦ RED
and have to indicate whether a luminous line flashed in front of them is oriented clockwise (CW)
or counterclockwise (CCW) of gravity.
stein, 1999; Guerraz et al., 2001; Bringoux, 2002; Lopez et al., 2007). However,
none of these studies tested SVV and SBT within the same patient group, at
multiple tilt angles, or provided quantitative values of bias and variability. The
present study is the first to assess psychometrically both the SBT and SVV in
six patients with bilateral vestibular function loss due to DFNA9 (DeaFNess
Autosomal 9). Their vestibular loss arises from an acidophilic mucopolysac-
charide deposit, identified in the cochlea and macula, that causes strangulation
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of the nerve endings (Huygen et al., 1989, 1991; Verhagen et al., 2000; Cremers
et al., 2005; Robertson et al., 2006).
Our results suggest these patients use alternative sensory pathways to
compensate for vestibular loss, amplifying signals related to neck propriocep-
tion and body somatosensation. In computational terms, our results can be
explained by assuming body somatosensory noise to be multiplicative and not
additive, as in the original model by Clemens et al. (2011).
2.2 Materials and Methods
Subjects
Six naive patients (four female, two male, age 62±10 yrs.) with vestibular
a-reflexia due to a hereditary progressive vestibulo-cochlear dysfunction caused
by a COCH gene mutation (DFNA9) participated in the experiment (Verha-
gen et al., 2000). Complete loss of vestibular function was confirmed in several
clinical tests (see table 2.1). Otolith function was tested by video recording
of eye movements during an ocular counterroll (OCR) task. Patients showed
no ocular counterroll when the head was statically tilted on the trunk to 25 ◦.
In three patients additional myogenic potentials due to bone vibration of the
head were recorded by surface EMG electrodes underneath the eyes (oVEMP)
and at the sternocleidomastoid muscles (cVEMP, both air-conducted and bone-
conducted). Loss of both utricular (oVEMP) and saccular (cVEMP) function
was confirmed by the absence of any myogenic potentials. Absence of nystagmus
during 4 cm eccentric off axis constant speed rotation further confirmed these
observations. In addition to otolith testing, various clinical semicircular canal
tests were performed. First, caloric tests, performed with 30 sec irrigation of
150-200 cm3 water at 30 ◦C and 44 ◦C, did not induce reactive eye movements.
Second, velocity step tests, with rotational velocities of 90 ◦/s (all patients) and
250 ◦/s (in 4 patients), showed no post-rotary nystagmus responses, all indicat-
ing canal loss. There was no response during acceleration either. In addition
to testing the vestibular apparatus directly, both previous literature and the
current study have shown an increase in optokinetic response gain (Huygen
et al., 1989; Huygen, Verhagen, 2011) and cervical ocular reflex gain (Huygen
et al., 1991), both indicative of compensatory mechanisms for total vestibular
loss.
Although vestibular function is completely lost, some patients still had
a small amount of remaining auditory function; typically vestibular loss pre-
cedes total hearing loss in DFNA9 (Bischoff et al., 2005). Auditory function
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was supported by hearing aids or restored by cochlear implants. One patient
suffered from diabetes mellitus with a mild polyneuropathy; the other patients
had no additional neurological abnormalities. All had normal or corrected to
normal vision. Both patients and controls gave written informed consent to the
guidelines of the local ethics committee. Prior to the experiment, subjects were
carefully instructed about the tasks and performed a few practice trials in the
light. Subjects never received feedback about their performance, not even in the
practice trials. Each subject participated in 3 experimental sessions, yielding
about 2 hours recording time.
Setup
A computer-controlled vestibular chair was used to rotate subjects in roll
with an angular resolution of 0.04 ◦ (see Clemens et al. (2011)). The subject’s
body was tightly fixated using a five-point seat belt and adjustable shoulder
and hip supports. Velcro straps restrained both legs and feet, and a padded
helmet firmly fixated the head in a natural upright position for looking straight
ahead. Subject-specific seat adjustments ensured comfort seating and that the
naso-occipital axis coincided with the roll axis of the chair. Experiments took
place in complete darkness.
Experiments
All patients and controls were tested in both the subjective body tilt task
(SBT) and the subjective visual vertical task (SVV), following the psychophys-
ical procedures described in Clemens et al. (2011) (figure 2.1). We limited our
measurements to only two tilt angles: upright and 90 ◦ right-ear-down (RED).
We chose these reference angles because they should reveal the largest difference
between patients and controls (Clemens et al., 2011). Furthermore, we optim-
ized the number of trials needed for a veridical psychometric analysis, yielding
100 and 110 trials for the SBT and SVV task, respectively. With both ad-
justments, we ensured that the methods of Clemens et al. (2011) could still be
applied while at the same time keeping the experiment viable for our patients.
The two experimental tasks were as follows.
SBT : We applied the method of constant stimuli, using a set of 10
equidistant body-tilt angles, centered on 0 ◦ and 90 ◦ RED, separated by in-
tervals of 3 ◦ and 4 ◦ respectively. Each experimental run started in the upright
position with the room lights on. After the lights were turned off, subjects
were first rotated at a constant angular velocity of 30 ◦/s to a random detour
angle, outside of the test angle range, where they remained for 1 second. De-
tour angles were chosen randomly from a range 20 − 30 ◦ clockwise (CW) and
counterclockwise (CCW) from the reference angle. The chair then moved to
20
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the test angle using a very slow and noisy profile, defined by the sum of a
ramp (0.2− 4 ◦/s) and filtered Gaussian white noise (bandwidth, 0.5 Hz; RMS
amplitude, 3.4 ◦). We introduced the noisy profile to deter reliance on sensed
changes in tilt position that had occurred since the previous trial (see also figure
2 of Clemens et al. (2011)). Immediately after arrival at the test angle, a beep
signal prompted the subject to indicate whether body orientation was CW or
CCW from the instructed reference orientation (upright or 90 ◦ RED) using a
toggle switch. The subject was then rotated at constant velocity of 30 ◦/s to
a new randomly drawn detour angle, and the above procedure was repeated.
Each run comprising 10 test angles lasted approximately 4 min, after which the
subject was rotated back to upright, and room lights were turned on. Between
runs, there was a 30 sec rest interval. Subjects performed 10 runs for each ref-
erence orientation, yielding 100 trials. The two reference orientations (0 ◦ and
90 ◦ RED) were tested in separate sessions of about 45 min each.
SVV : The SVV was also tested in upright and 90 ◦ RED position, using
the method of constant stimuli. An adjustable luminous line (angular subtend
20 ◦), polarized with a bright dot at one end, was mounted in front of the subject
such that the line’s rotation axis coincided with the nasal occipital axis of the
subject. In each experimental run, the subject was rotated from upright to the
chosen test angle (upright or 90 ◦ RED) at a constant angular velocity of 30 ◦/s.
After a 30 sec waiting period that allowed canal effects to subside, the luminous
line was flashed for 20 ms and subjects indicated whether its orientation was
CW or CCW from their perceived direction of gravity. All 11 line orientations
were presented around a coarse estimate of the SVV accuracy in pseudo-random
order in each run. After each run, the subject was rotated back to upright, and
room lights were turned on. One run lasted about one minute, in which subjects
remained at the same roll tilted position for about 45 sec. Based on previous
work (Clemens et al., 2011), line orientation intervals were chosen to be 2 ◦ and
3 ◦ for the upright and 90 ◦ RED positions respectively. For each condition, 10
experimental runs were conducted, yielding a total of 110 responses for each test
angle. Both conditions were randomly intermixed across the 20 experimental
runs and collected in a single 30 min session.
Data Analysis
CW tilt angles of the body and the luminous line were defined positive.
A cumulative Gaussian, including a lapse rate, was fitted to the psychometric
data using maximum likelihood (Wichmann, Hill, 2001).
P (x) = λ+ (1− 2λ) 1
σ
√
2pi
∫ x
−∞
e−(y−µ)
2/2σ2dy, (2.1)
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P(x) is the probability of a CW response given a body orientation (SBT)
or line orientation (SVV). The orientation x for which P(x) becomes 0.5, i.e.
x = µ, is the orientation where subjects perceive their body orientation equal
to the reference orientation or where they perceive the luminous line oriented
along the gravitational vertical. We took µ as a measure for accuracy of the
percept; a bias exists if µ 6= 0. The width of the curve, σ2, serves as a measure of
the variability of the percept. For each subject, a single lapse rate λ, restricted
to small values (λ < 0.15), accounted for stimulus-independent errors in all
conditions.
Statistical analysis
All analyses were performed oﬄine using SPSS software. We compared
the effect of group (patient vs. control) and orientation (upright vs. 90 ◦ RED)
on SBT and SVV performance using a two-way univariate analysis of variance
with subject as a random factor. Interaction effects were post hoc analyzed
using a paired sample t-test. All statistical tests were performed at the 0.05
level (p < 0.05).
2.3 Results
Figure 2.2 shows the performance of a single vestibular patient and a typical
control subject in both the SBT (left column) and SVV task (right column).
Each panel demonstrates how the fraction of CW-responses changes as a func-
tion of body orientation (in the SBT) or line orientation relative to the per-
ceived vertical (in the SVV), for the 0 ◦ (circles) and 90 ◦ RED orientation
(triangles).
The SBT data show that the patient is unbiased at both reference angles.
Response variability increases slightly for the larger tilt angle. Both the bias
and response variability look quite similar to those of the control subject, whose
performance resembles previous literature (Mittelstaedt, 1983; Mast, Jarchow,
1996; Jarchow, Mast, 1999; Van Beuzekom, Van Gisbergen, 2000; Van Beuzekom
et al., 2001; Kaptein, Van Gisbergen, 2004; De Vrijer et al., 2008; Vingerhoets
et al., 2008; Clemens et al., 2011). We fit psychometric curves to these data (see
Methods section) to obtain quantitative measures for the bias and response vari-
ability. As indicated by the vertical dashed line, the point of subjective equality
is near veridical in both patient and control. Response variability is captured
by the width of the curve. The increased width of the psychometric curve for
the 90 ◦ tilt angle indeed captures the observation that response variability is
larger for the 90 ◦ reference orientation than at upright.
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The right-hand panels of figure 2.2 illustrate the psychometric data and
subsequent fits for the response data of the SVV task. Both the patient and
control subject are unbiased in the upright conditions; response variability seems
smaller than in the SBT task. The fits confirm both observations. For the
90 ◦ tilt angle, there is a clear systematic bias, as if both patient and control
underestimate their tilt angle. The patient further shows a larger bias than
the control subject. Performance at this angle is also marked by increased
response variability compared to the upright position, as in the SBT task. The
patient’s variance is also slightly larger than that of the control subject, whose
response pattern matches with previous reports (Bisdorff et al., 1996). The
fitted psychometric curves indicate that patient and control perform generally
similar, with slight differences at 90 ◦ tilt.
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Figure 2.2: SBT and SVV performance for a typical control and patient. SBT: proportion of
clockwise responses P(CW) is plotted against body orientation centered on the two reference
angles (0 ◦ or 90 ◦ RED). SVV: proportion of clockwise responses P(CW) is plotted against line
orientation with respect to the vertical when the body is either upright or at 90 ◦ RED.
No significant differences between vestibular patients and healthy controls in SBT
task
Figure 2.3 depicts the summary statistics (mean and SE) across the six
patients and six control subjects, generalizing the observations described in
figure 2.2. We subjected bias and response variability values, as obtained from
the psychometric fits, to a univariate ANOVA with factors angle (0 ◦ and 90 ◦)
and group (patients and controls). For the SBT, there was no difference in bias
between patients and controls (F(1,5) = 0.005, p = 0.95). A significant effect
of angle was observed (F(1,5) = 20.11, p = 0.006), which can be explained
by the small (patients: −5.7 ± 7.0 ◦, controls: −5.3 ± 5.6 ◦), but systematic,
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underestimation at 90 ◦. There was no interaction effect between group and
angle (F(1,5) = 0.009, p = 0.93 ) Response variability was higher for the RED
compared to the upright condition (F(1,5) = 16.11, p = 0.01), but no effect of
group (F(1,5) = 0.20, p = 0.68) or interaction between group and angle (F(1,5)
= 0.036, p = 0.86) was observed.
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Figure 2.3: Mean bias and response variability at the upright and 90 ◦ roll tilt in both the SBT and
SVV task. Error bars denote the standard error across subjects. * indicates p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01
and *** p < 0.001.
SVV-bias and variability at 90 deg tilt tend to be larger for patients.
For the SVV, the biases showed a significant effect of angle (F(1,4.999) =
99.31, p < 0.001) but no effect of group (F(1,3.99 = 0.65, p = 0.47). However,
group did have a significant interaction effect with angle (F(1,3) = 40.86, p =
0.008). Although figure 2.3 indicates a trend towards a larger bias for patients
relative to controls, statistical testing showed no significant group effect at 0 ◦
(t(1,4) = -1.71, p = 0.16) or 90 ◦ tilt (t(1,3) = 2.87, p = 0.064). As in the
SBT task, response variability was higher for the 90 ◦ tilt condition (F(1,4.992) =
32.35, p = 0.002), but there was no effect of group (F(1,3.957) = 6.08, p = 0.070)
or an interaction between the two factors (F(1,3) = 4.85, p = 0.12). One should
note that the difference in bias between groups at 90 ◦ tilt and the difference in
variability between groups are close to statistical significance.
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2.4 Discussion
We compared the biases and response variability of patients with vestibular
a-reflexia to that of age-matched controls when estimating body orientation
relative to a reference angle (SBT) and line orientation relative to the gravit-
ational vertical (SVV). Regarding the first (SBT), both groups were virtually
unbiased in indicating the direction of roll tilt relative to upright and at 90 ◦
RED. Furthermore, both groups showed a significant increase in response vari-
ability with larger tilt angle. For the SVV task, both groups were unbiased at
upright and showed a substantial deviation at 90 ◦ RED. This effect was slightly
more pronounced in the patients as indicated by a significant interaction effect.
Response variability increased with larger tilt angle for both groups. In both
SBT and SVV variability there were no significant differences between groups.
So, despite the absence of any vestibular input, patients’ performance differed
only marginally from the controls. We will now first compare our results to
previous work and then discuss their further implications for the model and
rehabilitation.
The presented results are consistent with previous (clinical) studies.
Studies on the perception of spatial orientation in bilateral vestibular
patients have so far only been conducted in either SBT or SVV tasks, often
for a single roll angle only and using non-psychometric estimates of bias and
variability. From these studies, Bisdorff et al. (1996); Bringoux (2002) estimated
the SBT at upright and showed that patients are as accurate as healthy controls.
Bisdorff et al. (1996) further showed that patients have an increased variability
over healthy controls when at upright. This is contrary to our results, but
could be explained by their measure of uncertainty that is based on threshold
detection and not response variability.
Other clinical studies reported increased SVV biases for bilateral ves-
tibular patients over healthy controls, in both upright and tilted conditions
(Bronstein et al., 1996; Bronstein, 1999; Guerraz et al., 2001; Lopez et al.,
2007). Close scrutiny of these studies, however, indicates that the SVV was al-
ways measured in the presence of optokinetic stimulation. The optokinetically-
induced effect is likely to be stronger in vestibular patients because they rely
more on visual information than healthy controls (Huygen et al., 1989; Huygen,
Verhagen, 2011).
Recently, Valko et al. (2012) tested dynamic tilt perception in patients
with total vestibular loss, showing motion discrimination thresholds during roll
rotation about twice as high as healthy controls. While this indicates an import-
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ant role of vestibular cues in dynamic tilt perception, caution should be taken
when extrapolating their results to static tilt perception, for which contribution
of other extra-vestibular cues might be weighted more heavily.
Implications for multisensory integration
It is clear that a representation of gravity is required to determine our
body orientation in space and the orientation of objects in the external world.
Because of physics reasons, sensory systems are often ambiguous as to this
representation. For example, according to Einstein’s equivalence principle, ac-
celerations due to translation or gravity cannot be distinguished. The brain may
rely on an internal model of this physics (Merfeld et al., 1999), but why then is
there a discrepancy in performance between SBT and SVV at 90 ◦ tilt? Subjects
know that they are tilted 90 ◦ relative to gravity, but show substantial biases in
the perception of vertical. This intriguing paradox was first described by Mittel-
staedt (1983), followed by many other studies (Mast, Jarchow, 1996; Jarchow,
Mast, 1999; Van Beuzekom, Van Gisbergen, 2000; Van Beuzekom et al., 2001;
Kaptein, Van Gisbergen, 2004; De Vrijer et al., 2008; Vingerhoets et al., 2008;
Clemens et al., 2011). Mittelstaedt proposed that the visual vertical is determ-
ined by a weighted combination of a sensory head-tilt signal and a head-fixed
reference, which mitigates the different gains of both otolith components because
the utricle contains more hair cells than the saccule (Mittelstaedt, 1983).
In contrast, the statistical model by Clemens et al. (2011) assumes that
otolith signals become more noisy, not biased, with tilt increase, presumably due
to the nonuniform distribution of hair cells. In this model, the otolith signal is
combined with the prior assumption that the head is usually upright to yield a
more stable, but biased, percept of the visual vertical than can be derived from
the otolith signal alone.
How can this model explain the errors and variability in our patients,
which lack otolith function? Following the Clemens framework of figure 2.1A,
SBT responses are based on the direct pathway only, since information along the
indirect pathway has been cut off (red arrows). This suggests that the response
variability in the SBT task, presented in figure 2.3, reflects the noise properties
of the somatosensory sense, transformed to a behavioral reference frame. A
further inference is that the noise in the somatosensory system depends on tilt
angle and therefore is multiplicative, not additive.
In the SVV task, the sense of body orientation needs to be combined with
visual information about the luminous line to estimate the visual vertical. Figure
2.3 shows a trend that patients are more biased than controls at 90 ◦ RED roll
tilt, confirming the idea that spatial orientation is multisensory and an optimal
integration of all senses is used to estimate the line orientation (Mittelstaedt,
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1992, 1995; MacNeilage et al., 2007; Vingerhoets et al., 2008; Tarnutzer et al.,
2009b,a).
Neurophysiological implications
Signals from the otoliths are sent to the vestibular nuclei, the first central
stage of neural processing. Neurons in the vestibular nuclei are however not
purely vestibular; they also receive visual, motor and somatosensory information
(Dickman, Angelaki, 2004; Angelaki, Cullen, 2008; Sadeghi et al., 2012; Carriot
et al., 2013). This multisensory convergence in the vestibular nucleus has led to
the belief that it may be involved in higher-level cognitive functions like spatial
orientation (for review see Angelaki, Cullen (2008)).
Our results indicate that an extravestibular tilt-dependent noise source
is involved in the estimation of the SBT and SVV. This source could in fact be
multifaceted, arising from cutaneous receptors that sense the change in the dis-
tribution of pressure on the skin, from muscle tension that is increased and/or
from the putative visceral graviceptors in the trunk (Mittelstaedt, 1995). Al-
though we are not aware of any direct evidence that the noise of these sensors
increases with tilt angle, one might argue that they share the same decoding pro-
cess as the otoliths (Clark et al., 2014) and other sensors (Sober, Ko¨rding, 2012);
when the signal increases the sensors are still accurate, but less precise.
If this holds, a similar SVV bias should be seen when vestibular cues are
intact but somatosensory cues are lacking, as in somatosensory patients (Clem-
ens et al., 2011). Indeed, studies attenuating somatosensory signals (water im-
mersion, whole body casts) and lesion studies confirm this hypothesis, showing
that without body somatosensory signals, response bias and variability increase
with tilt angle in the SVV task (Anastasopoulos et al., 1999; Trousselard et al.,
2003, 2004; Barra et al., 2010).
Spatial orientation through sensory substitution
It has been argued that two distinctive mechanisms can account for recov-
ery of functioning after sensory loss: sensory restitution and sensory substitution
(Curthoys, 2000). Applied to the vestibular system, restitution would mean the
(partial) recovery of vestibular sense due to the use of other senses, whereas
substitution would mean that other senses take over the function of the vestibu-
lar sense. Our patients show no response to vestibular stimulation tasks years
after the vestibular a-reflexia was identified (table 2.1), suggesting that they
have adapted to rely on the remaining, non-vestibular signals and that sensory
substitution applies to the spatial orientation performance of our patients. This
is confirmed by monkey studies showing sensory substitution at the first stage
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of vestibular processing where highly multimodal inputs are received (Sadeghi
et al., 2012; Cullen, 2014; Jamali et al., 2014).
The findings of our study support the current status of vestibular rehab-
ilitation programs tailored towards recognizing body somatosensory signals as
a reliable replacement of the vestibular loss in acute vestibular patients (Hil-
lier, McDonnell, 2011; McCall, Yates, 2011; Deveze et al., 2014). However, our
DFNA9 patients lost their vestibular function over the course of years and as
a result have probably gradually learned to rely on extravestibular signals to
substitute vestibular loss.
Limitations of the present study
Although the present approach and subsequent data set is one of the
most extensive studies in a patient group with full bilateral vestibular deficits,
a number of limitations can still be listed. First, patients with bilateral vesti-
bular loss, who satisfied the inclusion criterion are not very frequent. Although
all our clinical tests showed that patients have full vestibular loss, it cannot be
excluded that some vestibular function remained. If so, this could never explain
the very similar performance of patients and controls, upon which we based the
arguments for sensory substitution. That said, we tested only six patients, and
six respective controls, which should be taken into account in the interpretation
of some of the statistical trends. The present study was also limited to meas-
urements of only two tilt angles: upright and 90 ◦ right-ear-down tilt. It should
be realized that the present 2AFC approach, which is the most quantitative
method available, is also very time consuming. Especially measuring the SBT,
which is the basis of our claim of signal-dependent noise of body sensors, takes a
substantial amount of time (45 minutes per tilt angle). Testing more tilt angles
would have been desired, but was too taxing for our patient population. We
like to emphasize that measuring intermediate tilt angles would not change our
main conclusion that there is a tilt dependence on the noise properties of the
body sensors.
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CHAPTER 3
Dissociating
Somatosensory and
Vestibular Contributions to
Spatial Orientation
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Abstract
Inferring object orientation in the surroundings heavily depends on our
internal sense of direction of gravity. Previous research showed that this sense
is based on the integration of multiple information sources, including visual,
vestibular (otolithic) and somatosensory signals. The individual noise character-
istics and contributions of these sensors can be studied using spatial orientation
tasks, such as the subjective visual vertical (SVV) task. A recent study reported
that patients with complete bilateral vestibular loss perform similar as healthy
controls on these tasks, from which it was conjectured that the noise levels of
both otoliths and body somatosensors are roll-tilt dependent. Here, we tested
this hypothesis in ten healthy human subjects by roll-tilting the head relative
to the body to dissociate tilt-angle dependencies of otolith and somatosensory
noise. Using a psychometric approach, we measured bias and variability in
perceived orientation of a briefly flashed line relative to the gravitational vertical
(SVV task). Measurements were taken at multiple body-in-space orientations
(-90 to 90 ◦, steps of 30 ◦) and head-on-body roll-tilts (30 ◦ left-ear-down, aligned,
30 ◦ right-ear-down). Results showed that verticality perception is processed
in a head-in-space reference frame, with a bias that increased with larger
head-in-space orientations. Variability patterns indicated a larger contribution
of the otolith organs around upright and a more substantial contribution of the
body somatosensors at larger body-in-space roll-tilts. Simulations show that
these findings are consistent with a statistical model that involves tilt-dependent
noise levels of otolith and somatosensory signals, confirming dynamic shifts in
the weights of sensory inputs with tilt angle.
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3.1 Introduction
Inferring the orientation of objects in the surroundings heavily depends on our
internal sense of direction of gravity. One way to test this internal sense is by us-
ing the subjective visual vertical (SVV) task. In this task, subjects are asked to
align a visual line with the gravitational vertical while upright or roll-tilted. Pre-
vious studies have shown that the errors in the responses are typically small near
upright, may shift away from head-in-space orientation for intermediate angles
(< 60 ◦, called E-effect)(Mu¨ller, 1916), and can become quite substantial for lar-
ger roll tilts, biased toward the orientation of the head in space (> 60 ◦, called
Aubert-effect or A-effect) (Aubert, 1861; Mittelstaedt, 1983; Mast, Jarchow,
1996; Jarchow, Mast, 1999; Van Beuzekom, Van Gisbergen, 2000; Van Beuzekom
et al., 2001; Kaptein, Van Gisbergen, 2004; Vingerhoets et al., 2008; De Vrijer
et al., 2008; Tarnutzer et al., 2009a, 2010; Clemens et al., 2011) . It has also
been shown that the trial-to-trial variability in the SVV responses increases with
roll tilt (Schone, 1964; Scho¨ne, Haes, 1968; Udo De Haes, 1970; Van Beuzekom
et al., 2001; De Vrijer et al., 2008; Tarnutzer et al., 2009a, 2010; Clemens et al.,
2011).
Although the SVV is commonly used in clinical routine to test for purely
vestibular deficits (Brandt, Strupp, 2005), various studies have now shown that
this estimate not only relies on vestibular signals, but also on proprioceptive
signals, somatosensory signals and cognitive biases (Angelaki, Cullen, 2008; De
Vrijer et al., 2008; Tarnutzer et al., 2009b, 2010; Clemens et al., 2011). Recently,
Clemens et al. (2011) modeled the underlying computations based on Bayesian
inference principles. The structure of their model, shown in figure 3.1, involves
three stages: sensory input, coordinate transformation, and a signal combination
stage.
At the sensory stage, physical information about the orientations of the
head-in-space, head-on-body and body-in-space is translated into sensory in-
formation by the otoliths, neck proprioceptors, and body somatosensors, re-
spectively. Note that we refer to the sensory information by single inputs, al-
though each of the three could be a collection of multiple sensory cues. For
example, the body somatosensory cue may consist of signals from the cu-
taneous receptors that sense skin pressure and distortion, signals that relate
to muscle tension, and/or interoceptive signals within the body (Mittelstaedt,
1995, 1996).
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Figure 3.1: A. Schematic representation of the Bayesian optimal integration model (adapted version
from Clemens et al. (2011)). The model contains three different stages. In the sensory input
stage, physical signals are translated to sensory signals (ˆ) which are assumed to be accurate,
but contaminated with Gaussian noise. The Gaussian noise is assumed to be tilt-angle dependent
for both the head-in-space (HˆS) signal from the otoliths and the body-in-space (BˆS) signal from
the body somatosensors. In the coordinate transformation stage, the neck proprioceptive signal is
used for a reference frame transformation of the body-in-space signal into an indirect head-in-space
signal (HˆSI = BˆS + HˆB). In order to derive an optimal estimate of the head-in-space orientation
(H˜S), the cue combination stage of the model weights the indirect signal (green pathway) with
the direct signal (blue pathway) and prior knowledge (red pathway) that our head is usually upright
(centered around 0 ◦). The relative contributions of these pathways (wHI , wHD, wHP ) depend on
the Gaussian noise of the underlying signals. Finally, an optimal estimate of line-in-space is obtained
for the SVV-task by combining H˜S with estimates of the eye-in-head orientation (E˜H) and line-on-
eye orientation (L˜E). The latter is assumed to be veridical. Note that the cue combination stage
is essentially a multiplication of the underlying probability distributions, resulting in a posterior
head tilt angle distribution. The individual probability distributions of the sensory signals and the
head tilt posterior are based on the parameters in table 1 for the condition in which the body
is upright and the head is tilted 30 ◦ RED. B. Simulations of the Bayesian optimal integration
model for the bias and variability (including standard errors, SE), plotted against head-in-space
(left panels) and body-in-space orientations (right panels) in the three different head-on-body tilt
conditions: 30 ◦ LED (red), aligned (blue) and 30 ◦ RED (green). Parameter values are based on
previous research by (Clemens2011) and (Alberts2015). The dashed lines in the plots indicate the
30 ◦ RED condition shown by the probability distributions in B.
According to the Clemens et al. (2011) model, the head-in-space signal is
not only measured directly by the otoliths, but it is also derived indirectly by
combining head-on-body with body-in-space signals, which is performed at the
coordinate transformation stage. Furthermore, through experience, the brain
builds up an internal estimate about the head-in-space orientation, which is
reflected by the prior in the model. To infer the Bayesian estimate of head-in-
space, all these signals are optimally combined by weighting them with their
reliability (i.e. the inverse of their noise level). In the model, noise was assumed
constant for the body and neck sensors and tilt-dependent for the otoliths (for
more details, see the methods section). It has been shown that this model is
able to explain the bias and variability of the SVV task in healthy subjects
(Clemens et al., 2011).
However, the assumption of tilt independent body noise was recently
challenged. Alberts et al. (2015) tested patients with complete loss of bilateral
peripheral-vestibular function. Despite absent vestibular sensory input, they
observed a roll-angle dependent modulation of trial-to-trial SVV variability. To
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account for this finding, they suggested an extension to the model by Clemens
et al. (2011): the noise term on the body somatosensors should be tilt-dependent
rather than constant, similar to the assumption made for the otoliths (see figure
3.1).
Here, we tested whether tilt-dependent body somatosensors are a valid
extension to the model. To this end we dissociate head-in-space and body-
in-space orientations by manipulating head-on-body orientations. This manip-
ulation capitalizes on the tilt-dependency of the noise in the head and body
sensors, predicting different estimates of head-in-space when the body is roll-
tilted. Note that the original Clemens et al. (2011) model did not include this
provision because it was based on data collected with the reference frames of
head and body sensors aligned, making it ambiguous as to whether the otolith
or body somatosensors should be modeled with tilt-dependent noise.
Two previous studies (Guerraz et al., 1998; Tarnutzer et al., 2010) already
tested the SVV with dissociated head and body orientations, showing that head-
based graviceptive signals provide the predominant input for internal estimates
of the SVV. Neither of these studies, however, did assess the responses psycho-
metrically, which is a requirement to put the model to the test and determine
how the individual sensory systems are weighted in the SVV. In the present
study, we therefore measure the SVV psychometrically at multiple body-in-
space orientations (90 ◦ counter clockwise (CCW) to 90 ◦ clockwise (CW) roll
tilt in steps of 30 ◦) and multiple head-on-body orientations (30 ◦ left-ear-down
(LED) head-on-body tilt, aligned, and 30 ◦ right ear down (RED) head-on-body
tilt, see top of 3.2), allowing for a dissociation of vestibular and somatosensory
contributions to vertical perception. To test whether the tilt-dependent body
somatosensors is a valid extension, we further compare subjects’ performance
with the predictions of the Bayesian optimal integration model including the
tilt-dependent body somatosensory extension (3.1B, more detail in methods
section).
We show that the bias in the SVV task increases with larger head-in-space
orientation, confirming the idea that spatial orientation is processed in a head-
in-space reference frame. Variability data shows that the underlying sensory
mechanism is actually more complicated; head-in-space orientation dominates
variability at small roll tilts, whereas body-in-space orientation dominates at
larger roll tilts. Model simulations demonstrate that these differences in vari-
ability are in favor of a model with tilt-dependent somatosensory noise, rather
than constant somatosensory noise.
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3.2 Materials and Methods
Subjects
Ten healthy human subjects participated in the study (7 male and 3 fe-
male, aged 32 ± 9 years). Four subjects were familiar with the experimental
protocol. All subjects provided written informed consent after receiving explan-
ation of the experimental procedure. Experimental procedures were approved by
the local ethics committee (cantonal ethics committee Zurich, KEK-ZH-2014-
0428) and adhered to the 2013 Declaration of Helsinki for research involving
human subjects. Subjects were free of any known neurological disorders and
had normal or corrected-to-normal visual acuity. Normal peripheral vestibu-
lar function was confirmed by video-head-impulse testing of all six semicircular
canals and ocular/cervical vestibular-evoked myogenic potentials.
Setup
Subjects were tilted in the roll plane using a computer-controlled
turntable with three motor-driven axes (prototype built by Acutronic, Bubikon,
Switzerland). Participants were restrained to the seat using a four-point safety
belt; a horizontal bar restrained movements of the legs. Subject-specific seat
adjustments ensured that the center of rotation was aligned with subjects’ in-
tersection of the interaural and naso-occipital axis during whole-body roll tilt.
The head was kept in the correct position using a thermoplastic mask tightly
covering the head. Proprioceptive cues were reduced to a minimum using va-
cuum cushions. A luminous line (angular subtense 9.5 ◦) with a bright dot at
the end was projected onto the center of a sphere mounted 1.5m in front of the
subject. The center of rotation of the luminous line was aligned with the center
of rotation of the turntable.
Experimental paradigm
The SVV was tested at seven different body-in-space orientations, ran-
ging from -90 ◦ to 90 ◦ at 30 ◦ intervals, in three head-on-body tilt conditions
(-30 ◦ LED, aligned, or 30 ◦ RED, see figure 3.2). Each experimental run started
with the onset of a fixation dot in the center of rotation of the luminous line.
Next, the subject was rotated from upright to a randomly chosen roll angle at
a constant acceleration and deceleration of the turntable of 10 ◦/s2. This value
is a compromise between keeping repositioning time as short as possible and
being comfortable for the subject. To overcome any lingering effect of semicir-
cular canal stimulation on the SVV (Jaggi-Schwarz, Hess, 2003; Pavlou et al.,
2003) and hence exclude postrotatory torsional nystagmus influences (Tarnutzer
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et al., 2009b), we introduced a 10s waiting period after subjects reached a given
roll angle. Subsequently, an auditory cue indicated the onset of a briefly flashed
(30 ms) luminous line. Subjects used two buttons (left, L and right, R) to
indicate whether the orientation of the luminous line was clockwise (CW) or
counterclockwise (CCW) of the perceived vertical. Line orientations were selec-
ted randomly from a set of 11 line orientations, centered on a literature-based
coarse estimate of the subjects’ perceived vertical for that particular roll-angle.
We used line orientation intervals of 3 deg, except when the body was upright
(2 ◦). After all 11 line orientations were tested, the subject was rotated to a new
pseudo-randomly drawn roll angle and the above procedure was repeated. The
subject returned to the upright orientation when ten roll angles of the body had
been addressed. Room lights were turned on, and head-on-body roll-tilt was
checked with an angle meter (accuracy 0.01 ◦). Each roll angle was tested ten
times, yielding 110 responses for the corresponding psychometric curve. In total
seven runs of ten roll angles accounted for one head-on-body condition with 7
different body-in-space orientations. Data of the three head-on-body conditions
were collected in either three sessions of 45 minutes or two sessions of 90 minutes.
The latter one took longer because a new thermoplastic mask had to be made
within that particular session for a different head-on-body orientation. One
might argue that head-on-body tilt introduces a horizontal and vertical shift of
the nasal-occipital axis from the center of rotation. We performed a control SVV
experiment in which two subjects were tested with the head and body aligned,
and the nasal-occipital axis either aligned with the center of rotation or shifted
±4cm laterally. This value reflects the average maximum displacement of the
nasal-occipital axis when the head is tilted relative to the body. Subjects were
tested at 0 (maximum horizontal displacement) and ±90 ◦ (maximum vertical
displacement) roll tilt. Results showed no significant influence of this shift on
both SVV bias (-4cm: t(5) = 0.56, p = 0.60, +4cm: t(5) = 1.83, p = 0.13) and
variability (-4cm: t(5) = -1.26, p = 0.26, +4cm: t(5) = 1.91, p = 0.11).
Data Analysis
For every combination of body-in-space and head-in-space orientation,
performance was quantified by fitting a cumulative Gaussian function to the
proportion of CW responses relative to line orientation (Wichmann, Hill,
2001):
P (x) = λ+ (1− 2λ) 1
σ
√
2pi
∫ x
−∞
e−(y−µ)
2/2σ2dy, (3.1)
in which x represents the line orientation in space, µ the perceived orient-
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ation of the gravitational vertical, and λ the lapse rate, accounting for stimulus-
independent errors. The difference between the perceived, µ, and actual grav-
itational vertical (which is 0 ◦) is called the bias. The width of the curve is
determined by σ2, which is inversely related to precision, and serves as a meas-
ure of the subjects’ variability in the SVV task. Fits were performed using the
MATLAB routine ’fminsearch’.
Optimal integration model
Figure 3.1A represents the theoretical framework to account for the ob-
served behavior of subjects. The model contains three stages of information
processing: a sensory input, coordinate transformation and signal combination
stage.
Sensory input: At this stage of information processing, physical informa-
tion about the world is translated into sensory signals, denoted by a hat symbol
(ˆ). The otoliths sense the orientation of the head in space (HˆS), neck sensors
measure the orientation of the head on body (HˆB), and body somatosensors
respond to the orientation of the body in space (BˆS). It is assumed that all
sensory signals are unbiased but corrupted with Gaussian noise with variance
σ2. Previous studies suggested that the variance of the otoliths (σ2HS) Scho¨ne,
Haes (1968); Tarnutzer et al. (2009a, 2010) and the body somatosensors (σ2BS)
(Alberts et al., 2015) is tilt-dependent. This feature was incorporated by al-
lowing the variance in the sensory head-in-space and body-in-space signals to
increase rectilinearly with tilt angle.
σHS = αHS · |HS |+ βHS (3.2)
σBS = αBS · |BS |+ βBS (3.3)
in which α reflects the proportional increase of noise with roll tilt and β
represents the noise at zero degrees in space.
Coordinate transformation: To infer an estimate of the orientation of the
head in space, the brain can use the direct sensory information from the otoliths
(HˆSD), or indirect sensory information by combining the body somatosensory
(BˆS) and neck (HˆB) proprioceptive information. This indirect pathway involves
a coordinate transformation: HˆSI = BˆS + HˆB . Since the information from the
individual sensors was represented by two Gaussian distributions centered on
BS and HB, the indirect pathway is now a Gaussian distribution centered on
(BS +HB) with variance (σ2BS + σ2HB).
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Signal combination: At this stage, all available information is combined
into a statistically optimal estimate of head orientation in space (H˜S). To
account for the bias found at larger roll tilts we assume that the brain uses prior
knowledge that the head is typically upright MacNeilage et al. (2007); De Vrijer
et al. (2008); Clemens et al. (2011). This prior knowledge is represented by a
Gaussian distribution centered on 0 ◦ roll tilt with variance (σ2HSP ). According
to the rules of Bayesian inference Landy et al. (1995); Jacobs (1999); Ernst,
Banks (2002); Bays, Wolpert (2007); Clemens et al. (2011) it can be shown
that:
H˜S = wHD · HˆSD + wHI · HˆSI + wHP · 0 ◦ (3.4)
with
wHD =
1/σ2HS
1/(σ2BS + σ2HB) + 1/σ2HS + 1/σ2HSP
, (3.5)
wHI =
1/(σ2BS + 1/σ2HB)
1/(σ2BS + σ2HB) + 1/σ2HS + 1/σ2HSP
(3.6)
and
wHP =
1/σ2HSP
1/(σ2BS + σ2HB) + 1/σ2HS + 1/σ2HSP
(3.7)
In these equations, wHD, wHI and wHP are the weights (adding up to
1) of the direct, indirect and prior information pathway. Following the rules of
error propagation, we can show that the variance of the integrated head-in-space
estimate becomes:
σ2(H˜S) = w2HD · σ2HS + w2HI · (σ2BS + σ2HB), (3.8)
in which the variance contributions of the direct and indirect pathways
are represented by their squared weights (Clemens et al., 2011).
Finally, to compute the orientation of the luminous line in space, the brain
needs to combine the head in space information with eye-in-head information
(E˜H) and line-relative-to-eye information (L˜E). Whereas the latter is assumed
to be unbiased, uncompensated ocular counterroll could cause a bias in the eye-
in-head information, resulting in E-effects in vertical perception. Previous work
(Palla et al., 2006) showed that this can be represented as:
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Model αHS(
◦
◦ ) βHS( ◦) αBS(
◦
◦ ) βBS( ◦) σ2HB(
◦) σ2HSP (
◦) AOCR( ◦)
Full 0.31±0.06 2.5± 1.2 0.045±0.01 4.9± 3.1 4.9± 2.7 12.5± 3.2 14.6±10.2
Restricted 0.16±0.06 2.4± 1.2 x 10.8± 3.1 4.9± 2.7 12.5± 3.2 14.6±10.2
Reduced 0.16±0.06 2.4± 1.2 x x x x x
Table 3.1: Best-fit parameter values of previous studies used to simulate spatial orientation
behavior in the full, restricted and reduced Bayesian optimal integration model
E˜H = −AOCR · sin HˆS (3.9)
in which AOCR denotes the uncompensated ocular counterroll. The bias
in line orientation (µ), hence the perceived gravitational vertical, is then calcu-
lated by the formula:
µ(SV V ) = (HS − H˜S) + E˜H (3.10)
Model simulation
Figure 3.1B shows a forward simulation (bold lines) of the optimal in-
tegration model for the bias and variability of the SVV in the 30 ◦ LED (red),
aligned (blue) and 30 ◦ RED (green) head-on-body roll-tilt conditions relative to
the head-in-space orientation (left panel) and body-in-space orientation (right
panel) of the subject. The simulations are based on previously measured average
values of the prior knowledge, head-on-body and ocular counterroll parameters
of Clemens et al. (2011) (σ2HB , σ2HSP , AOCR, first row of table 3.1) and body-
in-space parameters from Alberts et al. (2015) (αBS , βBS). The head-in-space
parameter values (αHS , βHS) are obtained by retrieving the optimal combin-
ation of tilt-dependent head-in-space parameters and tilt-dependent body-in-
space parameters that account for a similar amount of variability in the aligned
condition as the optimal combination of tilt-dependent head-in-space paramet-
ers and constant body-in-space parameters in the restricted model of Clemens
et al. (2011) (αHS , βHS and βBS in the second row of table 3.1). The shaded
areas reflect the spread in model simulations, based on the variance in the free
parameters. In addition to these two models assuming the integration of direct
and indirect pathways, we also simulated a model with only the direct otoliths
pathway, based on the noise values from Clemens et al. (2011) (third row of
table 3.1).
The dashed lines in the bias and variability simulations of figure 3.1B
represent the outcome of the optimal integration of the probability distributions
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in figure 3.1A. In this particular example, the subject was seated upright with
the head tilted 30 ◦ RED on top of the body.
Model evaluation
Besides the full optimal integration model with a tilt-dependent noise
term for the head-in-space (vestibular) and body-in-space (body somatosensors)
signals, we also simulated the restricted Clemens et al. (2011) model with a con-
stant noise term on the body somatosensors (parameters are in the second row
of table 3.1). Furthermore, we also simulated a model with only the direct path-
way, hence no body and neck contributions, to test whether the assumption that
the indirect pathway contributes to the SVV task. For evaluation of the three
model versions we obtained negative log-likelihoods of each subject showing a
goodness of fit of the model given the data. These were then tested with a
likelihood ratio test, quantifying whether the likelihood of the Bayesian optimal
integration model is significantly higher explaining the data than the restricted
or reduced model. We also calculated R2 determination coefficients to show the
gain in goodness of fit.
3.3 Results
Psychometric results
Figure 3.2A shows the SVV performance of a representative subject for
the three different head-on-body tilt conditions. For each head-on-body tilt
condition, the probability of a clockwise (CW) response is plotted as a function
of line orientation relative to the gravitational vertical for some exemplar head-
in-space orientations (0 ◦ (blue), ±90 ◦ (red) and ±120 ◦ (green)). To obtain
quantitative measures of the bias and response variability (i.e. SD), we fit
psychometric curves to the data in each condition. The bias is captured by
the line orientation corresponding to 50% probability of a CW response; the
response variability is captured by the width of the psychometric curve. Note
that an increase in head-in-space orientation is accompanied by an increase in
bias (larger shift from 50% CW line orientation relative to 0 ◦) in the direction
of the orientation of the head. As shown, fitted curves are steeper when the
head is upright, suggesting that the subject is more precise around upright than
when roll tilted.
Figures 3.2B and 3.2C depict the bias and response variability as a func-
tion of head-in-space orientation, respectively, based on the psychometric fits
to all conditions. Color-coded data points represent the psychometric curves in
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Figure 3.2: SVV adjustments in a representative subject for the different head-on-body tilt con-
ditions. A. Proportion (P) of CW responses plotted against the line orientation relative to the
gravitational vertical when the head is upright (blue), tilted ±90 ◦ (red) or ±120 ◦ (green). Solid
lines show the best-fit psychometric curves from which the bias (line-in-space orientation at which
P(CW) = 0.5) and the variability (inversely related to the width of the curve) are extracted and
plotted against head-in-space orientation in B-C. Bias and variability from the psychometric curves
in A are color coded.
figure 3.2A. Results show that the unsigned bias increases with larger head-in-
space orientation, confirming the shifts seen at the psychometric level (figure
3.2A). Furthermore, bias patterns show no differences for the three different
head-on-body tilt conditions.
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Response variability, however, demonstrates clear differences for the three
different head-on-body conditions (Figure 3.2C). When the body and head are
aligned (middle panel) the lowest variability is seen when both are aligned with
the gravitational vertical. The subject is thus most precise in indicating the
direction of vertical when seated upright. Variability increases with larger head-
in-space orientations, but levels off at around 90 ◦, consistent with previous
reports De Vrijer et al. (2008); Clemens et al. (2011). However, when the head
and body are, dissociated (head-on-body, ±30 ◦), variability peaks at 60 ◦ roll
tilt in the direction of the head-on-body tilt, decreasing again with larger head-
in-space orientations.
To distinguish between the contributions of the body and the head in
spatial orientation, these data also need to be represented relative to body-
in-space orientation. Figure 3.3A depicts the summary statistics (mean and
standard error) across the ten subjects, plotted against both head-in-space ori-
entation (left panels) and body-in-space orientation (right panels), generalizing
the observations described in figure 3.2. The bias of the three different head-on-
body conditions overlaps when plotted against head-in-space orientation rather
than body-in-space orientation, indicating that the SVV task is performed in
a head-in-space reference frame. This overlap, however, cannot be seen in the
variability plot. At small roll tilts (up to ±30 ◦), the variability seems to over-
lap when plotted against head-in-space orientation, whereas at larger roll tilts,
the variability data show more overlap when plotted relative to body-in-space
orientation.
Model predictions
The lines superimposed on the data in figure 3.3A represent model sim-
ulations of the full Bayesian optimal integration model specified in figure 3.1A.
The shaded area surrounding these lines illustrates the standard error based on
the noise of the various parameters (see table 3.1). The mean bias across the 10
subjects is clearly captured by the model, whereas the mean variability overlaps
only at small roll tilts. At larger roll tilts the mean variability decreases again,
whereas the model still predicts increasing variability.
Model evaluation
To quantify the goodness of fit of the model given the data, we obtained
negative log-likelihood estimates (-logl) by comparing the Bayesian optimal in-
tegration model estimates of bias and variability to the responses of the subject
(table 3.2). To test whether the models’ assumption of an increase in body
somatosensory noise with body tilt angle is warranted, we compared its per-
formance with a restricted model, which contained a constant noise level on the
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Figure 3.3: A. Mean bias and variability (including one SE) across the 10 subjects are plotted
against head-in-space orientation (left panels) and body-in-space orientation (right panels) for the
three different head-on-body tilt conditions. Mean data is superimposed on the model simulations
(including one SE) of figure 3.1B. B. Sensory weights of the different sensors plotted against head-
in-space orientation for the different head-on-body tilt conditions. Shaded areas are the variance
in the sensory weights, based on the noise in the individual parameter settings of table 3.1.
body somatosensors. A likelihood ratio test of the two models (with one degree
of freedom difference, which corrects for the additional parameter αBS in the full
model relative to the restricted model ) resulted in the full model outperforming
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Direct + indirect pathway Only direct pathway
Subject -logL full
model
-logl
restricted
model
R2 full
model
R2
restricted
model
-logl
reduced
model
R2
reduced
model
S1 1051.4* 1070.7 0.66 0.65
S2 965.1** 967.4 0.81 0.81
S3 732.6* 747.4 0.91 0.90
S4 881.3* 972.2 0.61 0.52
S5 814.2* 851.8 0.87 0.84 > 6000 0.00
S6 1333.8* 1419.5 0.45 0.39
S7 1102.7* 1154.5 0.65 0.61
S8 1253.2* 1277.3 0.56 0.54
S9 844.9* 855.8 0.82 0.81
S10 971.9 967.2 0.82 0.82
Mean±SD 995± 193 1028±206 0.72±0.15 0.69±0.17
** p < 0.05, ∗p < 0.001
Table 3.2: Model evaluation by means of the negative log-likelihood and R2 measures
the restricted model in nine out of ten subjects (** p < 0.05, * p < 0.001). We
also tested whether inclusion of the indirect pathways in the model makes a sig-
nificant contribution to the SVV. A likelihood ratio test of the full model versus
this model (with three degrees of freedom difference) resulted in a significantly
better account of the full model for all subjects (p < 0.001).
Furthermore, we calculated R2 determination coefficients to indicate how
well the bias and variability data of each subject fits the proposed models.
The gain in R2 coefficients for the full model relative to the restricted model
illustrates the gain in effect size.
Sensory weights
Using the parameter estimates we can compute the variances of the indi-
vidual sensors for each condition and roll-tilt angle. Based on these variances we
can compute the individual weights of the various sensors. The larger the noise
of a particular parameter, the smaller its weight will be. The distribution of
the vestibular, body somatosensory and prior knowledge weights against head-
in-space orientation is depicted in figure 3.3B for the different head-on-body
roll-tilt conditions. Parameter values are taken from the full Bayesian optimal
integration model (table 3.1). Results of the head and body aligned condi-
tion show that subjects rely mostly on vestibular information when they are
seated around upright (the weight of the otoliths is near 1). This contribution
declines when the head-in-space orientation increases, whereas sensory weights
of the body somatosensory and prior beliefs increase. With head-on-body tilt,
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the weight of the body somatosensory information increases more strongly for
orientations in the direction of head-on-body tilt, decreasing again for larger
head-in-space orientations. Note the similarity between the weight distribution
of the body somatosensory noise and the variability patterns of figure 3.2, which
is illustrative of the significant contribution of body somatosensors in vertical
perception.
3.4 Discussion
In this study, we examined the properties and contributions of vestibular and
body somatosensory information in a subjective vertical (SVV) task. By com-
paring psychometric measures of bias and response variability at multiple roll
tilt angles, with the head and the body aligned or dissociated by ±30 ◦, we
found that both head-in-space and body-in-space orientation affect the bias
of the SVV. A single response emerged for the three head-on-body conditions
when the bias was plotted as a function of head-in-space orientation. This curve,
which shows that the bias increases with larger head-in-space orientations, sug-
gests that the SVV is processed in a (task-dependent) reference frame attached
to the orientation of the head in space (figure 3.3A).
For all three head-on-body conditions, variability in the SVV was lowest
when the head was upright in space, increasing for small roll tilts (< 60 ◦), and
decreasing again for larger roll tilts (> 60 ◦). When the variability was plotted
against head-in-space orientation, the three head-on-body conditions overlapped
for small roll tilts, but when plotted against body-in-space orientation it over-
lapped at larger roll tilts. These results indicate a larger contribution of the
head sensors (otoliths) around upright and a more substantial contribution of
the body somatosensors at larger roll tilts. Simulations showed that the data
favored a model with tilt-dependent body somatosensory noise over constant
noise (table 3.2), predicting the dynamic shift from vestibular to somatosensory
contribution to spatial orientation with increasing roll tilts (figure 3.3B).
Comparison with previous (modeling) work
The present findings on SVV bias when the head and body are aligned
are consistent with previous reports regarding spatial orientation (Aubert, 1861;
Mittelstaedt, 1983; Mast, Jarchow, 1996; Jarchow, Mast, 1999; Van Beuzekom,
Van Gisbergen, 2000; Van Beuzekom et al., 2001; Kaptein, Van Gisbergen, 2004;
Vingerhoets et al., 2008; De Vrijer et al., 2008; Tarnutzer et al., 2009a; Clem-
ens et al., 2011). Under the assumption that sensory signals are accurately
calibrated (i.e. unbiased), this suggests, in a Bayesian framework, that prior
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knowledge about the head typically being upright drives the estimate of the
visual vertical towards the orientation of the head in space (MacNeilage et al.,
2007; De Vrijer et al., 2008; Clemens et al., 2011). Observations of the bias
when the head and body are dissociated confirm previous work by Guerraz
et al. (1998) and Tarnutzer et al. (2010), who identified the head sensors (oto-
liths) as the major contributor to the bias in the SVV task, suggesting that the
SVV is processed in a head-in-space reference frame. In support of this notion,
we show that model simulations of a statistical optimal integration model, which
assumes that every piece of sensory information is transformed into a head-in-
space coordinate system, overlap the data in all three conditions.
The novelty of our psychometric approach concerns an adequate assess-
ment of the response variability. We show that response variability of individual
subjects increases with roll tilts up to about 60 ◦ head-in-space orientation and
decreases for larger head-in-space orientations (figure 3.3A). The increase in vari-
ability has been reported before (Scho¨ne, Haes, 1968; Udo De Haes, 1970; Van
Beuzekom et al., 2001; De Vrijer et al., 2008; Clemens et al., 2011) and attrib-
uted to an increase in vestibular noise with head-in-space orientation (Scho¨ne,
Haes, 1968; Tarnutzer et al., 2009a, 2010; Clemens et al., 2011), due to a non
uniform distribution of hair cells on the otoliths (Rosenhall, 1972, 1974; Fernan-
dez, Goldberg, 1976; Tarnutzer et al., 2009a). This means that when the head
is roll-tilted in space, less hair cells code for that particular head-in-space ori-
entation, leading to different firing rates (Tarnutzer et al., 2009a). In the ar-
chitecture of the model this is captured as a tilt-dependency of the noise of the
otoliths. The same suggestion has also been proposed for other sensory systems
(Sober, Ko¨rding, 2012). Along these lines, recent clinical work from our group
also suggested tilt-dependent body somatosensory noise for the estimation of
the body-in-space orientation (Alberts et al., 2015). In this experiment it was
shown that patients with complete bilateral vestibular loss had lower variability
in a SVV task when seated upright than when roll-tilted 90 ◦, which can only be
attributed to extra-vestibular cues. Here, we confirm this suggestion by showing
that a Bayesian optimal integration model including tilt-dependent noise on the
body somatosensors predicts the response variability data significantly better
than a model assuming constant somatosensory noise.
Considerations for the model
Simulations of the model presented in the current paper cannot fully
capture the plateau and even decrease in response variability seen at larger
roll-tilts of the head in space (> 60 ◦). This observation, which has not been
consistently reported before (but see (Tarnutzer et al., 2009a)), would have
implications for previous modeling work (Eggert, 1998; MacNeilage et al., 2007;
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De Vrijer et al., 2008; Tarnutzer et al., 2009a; Clemens et al., 2011), as well
as for the present model (figure 3.1). Which factors could be considered to
account for the plateauing, or even reduction of response variability at larger
head-in-space tilts?
We can rule out that there are artifacts in the control of the vestibular
motion platform, i.e. all tilt angles are equally precisely controlled and adopted.
We also consider further cognitive factors as less relevant. For example, while
the current model assumes that the brain has built up an internal prior that the
head is typically upright in space (as during daytime), the head and body are
approximately roll-tilted 90 ◦ when lying on the side during night. However, ex-
panding the model’s prior to include this notion, would introduce an additional
bias, which we do not see in the data. Moreover, such a prior would also intro-
duce a bias in the percept of subjective body tilt, which has not been reported
either (Scho¨ne, Haes, 1968; Mittelstaedt, 1983; Mast, Jarchow, 1996; Jarchow,
Mast, 1999; Kaptein, Van Gisbergen, 2004; Clemens et al., 2011).
Perhaps a more tentative factor could relate to the contribution of extra-
vestibular cues. In the present model we captured the tilt-dependency of the
body somatosensors by a linear relationship, which may be an oversimplification.
Somatosensory information consists of multiple cues, including those from the
cutaneous receptors that sense the change in the distribution of pressure on the
skin, from muscle tension that is increased, and/or from the putative visceral
receptors in the trunk (Mittelstaedt, 1995, 1996). Early research has shown that
the thresholds to skin vibration decrease with increasing stimulus area (Verrillo,
1966; Makarov, Matoyan, 1968; Young, 1982). Since the projection of the body
weight vector over a larger area of pressure (the side of the body) gradually
increases for larger body-in-space orientations, one can speculate that the overall
noise level could decrease with body-in-space orientation (figure ??, dot-dashed).
If this signal is optimally integrated with other types of body sensors, whose
noise levels increase with body-in-space orientation, overall body somatosensory
sensory noise can become highly non-linear. In support of this notion, non-
linear somatosensory noise patterns have been proposed for upward-downward
accelerations (Nesti et al., 2014), as well as rotational velocities (Mallery et al.,
2010).
Model simulations vs. model fitting
In the present study, we simulated the model with parameters based on
existing literature. Because the model with these parameters can account for
a new dataset so nicely makes it a very favorable model. We did not use the
present data set to derive a new set of parameters for two reasons. First, figure
3.3B already shows that the contribution of somatosensory signals is highest at
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larger roll tilts. This automatically brings along the limitation that we cannot
dissociate the two models at smaller tilt angles, since this would predict a pure
vestibular contribution. Ideally, measurements should therefore be targeted at
even larger roll tilt angles (up to 180 ◦), but this is due to the cost of comfort for
the subject. Second, the present study only dissociates the head from the trunk
at ±30 ◦, whereas larger dissociations would be desirable for model fitting, but
not comfortable for the subjects. A further solution to these limitations lies
in testing the subjective body tilt task (SBT) with dissociated head and trunk
contributions (Clemens et al., 2011).
In conclusion, we have tested the performance of ten healthy subjects in
a psychometric SVV task with the head and body aligned or dissociated by 30 ◦
LED/RED head-on-body tilt. The resulting bias and variability patterns reflect
the different contributions of the various sensory signals. We verified that our
theoretical framework including both tilt-dependent otolith and body somato-
sensory noise explains the data better than a framework with only tilt-dependent
otolith noise. These findings establish a novel view on vertical perception and
should be taken into account in future research.
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CHAPTER 4
A Bayesian Account of
Visuo-Vestibular
Interactions in the
Rod-and-Frame Task
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Abstract
Panoramic visual cues, as generated by the objects in the environment,
provide the brain with important information about gravity direction. To derive
an optimal, i.e. Bayesian, estimate of gravity direction, the brain must combine
panoramic information with gravity information detected by the vestibular
system. Here, we examined the individual sensory contributions to this estimate
psychometrically. We asked subjects to judge the orientation (clockwise or
counterclockwise relative to gravity) of a briefly flashed luminous rod, presented
within an oriented square frame (rod-in-frame). Vestibular contributions were
manipulated by tilting the subjects’ head, whereas visual contributions were
manipulated by changing the viewing distance of the rod and frame. Results
show a cyclical modulation of the frame-induced bias in perceived verticality
across a 90 ◦ range of frame orientations. The magnitude of this bias decreased
significantly with larger viewing distance, as if visual reliability was reduced.
Biases increased significantly when the head was tilted, as if vestibular reliability
was reduced. A Bayesian optimal integration model, with distinct vertical and
horizontal panoramic weights, a gain factor to allow for visual reliability changes
and ocular counterroll in response to head tilt, provided a good fit to the
data. We conclude that subjects flexibly weigh visual panoramic and vestibular
information based on their orientation-dependent reliability, resulting in the
observed verticality biases and the associated response variabilities.
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4.1 Introduction
Perception of upright requires integration of multiple information sources, in-
cluding visual, vestibular and somatosensory (Angelaki, Cullen, 2008; De Vrijer
et al., 2008; Tarnutzer et al., 2009b, 2010; Clemens et al., 2011). The subjective
visual vertical task (SVV), in which roll-tilted subjects are asked to indicate the
orientation of a line with respect to gravity, is often used to measure verticality
perception. In the absence of panoramic information, subjects’ perception is
accurate when upright, but biased when tilted. Roll tilt is overestimated for
small roll angles (< 60 ◦, E-effect)Mu¨ller (1916) and underestimated for lar-
ger roll tilts (> 60 ◦, A-effect)(Aubert, 1861; Mittelstaedt, 1983; Mast, Jarchow,
1996; Jarchow, Mast, 1999; Van Beuzekom, Van Gisbergen, 2000; Van Beuzekom
et al., 2001; Kaptein, Van Gisbergen, 2004; Vingerhoets et al., 2008; De Vrijer
et al., 2008; Tarnutzer et al., 2009b, 2010; Clemens et al., 2011).
Panoramic visual cues affect these biases (Mittelstaedt, 1986, 1988;
Vingerhoets et al., 2009), for example when the line is surrounded by a square
frame (Asch, Witkin, 1948). When seated upright, biases in the rod-and-frame
task show a cyclical modulation, with near zero biases for upright and roll-tilted
±45 ◦ frame orientations. Biases are in the direction of the frame for in-between
frame orientations (Wenderoth, 1973; Coren, Hoy, 1986; Spinelli, Antonucci,
1991; Zoccolotti, Antonucci, 1992; Zoccolotti et al., 1993; Spinelli et al., 1995;
Bagust, 2005).
A square frame is not essential: a single peripheral line results in similar
rod-and-frame effects (RFE, (Li, Matin, 2005a)). This suggests that frames and
single lines are fourfold gravity indicators: two related to the actual orientation
and two perpendicular to it. This may be a remnant from a primitive global
visual mechanism interpreting visual contextual cues as ambiguous head-in-
space orientations, which can be combined with a vestibular head-in-space signal
to determine the orientation of the head relative to gravity (Matin, Li, 1995; Li,
Matin, 2005b,a).
Previous studies supported this view by showing that the RFE decreases
for larger frames, as if frame reliability as verticality indicator reduced (Eben-
holtz, Benzschawel, 1977; Ebenholtz, Glaser, 1982; Coren, Hoy, 1986; Antonucci,
Fanzon, 1995; Zoccolotti et al., 1993; Spinelli et al., 1995). Similarly, roll-tilting
the head increases the RFE, as if vestibular reliability of verticality reduced
(Asch, Witkin, 1948; Witkin, Asch, 1948; Bischof, Scheerer, 1970; Benson et al.,
1974; Goodenough, Oltman, 1981; DiLorenzo, Rock, 1982; Zoccolotti, Anto-
nucci, 1992; Corbett, Enns, 2006; Dyde et al., 2006).
To account for visual-vestibular interactions, Vingerhoets et al. (2009)
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introduced a Bayesian inference model in which the RFE depends on statistical
properties of the various signals involved. They compute a Bayesian estimate
of gravity direction, optimally combining head-in-space cues from noisy visual-
frame and vestibular information, and the a-priori notion that head roll tilts
are usually small. The frame contribution was conceived as a distribution of
four equally probable head-in-space orientations. This model could account for
the cyclic RFE-modulation and increased biases at larger head-in-space orient-
ations.
However, as Vingerhoets et al. (2009) pointed out, their model could not
account for all data characteristics. First, with the head upright, the model
predicts maximum frame influence at ±22.5 ◦ because all four cardinal frame
axes contribute equally to the upright percept. However, behavioral results
show peak influence for frame orientations between 15 ◦ and 20 ◦, suggesting
non-equal contributions of the cardinal axes. Second, their model does not
account for E-effects arising from uncompensated ocular counterroll (Palla et al.,
2006; De Vrijer et al., 2008; Clemens et al., 2011) or for changes in visual frame
reliability. Moreover, because Vingerhoets et al. (2009) collected their data using
an adjustment task, they had no appropriate measure of response variability,
which led to model fitting complexities.
Here, we refined their model to resolve these issues and put it to test on
novel psychometric data. The model was extended with factors to weigh the
cardinal frame axes, to account for visual reliability changes, and to include
uncompensated ocular counterroll. We collected rod-and-frame data in three
conditions: baseline, reduced visual frame reliability, and reduced vestibular
reliability.
Results show a cyclical RFE-modulation, with zero biases for upright
and roll-tilted ±45 ◦ frame orientations, and biases in the direction of the frame
for in-between frame orientations. Furthermore, decreasing visual reliability
reduced the RFE, whereas decreasing vestibular reliability increased the RFE.
In all cases, we show that the refined Bayesian model describes the observations
better than the original.
4.2 Materials and Methods
Subjects
Nine subjects (7 female and 2 male, age 27±5 years) without neurological
disorders and normal or corrected-to-normal vision participated in the study.
All subjects received careful instructions about the experiment after which they
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provided written informed consent. Subjects did not receive feedback about
their performance.
Setup
Subjects were seated in a height-adjustable chair such that their naso-
occipital axis coincided with the midpoint of an OLED TV screen (LG
55EA8809, 123 × 69 cm, 1920 × 1080 pixels, refresh rate 60Hz) placed in front
of them. A height-adjustable chin rest supported the head in a natural up-
right position. An adjustable head cushion was used to support the head in a
30 ◦ orientation (right ear down) while the body remained upright. Head-in-
space orientation was monitored several times per session using an angle-meter.
Experiments took place in complete darkness.
Experimental procedure
Figure 4.1 provides a schematic illustration of the task, which consisted
of three different conditions (described below). Stimuli were presented in grey
on a black background. Each trial started with presenting a square frame of
18.3 × 18.3 ◦ visual angle (31.5 × 31.5 cm), with a line width of 0.2 ◦ visual
angle. The frame was displayed in an orientation randomly chosen from a set
of 18 angles between −45 ◦ and +40 ◦ in intervals of 5 ◦. After 250 ms, a lu-
minous rod (angular subtense 12.6 ◦) was briefly flashed (two frames, i.e. 33
ms) in the center of the frame. The rod orientation was randomly selected from
a set of nine rod orientations centered around the gravitational vertical (−7 ◦,
−4 ◦, −2 ◦, −1 ◦, 0 ◦, 1 ◦, 2 ◦, 4 ◦ and 7 ◦). Subjects indicated whether they per-
ceived the orientation of the rod as rotated clockwise or counterclockwise from
the gravitational vertical, by pressing the right or left arrow key respectively.
Subjects were asked to respond as quickly as possible. After the response the
screen turned black for 500 ms and the next trial started. Trials were presented
pseudo-randomly, with each set containing one repetition of each combination
of frame and rod orientation. In total ten sets were tested, yielding 1620 trials
per condition.This experimental procedure was used in three different condi-
tions:
Baseline condition: The baseline condition served to reproduce the RFE
found in the original rod-in-frame experiments (e.g. Witkin, Asch (1948)), but
now by using a psychometric procedure (figure 4.1). Subjects were seated 95 cm
in front of the screen, and the frame and rod were presented with a luminance of
0.23 cd/m2. This condition served as a baseline for the other conditions: visual
and vestibular.
Visual condition: The visual condition served to investigate the effect of
a decrease in visual contextual reliability as an indicator of upright on the RFE.
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Figure 4.1: Experimental procedure of the rod-and-frame task. After presenting a square frame for
250 ms, a rod is briefly (33 ms) flashed within the frame. When the rod disappears, the square
remains visible until the subjects responds whether the rod was rotated CW or CCW from upright.
A 500 ms black screen was presented before the start of a new trial.
We reduced the retinal size of the rod and frame (by increasing the viewing
distance of the display) to shift from peripheral stimulation (in the baseline
condition,> 10 ◦ visual angle) to parafoveal stimulation (i.e.,< 10 ◦ of visual
angle). This alteration is known to reduce the RFE (Cian et al., 1995), as if
there is less weight (i.e. more noise in Bayesian terms) of the frame on head-in-
space orientation. We increased viewing distance from 95 cm to 224 cm, such
that the square frame and rod had a visual angle of 8×8 ◦ and subtense of 5.4 ◦,
respectively.
Vestibular condition: In the vestibular condition, subjects rested their
head against an adjustable head cushion mounted such that the head-on-body
orientation was 30 ◦ right-ear-down (RED). Because it is known that head-on-
body tilt changes the percept of the vertical (Aubert, 1861; Kaptein, Van Gis-
bergen, 2004; De Vrijer et al., 2008; Tarnutzer et al., 2010; Clemens et al.,
2011), we first measured this percept without the presence of a frame. Sub-
jects were presented with ten sets of eleven randomly ordered rod orientations
(−14 ◦, −10 ◦, −7 ◦, −4 ◦, −2 ◦, 0 ◦, 2 ◦, 4 ◦, 7 ◦, 10 ◦ and 14 ◦) centered around
the gravitational vertical, yielding a total of 110 trials. Subjects had to indicate
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whether the orientation of the rod was rotated clockwise or counterclockwise
from the gravitational vertical. We used this perceived orientation of gravity
as the orientation relative to which the rod orientations (−10 ◦, −7 ◦, −4 ◦, 2 ◦,
0 ◦, 2 ◦, 4 ◦, 7 ◦, and 10 ◦) were presented in the rod-and-frame task. The RFE
was tested with the head 30 ◦ RED, using the same experimental procedure as
in the other conditions, but with the adjusted rod orientations.
Data Analysis
Clockwise frame and rod orientations were defined positive. For each
frame orientation, the proportion of clockwise responses as a function of rod
orientation was examined. A psychometric curve was fitted through these data
using a cumulative Gaussian function in Matlab (Wichmann, Hill, 2001):
P (x) = λ+ (1− 2λ) 1
σ
√
2pi
∫ x
−∞
e−(y−µ)
2/2σ2dy, (4.1)
in which x represents the rod orientation in space and λ the lapse rate,
accounting for individual stimulus-independent errors. The mean µ of the Gaus-
sian and the standard deviation σ of the Gaussian account for subjects’ perceived
orientation of gravity (i.e. the bias) and response variability respectively. Fits
were performed adopting the method of maximum likelihood estimation using
the MATLAB routine ’fminsearch’.
Sensory integration model
To provide a theoretical framework that can explain the observed bias and
variability of the RFE in the three conditions, we designed a Bayesian optimal
integration model based on previous work of Vingerhoets et al. (2009). The
Vingerhoets model consisted of an optimal integration of visual context, ves-
tibular information and prior knowledge about the head-in-space orientation.
The current model was refined by accounting for manipulations in vestibular
and visual reliability. The contribution of the visual contextual frame inform-
ation was further refined by accounting for different sensory weights for the
observed horizontal and vertical cardinal directions of the frame. We also ex-
tended the model with a step to account for ocular counterroll in response to
head tilt.
Sensory input: The model is schematically shown in figure 4.2, in which the ac-
tual physical signals arriving at the sensory level are presented on the left, with
capital letters indicating the physical signal and subscript indices the frame of
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reference. The sensors transform the physical signals into sensory signals, de-
noted by a hat symbol (ˆ). Optimal estimates are denoted by a tilde (˜). To
obtain an estimate of the head-in-space orientation, the brain can directly use
the information from the otoliths (HˆS), which is presumed to be unbiased. This
yields a vestibular likelihood function, P(HˆS |HS), which is modeled by a Gaus-
sian centered at the true head-in-space position, HSact, with standard deviation
σHS . Previous research has shown that the sensitivity of the otoliths decreases
with larger head-in-space orientations (Rosenhall, 1972, 1974; Fernandez, Gold-
berg, 1976). Following Vingerhoets et al. (2009), this tilt-dependent decrease in
sensitivity is accounted for by linearly increasing the noise of the otoliths as a
function of head-in-space orientation:
Figure 3.1A represents the theoretical framework to account for the ob-
served behavior of subjects. The model contains three stages of information
processing: a sensory input, coordinate transformation and signal combination
stage.
σHS = αHS · |HSact|+ βHS (4.2)
in which αHS is the proportional increase of the noise level and βHS the
noise level when seated upright. In addition to direct head-in-space information,
the model further assumes the brain uses prior knowledge that our head is
usually upright in space (P(HS)). This prior knowledge is in line with previous
work (Eggert, 1998; MacNeilage et al., 2007; De Vrijer et al., 2008; Vingerhoets
et al., 2009; Clemens et al., 2011) and modeled by a Gaussian centered on
zero head tilt, with standard deviation σHP . Furthermore, the brain can use
panoramic visual cues from objects in the surrounding environment. For our
specific experiment we assume that the subject uses information from the four
cardinal directions of the square frame. Following Vingerhoets et al. (2009), the
model incorporates this as a sum of four von Mises distributions, with one peak
at the observed frame orientation in retinal coordinates and the other peaks at
90 ◦ intervals:
P (θˆR|HS) =
4∑
i=1
exp(κ(i) · cos(θR + φ(i)−HS))
2pi · I0(κ(i)) (4.3)
in which 2pi is a normalization factor, φ denotes the four different cardinal
directions of the frame (0 ◦, 90 ◦, 180 ◦, 270 ◦), κ the concentration parameter,
and I0 the modified Bessel function of the first kind with order zero. The
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Figure 4.2: Schematic representation of the refined Bayesian optimal integration model for visual
context. Physical signals about the retinal frame orientation (θR), true head-in-space orient-
ation (HSact) and prior knowledge about likely head orientations (HP ) are transformed into
sensory signals, denoted by the hat symbol (ˆ). Sensory signals are assumed to be accurate but
contaminated with Gaussian noise (κ, σHS , and σHP respectively). For an optimal estimate
of head-in-space orientation, denoted by a tilde (˜), the model integrates the contextual likeli-
hood P(θˆR|HS ) together with the vestibular likelihood P(HˆS |HS ) and the head-in-space prior
P(HS). This translates into multiplying the individual probability distributions: P(H˜S |HˆS ,θˆR) =
P(HˆS |HS) · P (θˆR|HS) · P (HS). The maximum of the resulting posterior distribution (MAP) is
selected as the perceived head-in-space orientation (H˜S), while the width of the curve is a measure
of the response variability. The perceived orientation of the line in space is then obtained by a
coordinate transformation using the eye-in-head orientation (E˜H , uncompensated ocular coun-
terroll) and the retinal rod orientation estimate (L˜E , assumed to be veridical). The probability
distributions in the figure represent the case in which the subject is seated upright (HS = 0 ◦ )
with the frame displayed upright (θR = 0 ◦)
concentration parameter κ of the four von Mises distributions is proportional
to the inverse of the variance. In the model by Vingerhoets et al. (2009), it
was assumed that this parameter is the same for all four peak locations. In
the present model we allow for dissociation of the variance of the cardinal axes
of the frame. For convenience we refer to the axis that is closest to the true
gravitational vertical as vertical and the other axis as horizontal:
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κ(i) = [κ1, κ2, κ1, κ2] (4.4)
κ1 = κver − (1− cos(|2 · θR|)) · τ · (κver − κhor) (4.5)
κ2 = κhor + (1− cos(|2 · θR|)) · τ · (κver − κhor) (4.6)
When the frame is not rotated and our head is upright in space (i.e. θS
= 0 ◦ and HS = 0 ◦), the concentration parameter of the vertical orientations (φ
= 0 ◦ and 180 ◦) is set to κver and the concentration parameter of the horizontal
orientations (φ = 90 ◦ and 270 ◦) to κhor. When the frame is rotated, κ1 and κ2
change according to a cosine function such that their concentration parameters
become equal at a frame orientation of θS = ±45 ◦. In this case the contribution
of all four cardinal axes of the frame to the head-in-space estimate is equal. The
rate at which κ1 decreases and κ2 increases is determined by decline parameter
τ , which has a value between 0 and 1. We used a gain factor g to control
the relative variance between the baseline condition and the visual condition.
It scales the variances (σ2 ≈ 1/κ) of the visual contextual information in the
baseline condition to the visual condition, such that gain factors ¿ 1 reflect an
increase of the variance of the visual contextual signal and therefore a decrease
in visual contextual reliability compared to the baseline condition.
Finally, the observed frame orientation in retinal coordinates (θR) is given
by
θR = −(θS −HSact)−AOCR · sin(|HSact|) (4.7)
in which θS is the actual frame orientation and HSact the true head-
in-space orientation. Note that the observed retinal frame orientation has an
opposite sign from the true spatial frame orientation. Following the central
processing of head-in-space signals, the brain needs to transform the head-in-
space signal into a line-in-space signal because that is the coordinate frame in
which the task is performed. This coordinate transformation is done by adding
an eye-in-head estimate (the uncompenated ocular counterroll) and a line-on-
eye estimate (assumed veridical). Previous visual context models (MacNeilage
et al., 2007; Vingerhoets et al., 2009) did not incorporate uncompensated ocular
counterroll, which has been suggested to play an essential role in explaining a
bias away from head-in-space orientation in verticality perception (Palla et al.,
2006; Clemens et al., 2011) While ocular counterroll can be measured, and is
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known to differ among subjects (Haustein, Mittelstaedt, 1990; Haustein, 1992),
this bias reflects the part of ocular counterroll that is uncompensated, which
is hidden, and can only be inferred (not measured). In our earlier work, we
used Bayesian reverse engineering (Clemens et al., 2011) to infer this variable.
Therefore, the present model incorporates eye torsion as AOCR · sin(|HSact|) ,
with parameter AOCR denoting uncompensated ocular counterroll.
Optimal integration: In order to obtain an optimal head-in-space estimate,
Bayes rule indicates that all three probability distributions must be multiplied,
which reveals the posterior distribution.
P (H˜S |HˆS , θˆR) = P (HˆS |HS) · P (θˆR|HS) · P (HS) (4.8)
The head-in-space orientation at which this posterior distribution has
highest probability (i.e. the maximum a posteriori, MAP) is what the brain
assumes to be our head-in-space orientation. The MAP orientation is calculated
using the expected value of the convolved signals. The width of the distribution
is an indication of the variability of this measure, reflecting subjects’ response
variability. The perceived orientation of the line in space is then obtained by
a coordinate transformation using the eye-in-head orientation (uncompensated
ocular counterroll) and the retinal orientation of the rod estimate (assumed to
be veridical).
Model fitting
The model consists of nine free parameters (αHS , βHS , σHP , AOCR,
κver, κhor, τ , g, and a lapse rate λ) that were fitted to the data. The model
was first fit simultaneously to the baseline and vestibular condition, to prevent
the model from overfitting either the baseline or visual condition. The eight
parameters that followed from that procedure were fixed in the second fit to the
visual condition only, in which the gain factor g was determined. The lapse rate
λ accounts for individual lapses and was constrained to be smaller than 0.05
(5% of all trials). In order to prevent multiple solutions (combinations of prior
knowledge (σHP ) and ocular counterroll (AOCR)) to explaining away A-effects
in the vestibular condition, we fixed AOCR to the previously reported value of
14.6 ◦ (Clemens et al., 2011).
Mean correction of the bias (McGuire, Sabes, 2009) was applied in the
baseline and visual condition before model fitting to remove a systematic bias
and asymmetries between clockwise and counterclockwise frame orientations
because the model assumes the data to be point symmetric around the frame
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orientation of 0 ◦. Without mean correction, the model would overestimate vari-
ance to account for these asymmetries. In total, the eight free parameters had
to account for 4860 stimuli and responses (3 conditions × 18 frame orientations
× 9 line orientations × 10 repetitions). We fitted the model by maximizing
the likelihood of the data in relation to these free parameters. Optimal para-
meters were obtained by minimizing the negative likelihood function using the
Matlab routine ’fmincon’ (De Vrijer et al., 2008; Vingerhoets et al., 2009; Clem-
ens et al., 2011). This routine was repeated three times with different initial
starting values to make sure that the minimization procedure found a global
minimum rather than a local minimum. Standard deviations of the fitted para-
meter values were obtained by performing 100 bootstrap runs. For each run,
4860 stimuli (reflecting the size of the dataset) and responses were randomly
sampled with replacement from the raw data, keeping the amount of trials from
each condition equal.
Model evaluation
As a comparison to the refined model, we also fitted the model of Vinger-
hoets et al. (2009) including eye-torsion and a gain factor g, which is a more
restricted model with equal variances at all four observed cardinal locations. To
compare the maximum likelihood estimates of the Vingerhoets model to those
of the present model, we used the Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC). The
test statistic is defined as -2log(L) + k · log(n). In this equation, L is the like-
lihood of the data given the model, k, the number of free parameters and n the
number of observations (4860 stimuli and responses). A model with a lower BIC
value refers to a more appropriate model. We furthermore compared the BIC
values of the refined model to a purely descriptive model. The latter is based
on a separate fit for each psychometric curve (with the bias and the slope of
the curve as a free parameter), and a global lapse rate per subject. This results
in a model with 109 free parameters (18 frame orientations × 3 conditions × 2
#free parameters + 1 lapse rate).
4.3 Results
Psychometric results
Figure 4.3 shows raw data of a representative subject in all conditions
as the proportion of CW responses at each rod orientation for three exemplar
frame orientations: 20 ◦ CCW, 0 ◦ and 20 ◦ CW in space. In all conditions
and for all frame orientations, large CCW rod orientations (−7 ◦ for baseline
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and visual condition and −10 ◦ for vestibular condition) yielded low probabil-
ities of responding clockwise, whereas large CW orientations (+7 ◦ and +10 ◦
respectively) yielded high probabilities of responding clockwise. Nevertheless,
the distribution of responses is different for the different frame orientations, and
across conditions. To quantify the bias and response variability of these distri-
butions, we fitted psychometric curves to the three panels (red solid lines, see
Methods section).
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Figure 4.3: Probability of CW responses plotted against rod orientation for three example frame
orientations (20 ◦ CCW, upright and 20 ◦ CW) in a representative subject (black circles). Red
solid lines represent the psychometric fits that quantify the bias (µ, dashed line) and variability
(σ, inversely related to the slope) of the subject in each panel.
With an upright orientation of the rod and frame, an ideal, unbiased
subject would give 50% CW responses, reflecting a 0 ◦ bias. Indeed, in all
conditions, biases are near zero when the rod and frame are not rotated (see
dashed lines, µ = 0.05 ◦, µ = 0.35 ◦ and µ = −1.14 ◦, respectively). Note that
the small offset from zero in the vestibular condition is likely related to tilting
the head on top of the body.
When the frame is rotated to ±20 ◦, the perceived gravitational vertical
shifts in the direction of the rotated frame, again in all conditions. Compared to
the baseline condition, the visual condition produces smaller shifts of the bias
when the frame is rotated, whereas the vestibular condition produces larger
shifts of the bias. The slope of the psychometric curves quantifies the response
variability, σ, at each frame orientation. In all three conditions, the slope is
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steeper for the upright frame than the ±20 ◦ rotated frame; hence this sub-
ject shows a lower response variability at 0 ◦ frame orientation (σ is smaller).
Note that the variability increases in the vestibular condition, indicative of the
increase in vestibular noise with larger head-in-space orientations.
Figure 4.4 shows the bias and variability plots of the representative sub-
ject for all frame orientations in each condition. The bias and variability meas-
ures of the example psychometric curves in figure 4.3 are highlighted in blue.
The bias pattern in the baseline condition confirms the shift in perceived gravit-
ational vertical in the direction of frame orientation, peaking at a frame orienta-
tion of about 15−20 ◦, and leveling off again for larger frame orientations.
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Figure 4.4: Bias and response variability plotted against frame orientation in a representative subject
(circles) for all conditions. The biases and variabilities obtained from 4.3 are highlighted in blue.
Red solid lines represent the best fit of the Bayesian optimal integration model (4.1). The dashed
lines in the vestibular bias plot indicate the dark SVV.
In addition, the subject shows a reduction in RFE in the visual condi-
tion, and an increased RFE in the vestibular condition. The bias without the
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presence of the frame (dark SVV) is dashed in the vestibular condition and
shows no substantial offset from zero. The response variability pattern shows
an increasing variability with larger frame orientations in the baseline and visual
condition. In the vestibular condition the overall response variability is higher
relative to these conditions.
Model predictions The solid lines in figure 4.4 are the best model fits of the
Bayesian optimal integration model presented in figure 4.2. The model captures
both the bias and variability quite well in this subject. Best-fit parameters
and their bootstrapped-based standard deviations (±SD) are listed in table
4.1(S3).
Figure 4.5 shows the mean bias and variability across the nine subjects, in-
cluding the mean best fit of the optimal integration model fitted simultaneously
to these data. Shaded areas indicate the standard error across the subjects’ best
model fits. To test whether there is a significant effect of the visual condition,
we performed a two-way paired univariate analysis of variacne on the biases of
the rod-and-frame task, with factors angle (5 ◦ to 40 ◦ in steps of 5 ◦, we flipped
and mirrored the CCW frame orientations) and condition (baseline vs. visual).
Results show a significant main effect of angle (F(7,11) = 33.6, p < 0.001) and
condition (F(1,17) = 19.0, p < 0.001), and no interaction effect of angle on con-
dition (F(7,11) = 1.4, p = 0.31). Note that the bias is well captured by the fits
of the optimal integration model (in red), in all three conditions. Despite some
general overestimation, the model accounts reasonably well for the observed
response variability, suggesting an increase of variability for larger frame ori-
enations. Together, the results in figure 4.5 show that the RFE and variability
patterns are significantly influenced by the visual and vestibular manipulation
and that these manipulations can be explained by a Bayesian optimal integra-
tion model of visual context, vestibular information and prior knowledge.
For each subject, best-fit parameter values and their bootstrap-based SD
levels are listed in table 4.1. Parameter αHS is significantly larger than 0 (p <
0.001), indicating that the vestibular noise increases when the head-on-body
orientation is 30 ◦ RED. For clarity reasons we listed the standard deviations of
the vertical and horizontal von Mises (σ2 ≈ 1/κ) when the frame is not rotated.
Variance in the vertical cardinal direction (σver) is significantly smaller than in
the horizontal cardinal direction (σhor, p < 0.001 for all subjects), suggesting
that subjects are more influenced by the vertical polarity of the frame than the
horizontal. Gain factors are significantly larger than 1 for 6 out of 9 subjects,
illustrative of the reduction in RFE in the visual condition, whereas 1 out of 9
subjects shows a gain that is significantly lower than 1.
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Figure 4.5: Mean bias and variability plots across all subjects for all conditions. Error bars represent
the standard deviation across subjects. The red solid lines on top of the data are the mean of the
best-fit across all subjects, with the shaded areas representing the standard error on the model fit.
Sensory weights
The top row of figure 4.6 shows the mean variances of the prior knowledge
(red), vertical visual context (green) and vestibular information (blue) across
the different conditions. The mean is based on the fit results in table 4.1. Shaded
areas indicate the standard error across subjects. Note that the prior knowledge
and vestibular variance are constant over frame orientation, with an increase in
vestibular variance in the vestibular condition. By design, the optimal integra-
tion model assumes that the vertical visual context is lowest with an upright
frame, and increases with larger frame orientations in the baseline and visual
condition. In the vestibular condition the head is tilted 30 ◦ RED, which means
that a perceived upright frame should be displaced 30řCCW. However, since
the vertical visual context is processed in retinal coordinates, the lowest vari-
ance is found at a 30 ◦ CW frame orientation (see minus sign in equation 4.7).
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Subject αHS(
◦
◦ ) βHS( ◦) σHP ( ◦) σver( ◦) σhor( ◦) τ( ◦) g( ◦) λ
S1 0.08±0.01 2.2± 0.1 9.0± 0.5 6.2± 1.1 39.4± 18.4 0.83±0.12 3.05±0.75∗∗ 0.01±0.00
S2 0.12±0.05 2.3± 0.6 6.4± 3.7 6.9± 1.8 34.2± 22.6 0.96±0.07 0.93± 0.60 0.08±0.08
S3 0.09±0.01 2.6± 0.3 8.2± 0.6 3.5± 0.8 104.6±44.9 0.66±0.02 1.31±0.1∗∗ 0.03±0.02
S4 0.07±0.02 1.8± 0.2 4.4± 0.3 1.8± 0.9 37.9± 19.1 0.72±0.10 1.38±0.85∗∗ 0.01±0.01
S5 0.11±0.02 2.2± 0.2 9.4± 1.1 10.2± 2.7 55.5± 36.2 0.91±0.12 0.67±0.07∗∗ 0.02±0.01
S6 0.03±0.01 2.1± 0.2 4.5± 0.3 4.5± 0.7 41.1± 10.1 0.74±0.07 1.25±0.17∗∗ 0.02±0.01
S7 0.04±0.01 2.1± 0.3 4.3± 0.2 2.9± 1.5 69.5± 40.2 0.70±0.12 1.22±0.53∗∗ 0.01±0.01
S8 0.08±0.01 2.5± 0.2 6.1± 0.3 4.5± 0.8 58.1± 19.3 0.72±0.06 1.02±0.06∗∗ 0.02±0.01
S9 0.02±0.01 2.0± 0.2 6.3± 0.4 3.3± 1.3 30.2± 8.8 0.93±0.10 0.99± 0.24 0.01±0.00
Mean±
SD
0.07±0.03 2.2± 0.3 6.5± 2.0 4.9± 2.6 52.3± 23.4 0.80±0.11 1.31± 0.69 0.02±0.02
Gains: **p < 0.001, * p < 0.01
Table 4.1: Best-fit parameters and bootstrap-based SD values
Note that it this value is slightly off 30 ◦ CW because the uncompensated ocular
counterroll (equation 4.7) shifts the distribution over frame orientation.
The sensory weights, indicating the relative contribution of the visual
context, vestibular information and prior knowledge, can be computed from
these variances. The bottom row of figure 4.6 shows their values for the three
conditions. When the variance of the vertical visual context is low, the rel-
ative weight is high. This is reflected by a maximum contribution of visual
contextual information in verticality perception of 15− 25% when the frame is
upright in the baseline condition. σver increases with larger frame orientations,
which is illustrated by a decreasing sensory weight for the visual context and
increasing weights for both the vestibular information and the prior knowledge
at larger frame orientations. In the visual condition, the overall sensory weight
for the vestibular information is slightly larger than in the baseline condition,
whereas the overall weight for the visual information is slightly smaller than in
the baseline condition. The opposite effect is seen in the vestibular manipula-
tion condition, with a clear reduction in the vestibular weight. Note that in
all conditions the weight distribution is inversely related to the variances of the
individual signals.
Model evaluation
To test whether the assumption of different variances for observed ver-
tical and horizontal cardinal directions is valid, we compared the present model
to the original Vingerhoets model, assuming equal variances for both cardinal
directions. We calculated maximum likelihood estimates of the both models,
and corrected for the number of free parameters using the Bayesian Information
Criterion (BIC). We furthermore compared BIC values of our refined model to
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Figure 4.6: Prior (red), otoliths (blue) and vertical visual contextual (green) variances (top row)
and weight distributions (bottom row) plotted against frame orientation in the different conditions.
Shaded areas represent the standard error across all subjects.
a purely descriptive account of the data by fitting separate psychometric curves
to the data. Table 4.2 reports the BIC values of all models. The lowest BIC
values, indicating a more appropriate model, are found for the refined Bayesian
model in all subjects. In order to attribute the gain in effect size, we calcu-
lated Bayes factors from the difference in BIC values. All subjects have a Bayes
factor larger than 20 when comparing the refined model to the Vingerhoets or
psychometric model, which indicates that the refined model is decisive (Jeffreys,
1998).
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Subject BIC refined
model
BIC
Vingerhoets
model
BIC
psychometric
fits
S1 3114 3248 3764
S2 3524 3565 4141
S3 3649 3898 4092
S4 2736 2836 3089
S5 3487 3513 4184
S6 2486 2547 3180
S7 2926 3040 3526
S8 3568 3767 4161
S9 2743 2894 3340
Mean±SD 3140± 434 3257± 460 3720± 447
Table 4.2: Model evaluation
4.4 Discussion
In this study, we examined the interaction between vestibular and visual inform-
ation in a rod-and-frame task in which subjects had to judge the orientation of a
rod relative to the gravitational vertical. We quantified and compared subjects’
performance with psychometric measures of bias and variability at multiple
frame orientations, in three conditions. In a baseline condition we measured the
rod-and-frame effect (RFE) with a 95 cm viewing distance and the head upright.
In the visual condition we decreased the visual reliability by increasing the view-
ing distance to 224 cm. In a vestibular condition we decreased the vestibular
reliability by tilting the head 30 ◦ on top of the body. In all three conditions, the
RFE showed a cyclical modulation of perceived orientation of gravity, with near
zero biases for frame orientations close to the gravitational vertical or roll-tilted
±45 ◦, and biases in the direction of the frame for in-between frame orientations.
The magnitude of the RFE was reduced in the visual condition, and enhanced
in the vestibular condition. We furthermore found that variability was lowest
when the frame was upright, increasing with larger frame orientations and level-
ing off again at ±45 ◦. Overall variability was higher for the vestibular condition
compared to both the baseline and visual condition.
We fitted a refined version of the optimal Bayesian integration model from
Vingerhoets et al. (2009) to the individual subjects’ responses on each trial. This
model was able to account for the bias and variability characteristics of the data
in all three conditions (figure 4.5). It accounted for the difference in variance for
the horizontal and vertical cardinal directions of the frame and showed that by
doing so it performed significantly better than the original model. The refined
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model also outperformed a purely descriptive model based on psychometric
fits. Consistent with the model by Vingerhoets et al., the refined model also
implies that vestibular information is weighted less when the head is tilted and
an increase in weighting of vestibular information when visual information was
made less reliable.
Comparison with previous work
The present psychophysical findings on the cyclical modulation of the
RFE in the baseline condition are in line with previous reports, in which subjects
had to adjust a rod within a square frame to the gravitational vertical (Beh
et al., 1971; Beh, Wenderoth, 1972; Wenderoth, 1973; Coren, Hoy, 1986; Spinelli,
Antonucci, 1991; Zoccolotti, Antonucci, 1992; Zoccolotti et al., 1993; Spinelli
et al., 1995; Bagust, 2005; Li, Matin, 2005b). We show that the strongest
effects of the frame occur when the frame is tilted around 15− 20 ◦, indicating
that participants are not simply influenced by the main axes of the frame, as
previously suggested (Beh et al., 1971; Beh, Wenderoth, 1972). Rather, visual
information is combined with vestibular information and prior knowledge that
the head is usually close to upright.
The decrease and increase in magnitude of the RFE in the visual and
vestibular condition, respectively, confirm the results of previous studies in
which the visual contextual reliability (Ebenholtz, Benzschawel, 1977; Eben-
holtz, Glaser, 1982; Coren, Hoy, 1986; Antonucci, Fanzon, 1995; Zoccolotti et al.,
1993; Spinelli et al., 1995) or vestibular reliability (Asch, Witkin, 1948; Witkin,
Asch, 1948; Bischof, Scheerer, 1970; Benson et al., 1974; Goodenough, Oltman,
1981; DiLorenzo, Rock, 1982; Zoccolotti, Antonucci, 1992; Corbett, Enns, 2006;
Dyde et al., 2006) was manipulated. These observations are a clear indication
of a visual-vestibular interaction that might be the origin of the RFE.
The novelty of our psychometric approach lies in quantifying this visual-
vestibular interaction in the rod-and-frame task in both a vestibular and visual
manipulation condition using an adequate assessment of the response variability.
Variability of verticality perception has been addressed before using repeated
measurements (’adjustments’) (Udo De Haes, 1970; Mittelstaedt, 1983), or psy-
chophysical assessment (Clemens et al., 2011; Alberts et al., 2016b) and showed
that variability increases with larger roll tilts. As far as we know, variability has
not been addressed before in rod-and-frame studies, which makes the present
study the first to model both bias and variability using an inverse probabilistic
analysis. This type of analysis has proven to be very successful in for example
modeling bias and variability in verticality perception (De Vrijer et al., 2008;
Clemens et al., 2011), as well as orientation perception within a surrounding
visual context (?Girshick et al., 2011; Wei, Stocker, 2015).
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It is important to point out that present model does not perfectly account
for the data. For example, the fits show an overall overestimation of variability,
particularly in the baseline and visual condition, and are not able to capture
the peak variability at a frame orientation of ±300 ◦ (figure 4.5). This overall
overestimation is the result of the fitting procedure, which reduces the fitting
errors of the biases at the cost of response variability. By using symmetrized
data, thus neglecting bias differences between clockwise and counterclockwise
frame orientations that the model cannot explain, this effect disappears (not
shown). Also, when fitting the model to one single condition instead of to all
conditions simultaneously, it can also capture the peak in variability better (not
shown). This analysis has proven to be very successful in for example modeling
behavior in verticality perception (De Vrijer et al., 2008; Clemens et al., 2011).
We will now discuss how this analysis relates to previous attempts in modeling
the RFE.
Modeling aspects
The basic architecture of the presented model, in which a noisy roll-
tilt dependent vestibular signal, prior knowledge, and a noisy panoramic visual
cue are integrated, is very similar to previous modeling approaches of visual-
vestibular interactions in spatial orientation (Mittelstaedt, 1986, 1988; Eggert,
1998; MacNeilage et al., 2007; Vingerhoets et al., 2009). However, to account
for the characteristics in the data, we introduced three additional components
to the model. First, to explain biases in the opposite direction of the head-in-
space orientation in the vestibular condition, we incorporated uncompensated
ocular counterrolling of the eyes (AOCR). Second, we argued that the two
vertical cardinal axes of the frame provide us with more reliable cues about the
gravitational vertical than the horizontal cardinal axes. We finally assumed that
this relation between the different cardinal axes of the frame changes in a cosine
fashion with frame orientation. Are these assumptions warranted?
It has been shown before that the eyes counterroll in the orbit when the
head is tilted to a head-in-space orientation different from upright, peaking at
±90 ◦ roll-tilt (Graaf de et al., 1992; Markham, Diamond, 2002; Palla et al.,
2006). Following previous work by Palla et al. (2006) and Clemens et al. (2011),
we approximated ocular torsion with a sinusoidal function with a magnitude of
14.6 ◦. It is however known that uncompensated ocular counterroll is subject-
dependent (Clemens et al., 2011). Since the head-on-body roll tilt is only 30 ◦
(i.e. not a whole range of head tilts), our Bayesian model cannot resolve the
verticality bias in terms of prior knowledge of the head being upright or a
combination of uncompensated ocular counterroll and prior knowledge. Ideally
we should have measured more and larger tilt angles, but this would not have
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been comfortable for the subjects. Given the data, the best option was to
fix the magnitude of uncompensated ocular counterroll to a value previously
reported (Clemens et al., 2011) because it only adds a linear shift over frame
orientation at the output stage of the model (as also seen in figure 4.5) and does
not interfere with the optimal integration of visual context, vestibular and prior
information.
To validate these assumptions, we examined the refined model with the
magnitude of uncompensated ocular counterroll free to vary between 0 ◦ and
15 ◦, which is the range of ocular counterroll observed (Palla et al., 2006). This
analysis revealed Bayes factors < 20 in 8 out of 9 subjects, indicating that un-
compensated ocular counterroll as a free fit parameter is not decisive for the
goodness of fit of the model and only causes overfitting. Simulations further
show that OCR amplitude has a nonlinear, but only marginal effect on the
fitted width of the upright prior. Taken together, it can be stated with confid-
ence that whether uncompensated ocular counterroll (or torsion) is fixed, fitted,
or not even included in the model, is not critical or central to the reported
findings.
One reason to assume that the visual contextual information provides
gravitational cues through four cardinal axes, is the overrepresentation of hori-
zontal and vertical cues in natural scenes (Schaaf van der, Hateren van, 1996;
Coppola et al., 1998). More recently, Girshick et al. (2011) showed that this
overrepresentation is reflected in subjects’ internal contextual prior distribu-
tions, with significant peaks at the cardinal directions. This confirms our de-
scription of visual contextual information processing in a Bayesian observer
model (see equations 4.3-4.7). In addition, Wei, Stocker (2015) showed that
a Bayesian observer model constrained by efficient coding links the likelihood
function and prior knowledge of our model and are jointly constrained by the
natural statistics of a scene. They further showed that an asymmetric likelihood
function is able to account for biases away from the prior. While an asymmetric
head-in-space likelihood function could cause a similar effect as uncompensated
ocular torsion in the model, we do not directly see a (neuro)physiological
reason to assume this asymmetry (Rosenhall, 1972, 1974; Fernandez, Goldberg,
1976).
Because the rod-in-frame task specifically targets the gravitational ver-
tical, it may well be that the vertical axes of an upright frame are more im-
portant than the horizontal axes for the verticality-derived estimate of visual
information. When the frame however is rotated in roll direction, the cardinal
axes move with the frame. At a frame orientation of ±45 ◦, all cardinal axes
provide an equal amount of information, in addition to the vestibular informa-
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tion, about the gravitational vertical. This decline in reliability of the vertical
frame axes and increase of reliability of the horizontal axes is captured in the
present model by a cosine tuning function of the noise associated with the differ-
ent cardinal axes. Note that we added a decline parameter, τ , which determines
the, subject specific, rate at which the noise in the vertical cardinal axes de-
creases with frame orientation. The closer this value is to 1, the steeper the
noise will increase.
Besides the decline parameter, the model contains a gain factor, g. The
gain factor scales the variances of the cardinal axes of the frame in the baseline
condition to those needed to account for a decrease in visual reliability in the
visual condition. This allows fitting both the vestibular and visual manipulation
at once. Table 4.1 shows that 6 out of 9 subjects have a gain that is significantly
larger than 1, confirming the hypothesis that visual reliability is reduced in the
visual condition. Recently, Tomassini et al. (2010) showed that when the vari-
ance of the contextual information increases, uncertainty about the orientation
of visual context grows. This confirms the results of our visual condition in
which the uncertainty of visual context as an indicator of upright changes when
shifting from peripheral to parafoveal stimulation.
One subject, however, has a gain that is significantly lower than 1. When
looking at the individual bias curves, this subject shows a higher peak-to-peak
effect in the baseline condition (3.53 ◦) relative to the visual condition (2.80 ◦),
which would correspond with lower visual reliability and a gain factor larger
than 1. However, the RFE peaks at different locations for the baseline and
visual condition, whereas in the model this location can only be the same as
it assumes linear scaling. The model fits show that it captures the visual con-
dition perfectly, but underestimates the RFE in the baseline condition (figure
4.7). This is illustrated by the goodness of fit values (R2 values) to the data
in the baseline condition (R2 = 0.39) relative to the visual condition (R2 =
0.80).
Neurophysiological implications
Previous accounts of the rod-and-frame task suggest that the visual-
vestibular interactions found in the RFE arise from a rather primitive global
visual system that interprets a visual contextual cue as an ambiguous head-
in-space orientation signal, which is combined with non-visual head-in-space
orientation signals from the otoliths (Matin, Li, 1995; Li, Matin, 2005a,b). Al-
though it is known that the orientation of a simple 2D object is processed in the
early visual areas (V1+)(Serre, 2014), only a few recent studies have looked at
how this visual contextual information can be used in the subject’s perception
of verticality. Two regions have been reported to play a role in the rod and
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Figure 4.7: Bias plotted against frame orientation in the baseline and visual condition for subject
S5. Red solid lines indicate the best-fit of the Bayesian optimal integration model. R2 values
indicate the goodness of fit of the model to the data.
frame effect.
Walter, Dassonville (2008) suggested a role for the right superior parietal
lobule (rSPL). They used fMRI to show that subjects had a higher activation
in this area when locations needed to be judged relative to a visual context. In
further support, Lester, Dassonville (2014) showed that stimulation of the rSPL
increased the bias when judging the orientation of a rod within a tilted square
frame.
Other recent brain stimulation studies have established the causal role
of the right temporoparietal junction (rTPJ) in estimating the visual vertical
(Perennou et al., 2008; Kheradmand et al., 2013; Fiori, Candidi, 2015). Fiori,
Candidi (2015) showed that constant theta burst stimulation of the rTPJ signi-
ficantly impaired the ability to establish the visual vertical, without a modulat-
ing effect of surrounding visual frame. This indicates that rTPJ is only involved
in establishing the verticality percept based on gravity, without weighting it
with visual contextual information. Thus while the SPL modulates the percept
of vertical based on visual context, the TPJ seems to only process gravitational
signals to compute the visual vertical. This interaction may suggest that the
rTPJ and the early visual areas have reciprocal inhibitory connections, which
both project towards the rSPL where the RFE is processed. These inhibitory
connections may reflect the sensory weighting described in figure 4.6. Thus,
when the visual cue becomes relatively more reliable (vestibular condition) the
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early visual areas might inhibit the rTPJ such that the percept of the vertical
in the rSPL will be mainly based on the visual contextual cues.
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Figure 4.8: Simulations of the Bayesian optimal integration model for bias and response variability
in patients with complete vestibular function loss. Shaded areas represent the standard error on
the model simulations.
Clinical implications
The dynamic sensory weighting process underlying the RFE might be of
particular importance for different patient groups. For example, previous re-
search has shown that bilateral vestibular patients rely on sensory substitution
for verticality perception. Figure 4.8 shows predictions from our refined model
for the three different experimental conditions for bilateral vestibular patients.
These simulations are based on the mean parameter values of table 4.1, with the
values for the vestibular reliability (αHS , βHS) set to infinity. The plot shows an
increase in magnitude of the RFE up to about 10 ◦, which corresponds to the res-
ults of previous research with bilateral vestibular patients (Guerraz et al., 2001).
Interestingly, the model predicts that there will be no changes in the magnitude
of the bias in the visual and vestibular manipulation condition.
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A further interesting patient group to study with the present paradigm
is those with higher order vestibular disorders like the room tilt illusion (RTI).
These patients often experience up-side-down vision or 90 ◦ tilts of the space,
which is a clear indication of an error in verticality perception. This may arise
at the level of the vestibular inputs, but could also arise from a lesion in parietal-
occipital areas like the rSPL (Sierra-Hidalgo et al., 2012). Indeed, a recent study
argued that the RTI arises due to a cortical mismatch of the visual and vestibular
3D egocentric representation of verticality (Brandt et al., 2014), which is likely
to be located in higher level areas like the rSPL.
Conclusion
We have tested the performance of healthy subjects in a regular rod-and-
frame task and two manipulations of this task. We showed that a Bayesian
optimal integration model can fit the data and that the assumption of different
variances for horizontal and vertical cardinal axes of the frame is warranted.
We furthermore showed that the bias and variability of these subjects can be
linked to a flexible weighting of visual and vestibular sensory signals. Finally,
we coupled the presented model to neurophysiology and clinical populations,
which makes the psychometric assessment of the RFE a useful tool to establish
the quality of signals in neurological diseases.
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CHAPTER 5
Bayesian Quantification of
Sensory Reweighting in a
Familial Bilateral
Vestibular Disorder
(DFNA9): a new approach
for personalized
rehabilitation
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Abstract
DFNA9 is a rare progressive autosomal dominantly inherited vestibulo-cochlear
disorder, resulting in a homogeneous group of patients with hearing impairment
and bilateral vestibular function loss. DFNA9 patients suffer from a deteriorated
sense of spatial orientation, leading to balance problems in darkness, especially
on irregular surfaces. Both behavioral and functional imaging studies suggest
that the remaining sensory cues could compensate for the loss of vestibular
information. A thorough model-based quantification of this reweighting in
individual patients is however missing. Here, we psychometrically examined the
individual patient’s sensory reweighting of these cues after complete vestibular
loss. We asked a group of vestibular areflexia patients (DFNA9) and healthy
controls to judge the orientation (clockwise or counterclockwise relative to
gravity) of a rod presented within an oriented square frame (rod-in-frame task)
in three different head-on-body tilt conditions. Our results show a cyclical
frame-induced bias in perceived gravity direction across a 90 ◦ range of frame
orientations. The magnitude of this bias was significantly increased in vestibular
areflexia patients compared to healthy controls. Response variability, which
increased with head-on-body tilt, was also larger for patients. Reverse engin-
eering of the underlying signal properties, using Bayesian inference principles,
suggests a reweighting of visual and (extra)vestibular signals, with an increase
in visual weight of 20 to 40% in the patient group. Our approach of combining
psychophysics and Bayesian reverse engineering is the first to quantify the
weights associated with the different sensory modalities at an individual patient
level, making it suitable to develop personal rehabilitation programs based on
the patient’s sensory weight distribution.
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5.1 Introduction
Accurate perception of gravity is important for spatial orientation, postural bal-
ance and the regulation of gait. Multiple sensory signals contribute to the central
processing of this percept, including signals from visual, vestibular and somato-
sensory systems (Mittelstaedt, 1992, 1995, 1996; Lackner, DiZio, 2005; Angelaki,
Cullen, 2008; Carriot et al., 2011). These sensory signals are also known to be
supplemented by cognitive signals that reflect previously experienced head ori-
entations (De Vrijer et al., 2008; Clemens et al., 2011; Van Barneveld et al.,
2011).
How multiple sensory and cognitive signals are integrated to provide a
percept of gravity direction is difficult to establish. One reason is that the con-
tribution of each of the signals cannot be isolated. For example, roll tilting the
head is not only detected by neck proprioceptors, but also by vestibular sensors
located in the inner ear. Another reason is that cues may be in conflict with
each other; for example, visual cues could conflict with graviceptive informa-
tion provided by the otoliths and pressure receptors (Eggert, 1992, 1998; Li,
Matin, 2005b,a; Matin, Li, 1995; Vingerhoets et al., 2009). A third reason is
that sensory signals are often ambiguous; e.g. the otoliths cannot distinguish
gravity from other linear accelerations (Fernandez, Goldberg, 1976; Angelaki,
Yakusheva, 2009). A final reason is that sensory and neural signals are inher-
ently noisy, the level of which may depend on the strength of the signal (Faisal
et al., 2008; Sober, Ko¨rding, 2012; Clark et al., 2014). All these factors have
some interplay in the integration process, which in turn, influences activity at
central levels.
This integration process is often said to be flawed, because our perception
of gravity is distorted, especially when we are tilted or in motion (Aubert, 1861;
Mittelstaedt, 1983; Tarnutzer et al., 2010; Clemens et al., 2011; Alberts et al.,
2016a). However, recent modeling studies have suggested these distortions are
the result of an optimal multimodal integration process for gravity perception
that involves Bayesian inference. In such a framework, the brain is supposed to
combine prior beliefs with noisy, ambiguous and conflicting data when perceiving
the gravitational environment. This framework explains the systematic errors in
gravity perception that subjects show when tilted (De Vrijer et al., 2008; Clem-
ens et al., 2011; Alberts et al., 2016b), but also the systematic errors in gravity
perception when vision provides conflicting cues (Vingerhoets et al., 2009; Al-
berts et al., 2016a). This probabilistic framework further explains changes in
verticality perception due to sensory reweighting in response to changes in sens-
ory noise levels due to aging, disease (Clemens et al., 2011; Anson, Jeka, 2015;
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Alberts et al., 2016a), or artificial manipulations (Mars et al., 2001; Volkening
et al., 2014; Santos-Pontelli et al., 2016). Here, we assess the role of sensory
reweighting in response to complete, but gradually acquired, loss of bilateral
vestibular function in a homogeneous group of DFNA9 patients.
DFNA9 is a progressive autosomal dominantly inherited vestibulo-
cochlear disorder, resulting in hearing impairment and bilateral vestibular func-
tion loss (Huygen et al., 1989, 1991; Verhagen et al., 2000; Cremers et al., 2005).
Histopathology in advanced disease shows severe atrophy of cochlear and vesti-
bular nerve endings due to an acidophilic mucopolysaccharide deposit, identified
in the cochlea and macula, that could cause strangulation of the nerve endings
(Verhagen et al., 2000). These patients further show neuroepithelial and neural
degeneration in the inner ear (Robertson et al., 2006). It has been shown that
patients with vestibular areflexia are more effected by visual cues when report-
ing the gravitational vertical (Bronstein et al., 1996; Bronstein, 1999; Guerraz
et al., 2001; Lopez et al., 2007; Grabherr et al., 2011). Likewise, functional ima-
ging studies have illustrated enhanced cortical visual activation in such patient
groups (Dieterich et al., 2007; Cutfield et al., 2014). Patients with bilateral ves-
tibular areflexia also rely more on cervical proprioceptive, body somatosensory,
and other extravestibular signals. For example, cervical-ocular reflex gains are
increased (Gresty et al., 1977; Kasai, Zee, 1978; Bronstein, Derrick Hood, 1986;
Huygen et al., 1991) and vibration of the cervical muscles induces a stronger
change in head-on-body orientation percept in patients compared to healthy
controls (Popov et al., 1996). Alberts et al. (2015) demonstrated the stronger
reliance on somatosensory cues when DFNA9 patients had to report their body
orientation in space.
Thus, DFNA9 patients have learned to compensate for the loss of direct
vestibular cues by increasing the reliance on visual and other extravestibular
cues (Huygen et al., 1989, 1991; Huygen, Verhagen, 2011; Alberts et al., 2015).
Although all these behavioral and imaging studies hint at a reweighting of the re-
maining sensory cues, a thorough model-based quantification of this reweighting
is lacking. Here, we fill this gap in literature by combining experimental psy-
chophysics with a reverse engineering approach to quantify sensory reweighting
in individual DFNA9 patients and healthy controls. We use a rod-and-frame
task to manipulate visual, vestibular and extravestibular contributions to grav-
ity perception (Witkin, Asch, 1948; Beh et al., 1971; Beh, Wenderoth, 1972;
Matin, Li, 1995; Bagust, 2005). Based on optimal Bayesian inference prinicples
we reverse engineered the noise characteristics of the involved sensory modalit-
ies and quantified the weights of the visual and (extra)vestibular cues for the
individual patients and controls. This personalized quantification allows for re-
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habilitation programs that are tailored to and based on the patients’ sensory
weight distribution.
5.2 Materials and Methods
Subjects
A homogeneous group of sixteen naive bilateral vestibular areflexic pa-
tients (thirteen female, three male, age65.1±8.0 years) and healthy age matched
controls (thirteen female, three male, age 58.4± 10.5 years) participated in the
experiment. All patients showed complete loss of vestibular function due to a
hereditary progressive vestibulo-cochlear dysfunction caused by a COCH gene
mutation (DFNA9) (Verhagen et al., 2000). Although vestibular function was
completely lost, patients still had a small amount of remaining auditory func-
tion, enhanced by hearing aids (N=7) or restored by cochlear implants (N=7
on right side, N=2 on left side). Typically vestibular loss precedes total hear-
ing loss in DFNA9 and from the age of 54 onwards all patients show bilateral
vestibular areflexia (Bischoff et al., 2005). Performance on vestibular tests is
described below (see Vestibular testing). Integrity of the vestibular system in
control subjects was not clinically tested, but subjects reported to be free of
any known vestibular or other neurological disorders. One patient suffered from
diabetes mellitus with a mild polyneuropathy, but the other patients had no
additional neurological abnormalities. All subjects had normal or corrected to
normal vision. Both patients and controls gave written informed consent to the
guidelines of the local ethics committee. Prior to the experiment, subjects were
carefully instructed about the different tasks. Subjects never received feedback
about their performance.
Vestibular testing
Table 5.1 reports the findings of several clinical tests performed to con-
firm complete vestibular loss. In some patients we did not perform all tests,
but they could be classified as having bilateral vestibular areflexia on the basis
of DNA-testing and physical examination, taking also their age into account
(Bischoff et al., 2005). Besides the genetic confirmation through mutation ana-
lysis of the COCH gene, we performed various otolith tests, canal tests and
indirect vestibular tests. Otolith function was tested by rotating patients at
constant velocity during 4cm eccentric off axis rotation. Absence of response
showed complete loss. Furthermore, myogenic potentials due to bone vibra-
tion of the head were recorded by surface EMG electrodes underneath the eyes
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(oVEMP) and at the sternocleidomastoid muscles (cVEMP, both air-conducted
and bone-conducted). Loss of both utricular (oVEMP) and saccular (cVEMP)
function was confirmed by the absence of myogenic potentials. Absence of ocu-
lar counterrolling (OCR) when the head was statically tilted on the trunk to 25 ◦
confirmed these observations. Absence of postrotary nystagmus responses dur-
ing velocity step tests, with rotational velocities of 90 ◦/s and 50 ◦/s, indicated
complete loss of the lateral semicircular canal. This was confirmed by absence
of induced reactive eye movements during caloric tests, which were performed
with 30 s irrigation of 150-200 cm3water at 30 ◦C and 44 ◦C sequentially. We
also performed the head impulse test (Weber et al., 2008), with an absence of
reactive eye movements confirming canal loss. In addition to testing the ves-
tibular system directly, the current study also reports increases in optokinetic
response gain and cervical ocular reflex gain, both indicative of compensatory
mechanisms for complete vestibular loss (Huygen et al., 1989, 1991; Huygen,
Verhagen, 2011).
Setup
Subjects were seated in a chair in front of an OLED TV screen (LG
55EA8809, 123cm× 69cm, 1920× 1080 pixels, refresh rate 60Hz) and asked to
position the head in one of three predefined roll orientations (termed: upright,
15 ◦ or 30 ◦ right-ear-down head tilt conditions). An adjustable head cushion
was used to support the roll-tilt of the head while the body remained upright.
Head-in-space orientation was monitored several times per session using a di-
gital angle-meter. Experiments took place in complete darkness. Subjects were
seated 95 cm in front of the screen, and the frame and rod were presented with
a luminance of 0.23 cd/m2. Subject’s responses were recorded using a button
box.
Experimental procedure
Figure 5.1A provides a schematic illustration of the task. Stimuli were
presented in grey on a black background. Each trial started by presenting a
square frame of 18.3× 18.3 ◦ visual angle (31.5× 31.5 cm), with a line width of
0.2 ◦ visual angle. The orientation of the displayed frame was randomly chosen
from a set of 18 angles between −45 ◦ and +40 ◦ in intervals of 5 ◦. After 250 ms,
a luminous rod (angular subtense 12.6 ◦ and width 0.2 ◦) was briefly flashed (two
frames, i.e. 33 ms) in the center of the frame. The rod orientation was randomly
selected from a set of nine condition specific rod orientations (upright: −12 ◦,
−8 ◦, −5 ◦, −2 ◦, 0 ◦, 2 ◦, 5 ◦, 8 ◦, and 12 ◦; 15 and 30 ◦ head-tilt: −15 ◦, −10 ◦,
−5 ◦, −2 ◦, 0 ◦, 2 ◦, 5 ◦, 10 ◦, and 15 ◦) centered on the separately measured
subjective visual vertical (dark SVV, see below). We chose to extend this range
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in the 15 ◦ and 30 ◦ head-tilt conditions because previous literature has shown
that subjects become more variable with larger head tilts (Alberts et al., 2016b;
Clemens et al., 2011; Tarnutzer et al., 2010). Subjects indicated whether they
perceived the orientation of the rod as rotated clockwise or counterclockwise
from the gravitational vertical, by pressing the right or left button of a button
box, respectively. Subjects were asked to respond as fast as possible. After the
response, the frame disappeared and the screen turned black for 500 ms before
the next trial started. Combinations of frame and rod orientation were presented
pseudo-randomly, with each set containing one repetition of each combination.
In total, ten sets were tested, yielding 1620 trials per condition, i.e. per head-
orientation.
0-250
Time (ms)
250-283
283-response
response+500
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(extra)
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Prior 
knowledge
ΘR
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Rod-and-frame
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global
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Rod-in-space
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Figure 5.1: A. Experimental procedure of the rod-and-frame task. After presenting a square frame
for 250 ms, a rod is briefly (33 ms) flashed within the frame. When the rod disappears, the square
remains visible until the subject responds whether the rod was rotated CW or CCW from upright.
A 500 ms black screen is presented before the start of a new trial. B. Schematic representation of
the Bayesian model for verticality perception. For an optimal estimate of head-in-space orientation,
used in the rod-and-frame task, the model integrates the global visual context (θR) together with
(extra)vestibular (HS) and prior information (HP ) that the head is usually upright. Sensory signals
are assumed to be accurate, but contaminated with noise (visual: σver, σhor; (extra)vestibular:
αHS , βHS ; prior: σHP ). The perceived orientation of the rod in space is then obtained by
coordinate transforming the optimal estimate of head-in-space orientation using the eye-in-head
orientation (uncompensated ocular counterroll, AOCR) and the line-on-eye orientation (assumed
to be veridical).
Preceding this experimental procedure, the perceived orientation of up-
right in the absence of the frame, the dark SVV, was measured in all three head
tilt conditions. Subjects were presented with ten sets of nine randomly ordered
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rod orientations (−12 ◦, −8 ◦, −5 ◦, −2 ◦, 0 ◦, 2 ◦, 5 ◦, 8 ◦, and 12 ◦) centered
on the true gravitational vertical, yielding a total of 90 trials. Subjects had to
indicate whether the orientation of the rod was rotated clockwise or counter-
clockwise from the gravitational vertical, by pressing the right or left button of
a button box. Next, we estimated the dark SVV by looking at the orientation
at which the subject responded 50% left and 50% right. We used this dark SVV
as the orientation relative to which the condition specific rod orientations were
presented in the actual rod-and-frame tasks, described above.
Data Analysis
Clockwise frame and rod orientations were defined positive. For each
frame orientation, the proportion of clockwise responses as a function of rod
orientation was computed. A psychometric curve was fitted through these
proportions using a cumulative Gaussian function in Matlab (Wichmann, Hill,
2001):
P (x) = λ+ (1− 2λ) 1
σ
√
2pi
∫ x
−∞
e−(y−µ)
2/2σ2dy, (5.1)
in which x represents the rod orientation in space and λ the lapse rate,
accounting for individual stimulus-independent errors. The mean µ of the Gaus-
sian and the standard deviation σ of the Gaussian account for subjects’ perceived
orientation of gravity (i.e. the bias) and response variability respectively. Fits
were performed adopting the method of maximum likelihood estimation using
the MATLAB routine ’fminsearch’.
Sensory integration model
To provide a theoretical framework that can explain the observed bias and
variability of the perceived gravity direction in the three conditions, we used a
Bayesian multisensory integration model to explain the individual responses of
the subject (Alberts et al., 2016a). Here, this model will be fit to the subject’s
response data to reverse engineer the noise properties of the sensory signals and
quantify the reweighting of visual and (extra)vestibular cues at the individual
patient level.
Figure 5.1B shows a schematic representation of the model, specifying
optimal integration of visual, (extra)vestibular, and prior knowledge informa-
tion about head-in-space orientation. We first describe how the model works
in the absence of visual contextual cues. In order to provide an estimate of
head-in-space orientation, the brain can rely on vestibular information (only
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healthy controls) and extra-vestibular information (patients and healthy con-
trols), such as neck proprioceptive signals. Together, these signals are referred
to as (extra)vestibular signals in our model (Figure 5.1B). Following previous
work, (De Vrijer et al., 2008; Clemens et al., 2011; Alberts et al., 2016b) we
assumed that the head-in-space signal (HS) provided by the (extra)vestibular
sensors is accurate, but contaminated with noise. The magnitude of this noise
(σHS) increases linearly with roll-tilt angle and is described as
σHS = αHS · |HS |+ βHS (5.2)
in which βHS is the noise level when seated upright and αHS the pro-
portional increase of the noise level with tilt angle HS . In addition to (ex-
tra)vestibular head-in-space information, the model further assumes that the
brain uses prior experience that the head is most often upright (Eggert, 1998;
MacNeilage et al., 2007; De Vrijer et al., 2008; Vingerhoets et al., 2009; Clemens
et al., 2011). This is modeled by a Gaussian prior centered at 0 ◦ head-in-space
orientation, with standard deviation σHP .
To explain rod-and-frame effects, the model needs a stage to incorporate
visual information. This can be either local (the orientation of the rod and the
frame) or global (frame induced head-in-space orientation) visual information.
Noise on the local visual information is assumed to be negligible compared to
the other sources. As to the global visual information, the model assumes that
contextual cues are mainly extracted from the four cardinal directions of the
frame, following previous work (Vingerhoets et al., 2009; Alberts et al., 2016a).
This contextual information is modeled as a sum of four von Mises distributions,
with one peak at the true frame orientation in retinal coordinates (θR) and the
other peaks at 90 ◦ intervals:
Pvis ≈ exp(V (σver, σhor, τ) · cos(θR −HS)) (5.3)
in which V is the concentration parameter of the von Mises distribution.
This parameter is inversely related to the noise of the vertical (σ2ver) and hori-
zontal (σ2hor) cardinal directions and depends on the rate of increase/decrease of
these noise levels (τ) with rotation of the frame. In order to estimate the optimal
head-in-space orientation, the model uses Bayes rule to integrate visual contex-
tual information with the prior knowledge and (extra)vestibular information.
The perceived orientation of the rod-in-space is then obtained by correcting
for the eye-in-head position (uncompensated ocular counterroll, AOCR). For a
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more detailed description of the mathematics, including the Bayesian optimal
integration, we refer to Alberts et al. (2016a).
Model fitting
The above model contains eight free parameters (αHS , βHS , σHP , AOCR,
κver, κhor, τ , and a lapse rate λ), that were estimated simultaneously based on
responses from all three conditions (see ? for details on the fitting procedure).
Note, that a single lapse rate λ was incorporated to account for lapses in the
responses of the subject. In total, the eight free parameters had to be reverse
engineered from 4860 stimuli and responses (3 conditions × 18 frame orienta-
tions × 9 line orientations × 10 repetitions). We fitted the model by maximizing
the likelihood of the data in relation to these free parameters. Optimal para-
meters were obtained by minimizing the negative likelihood function using the
Matlab routine ’fmincon’ (De Vrijer et al., 2008; Vingerhoets et al., 2009; Clem-
ens et al., 2011). This routine was repeated three times with different initial
starting values to make sure that the minimization procedure found a global
minimum rather than a local minimum. Standard deviations of the fitted para-
meter values were obtained by performing 100 bootstrap runs. For each run,
4860 stimuli (reflecting the size of the dataset) and responses were randomly
sampled with replacement from the raw data, keeping the number of trials from
each condition equal.
Statistics
All analyses were performed oﬄine using Matlab and SPSS. We per-
formed t-tests to test for differences in parameter values between groups. A
two-way paired univariate analysis of variance (ANOVA) with subject as a ran-
dom factor was used to compare the effect of group (patients vs. control) and
orientation (upright, 15 ◦ or 30 ◦ head tilt) on sensory weight.
5.3 Results
Psychometric results
Figure 5.2A shows the proportion of clockwise (CW) responses in the
upright condition plotted against each rod orientation for three exemplar frame
orientations (20 ◦ counterclockwise (CCW), upright, and 20 ◦ CW) in a rep-
resentative patient (red) and an age-matched healthy control subject (black).
When the frame is displayed upright (middle panel), both the patient and the
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healthy control show high probabilities of CW responses for large CW rod ori-
entations (positive angles) and low probabilities of CW responses for large CCW
rod orientations (negative angles). Around a rod orientation of 0ř their responses
are near chance level, suggesting they are virtually unbiased. The response vari-
ability, i.e. the range of rod orientations over which they transition from CCW
to CW responses, seems larger for the patient than the control. We fit psycho-
metric curves to quantify the bias and response variability (solid lines).
Indeed, psychometric curves of both the patient and healthy control show
near zero biases when the frame is upright (see dashed lines at crossing 50%
CW response and psychometric curve; patient: µ = −0.9 ◦, control: µ = 0.2 ◦).
The psychometric curves also confirm that response variability, reflected by
the steepness of the curve, is higher for the patient than the control (patient:
σ = 3.6 ◦, control: σ = 1.0 ◦).
When the frame is rotated to ±20 ◦ (figure 5.2A, left and right panel),
both the patient and the control subject perceive the gravitational vertical shif-
ted in the direction of the frame orientation. This bias is larger for the patient
(µ = −10.9 ◦ and µ = 5.5 ◦) compared to the control subject (µ = −2.0 ◦ and
µ = 1.5 ◦), reflecting the increased reliance on visual context as indicator of up-
right by the patient. Note that the slope of the psychometric curves decreases
with larger frame orientation in both the patient and control, which means that
their response variability has increased compared to upright.
Figure 5.2B-C shows the psychometrically assessed biases (figure 5.2B)
and variabilities (figure 5.2C) for all frame orientations in the representative
patient (red) and control subject (black), for all three head-tilt conditions. The
patient’s and control’s bias pattern show the shift of perceived gravitational
vertical in the direction of the frame for intermediate frame orientations, but this
shift is much larger for the patient. Also note that the patient’s bias pattern does
not change much when the head is tilted, whereas the control shows an increased
magnitude of the pattern. Furthermore, the patient’s response variability is
lowest when the frame is upright and increases for larger frame orientations, in
all three conditions. This increase of variability with frame orientation seems
larger for the larger head tilts. The variability of the control subject is much
smaller than for the patient, and the variability pattern changes with head tilt
angle.
Bayesian optimal integration model
The solid lines in figure 5.2B-C represent the predicted biases and variab-
ilities of the Bayesian optimal integration model after fitting it to the behavioral
responses in all conditions simultaneously. In both the patient and the healthy
control, the model captures bias and variability patterns quite well. Best-fit
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Figure 5.2: A.Probability of CW responses plotted against rod orientation for three exemplar frame
orientations (20 ◦ CCW, upright and 20 ◦CW) in a representative bilateral vestibular areflexic
patient (red open circles) and its age- and gender-matched healthy control (black open circles).
In each panel, the solid lines plotted through the data represent the psychometric functions,
quantifying the bias (ţ, dashed line) and response variability of the subject. B-C Bias and response
variability with frame orientation for the representative patient (red open circles) and control
subject (black open circles) of 5.2A for all three head-in-space orientations. The solid lines plotted
through the data represent the best fit of the Bayesian optimal integration model of figure 5.1.
Best-fit parameters are found in table 5.2(P15, C15).
parameter values and their bootstrapped standard deviations (±SD) are listed
in table 5.2(P15 and C15).
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Patient αHS(
◦
◦ ) βHS( ◦) σHP ( ◦) σver( ◦) σhor( ◦) τ( ◦) λ
P1 0.18±0.01 5.3± 0.3 > 30 6.7± 0.4 129.8±48.5 0.77±0.03 0.06±0.02
P2 0.11±0.02 4.3± 0.3 > 30 4.3± 0.8 33.3± 2.9 0.92±0.05 0.01±0.01
P3 0.00± n.a 7.9± 0.2 10.2±0.3 1.2± 0.5 > 250 0.99±0.01 0.04±0.01
P4 0.05±0.03 9.7± 0.5 13.3±0.8 7.6± 0.5 44.2± 5.0 0.79±0.04 0.02±0.01
P5 0.24±0.05 > 15 > 30 5.3± 1.2 27.3± 14.6 0.84±0.06 0.02±0.01
P6 0.30±0.03 8.3± 0.5 20.5±1.8 3.7± 0.3 53.0± 10.5 0.82±0.02 0.00±0.00
P7 0.36±0.02 2.5± 0.2 15.8±0.8 5.3± 0.9 > 250 0.87±0.03 0.05±0.01
P8 0.13±0.02 6.3± 0.3 > 30 4.7± 0.3 37.3± 3.5 0.84±0.02 0.01±0.01
P9 0.22±0.02 2.5± 0.1 14.4±1.0 1.4± 0.7 144.0±38.2 0.99±0.01 0.01±0.00
P10 0.12±0.01 3.5± 0.2 10.3±0.7 4.4± 0.7 211.9±59.6 0.95±0.02 0.01±0.01
P11 0.25±0.01 4.6± 0.3 19.2±3.2 9.3± 1.2 > 250 0.77±0.12 0.07±0.02
P12 0.19±0.01 2.1± 0.1 > 30 1.4± 0.5 > 250 0.67±0.03 0.14±0.01
P13 0.00± n.a 5.0± 0.2 4.9± 0.2 4.5± 1.0 25.3± 3.0 1.00± n.a 0.00±0.00
P14 0.00± n.a > 15 10.8±0.5 7.3± 0.5 25.6± 3.3 1.00± n.a 0.33±0.02
P15 0.14±0.06 12.6±1.0 28.6±1.1 8.2± 0.7 35.2± 3.7 0.93±0.03 0.00± n.a
P16 0.35±0.04 8.1± 0.5 > 30 4.5± 0.4 43.2± 6.6 0.78±0.02 0.01±0.00
Mean±
SD
0.20±0.10 5.9± 3.1 14.8±6.7 5.0± 2.4 67.5± 60.5 0.87±0.10 0.05±0.08
Control αHS(
◦
◦ ) βHS( ◦) σHP ( ◦) σver( ◦) σhor( ◦) τ( ◦) λ
C1 0.00± n.a 10.4±0.5 11.8±0.7 7.2± 0.5 27.5± 2.6 1.00±0.01 0.07±0.02
C2 0.10±0.02 6.1± 0.3 > 30 10.8±0.7 33.6± 4.7 0.96±0.04 0.03±0.01
C3 0.33±0.02 5.3± 0.1 22.1±1.4 6.7± 1.4 51.2± 12.0 1.00±0.01 0.00±0.00
C4 0.09±0.01 4.1± 0.2 21.5±1.8 6.8± 0.6 41.3± 5.8 0.81±0.06 0.01±0.00
C5 0.00± n.a 4.7± 0.2 6.6± 0.3 7.8± 0.9 43.5± 24.3 1.00± n.a 0.01±0.00
C6 0.00± n.a 7.0± 0.1 13.1±0.5 17.6±1.2 53.1± 4.4 1.00± n.a 0.00±0.00
C7 0.21±0.04 5.1± 0.2 18.9±3.0 8.1± 1.0 40.4± 15.5 0.99±0.02 0.01±0.01
C8 0.04±0.02 7.7± 0.4 9.2± 0.5 6.6± 0.3 24.8± 1.8 0.95±0.04 0.01±0.01
C9 0.05±0.01 3.2± 0.2 8.5± 0.8 6.0± 2.2 32.0± 14.7 0.98±0.04 0.02±0.01
C10 0.12±0.02 5.1± 0.3 12.6±0.7 4.4± 0.4 44.7± 5.7 0.96±0.01 0.00±0.00
C11 0.10±0.01 4.8± 0.2 18.8±1.0 7.7± 1.2 37.0± 8.7 0.98±0.02 0.00± n.a
C12 0.00± n.a 5.6± 0.3 7.2± 0.4 10.6±0.8 51.9± 26.8 1.00± n.a 0.04±0.01
C13 0.03±0.02 6.2± 0.3 8.2± 0.6 7.4± 0.6 21.0± 1.6 1.00± n.a 0.03±0.01
C14 0.23±0.02 4.4± 0.2 16.8±0.8 6.8± 0.5 39.6± 11.0 0.86±0.03 0.00±0.00
C15 0.11±0.01 3.8± 0.2 12.8±0.8 5.1± 1.9 46.5± 12.4 0.99±0.03 0.00±0.00
C16 0.00± n.a 8.8± 0.3 11.4±0.6 10.0±0.6 40.4± 4.7 1.00± n.a 0.05±0.01
Mean±
SD
0.12±0.09 5.8± 1.9 13.3±5.2 8.1± 3.1 39.3± 9.6 0.97±0.06 0.02±0.02
> means that the parameter value was capped at the upper limit
Table 5.2: Best-fit parameters and bootstrap-based SD values
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Figure 5.3 shows the mean bias (top two rows) and variability (bottom
two rows) as a function of frame orientation across the group of patients (N=16,
red) and the group of healthy controls (N=16, black). The mean data, including
the standard deviation across subjects, resembles the data of the representative
subjects in figure 5.2B-C. The mean prediction of the Bayesian optimal integra-
tion model is shown in solid lines, with the shaded areas indicating the standard
error across subjects. The model captures the bias data of both groups. The
model also accounts for the increase in variability with larger frame orientations,
as well as the increase with head tilt. The best-fit parameters and their boot-
strapped SD values that are reverse engineered by fitting the model are shown
in table 5.2.
Inferred sensory signal properties
The model based psychometric predictions shown in figure 5.3 are de-
rived from the reverse engineered parameters describing the underlying sensory
systems (table 5.2). Parameter βHS reflects the noise in the (extra)vestibular
sensors when the head is upright and αHS represents the linear change of this
noise with tilt angle. In patients, βHS ranges between 2.1 ◦ and 12.6 ◦ (ex-
cluding the upper limit values) and obviously only reflects the extra-vestibular
signal, i.e. neck proprioceptive noise. In healthy controls, βHS ranges from
3.2 ◦ to 10.4 ◦. The values for βHS are not significantly different between the
patients and their controls (p = 0.31), showing that the patients’ neck proprio-
ceptive signal is as precise as the vestibular + neck proprioceptive signal in
controls. The tilt dependency of the (extra)vestibular noise, signified by αHS ,
is significantly positive for both patients (p < 0.001) and healthy controls (p
= 0.002) and does not differ between the two groups (p = 0.11). So despite
the absence of vestibular input for the vestibular areflexic patients, the noise
characteristics of extra-vestibular signals in patients cannot be dissociated from
the noise characteristics of the integrated vestibular and extra-vestibular signals
in controls.
The visual contextual information of the frame, used as an indicator of
upright, is captured by three parameters in the model. For the upright frame the
vertical and horizontal noise levels are σver and σhor respectively. Parameter
τ determines how these noise levels change with increasing tilt angle of the
frame, σver and σhor being equal for 45 ◦ frame tilt angle. In both groups, the
noise in the vertical direction (σver) is smaller than in the horizontal direction
(σhor, p < 0.001), hence subjects base their visually based percept of verticality
mainly on the vertical orientation of the frame. Interestingly, patients show a
significantly lower noise in the reliance on the vertical direction than the healthy
controls (figure 5.4 and table 5.2, p = 0.01), suggesting they have a
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Figure 5.3: Mean bias (top two rows) and response variability plots (bottom two rows) across all patients (red
open circles) and control subjects (black open circles). Error bars on the data represent the standard deviation
across subjects. Solid lines through the data show the mean best-fit across all patients (red) and control subjects
(black), with the shaded areas indicating the standard error on the model best-fits.
stronger reliance on vertical context being informative for gravity perception
compared to controls. This is further confirmed by a significantly lower decline
parameter value (τ , p = 0.01) showing that the rate of increase in noise of
this vertical contextual cue with frame orientation is lower than in healthy
controls.
Figure 5.4 summarizes these effects, showing how the vertical and hori-
zontal contextual noise changes with frame orientation for both groups. Also
note that the noise of horizontal visual context is relatively constant in healthy
controls, whereas the noise in patients is very high when the frame is upright.
Parameter σHP reflects the noise in the a-priori assumption about likely head-
orientations being around upright in space. This prior has a width > 4.9 ◦ and
does not differ between patients and controls (p = 0.06). Finally, the lapse rate
(λ) is small and does not differ between the groups (p = 0.16).
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Figure 5.4: Mean vertical (σver, solid line) and horizontal visual context noise (σhor, dashed line)
across subjects plotted against frame orientation. Shaded areas represent the standard error on
the noise parameter values.
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Sensory weights
Based on the noise characteristics of the individual sensory modalities,
captured by the parameters in table 5.2, the sensory weights for vertical visual
context, (extra)vestibular, and prior knowledge can be computed in all con-
ditions. Figure 5.5A shows the distribution of these weights for patients and
control subjects, with the shaded areas indicating the standard error across
subjects. In both groups, the weight for vertical visual context (blue) is highest
when the frame is aligned with gravity in the upright condition (left panels).
Because of an increase of noise with larger frame orientations (see model), this
contextual weight decreases.
Consequently, the weights of prior knowledge (red) and (extra)vestibular
signals (green) increase with frame orientation because their noise levels do not
depend on frame orientation. When the head is tilted, the weight distribution
is shifted over frame orientation. This shift can be explained by a shift in
perceived orientation of upright; when we roll tilt our head, our perception of
upright is no longer aligned with the true gravitational vertical. This means
that an upright frame is no longer corresponding to the perceived orientation
of what is upright and therefore is not associated with the maximum visual
contextual weight.
The difference between the patients and controls is most prominent in the
visual and (extra)vestibular weights. Figure 5.5B shows a condensed version of
figure 5.5A, plotting the modalities weights for the 0 ◦ frame orientation for
the three head tilts. The plot clearly shows a higher visual weight for the
patients compared to controls, whereas the (extra)vestibular weight is smaller
in magnitude. The (extra)vestibular weight increases with head tilt because the
noise levels of the (extra)vestibular sensory signals increase with tilt angle (αHS
is larger than zero), in both patients and controls.
Repeated measures ANOVAs with factors group and tilt angle on the
weights of the three sensory signals revealed a significant tilt effect in all three
weights (visual context: F(2,14) = 24.3, p = 0.000, (extra)vestibular: F(2,14) =
28.0, p = 0.000 and prior knowledge: F(2,14) = 15.6, p = 0.000) and a significant
group effect in the visual context weight (F(1,15) = 10.8, p = 0.005) and the
(extra)vestibular weight (F(1,15) = 14.1, p = 0.002) but not the prior knowledge
weight (F(1,15) = 0.2, p = 0.674).
There were no significant interaction effects. In conclusion, these results
indicate that our patients rely more on visual context than healthy controls, des-
pite the fact that their extravestibular signals show similar noise characteristics
as the combined vestibular and extravestibular signals in the controls.
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Figure 5.5: A.Mean vertical visual context (blue), (extra)vestibular (green) and prior (red) weight distributions
over frame orientation in all three head-in-space orientations for patients (top row) and healthy controls (bottom
row). Shaded areas represent the standard error over the mean weights. B. Distribution of mean vertical visual
context (blue), (extra)vestibular (green) and prior (red) sensory weights in patients (left panel) and controls
(right panel) at maximum vertical visual weight. Error bars represent the standard error on the distribution of
weights across subjects.
Individual differences
The strength of the reversed Bayesian engineering approach is that the
weights can be established at the single subject level. Figure 5.6 shows the visual
weights as a function of the (extra)vestibular weight in upright individuals. The
average weight across participants is shown with a cross. Data of most patients
(left panel) lie in the top-left part of the graph, indicative of a high visual
context weight. However, there are also two patients with a low visual weight
and a high extravestibular, hence neck proprioceptive weight. Healthy controls
(right panel) mostly lie in the bottom-right panel of the graph, indicative of a
high (extra)vestibular weight. Since their vestibular signal is still intact, they
mainly rely on their internal model of what is upright and are influenced less
by visual contextual cues.
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Figure 5.6: Individual vertical visual context weights plotted against (extra)vestibular weights (open
circles) in patients (left panel) and controls (right panel) for an upright frame and upright seated
subject. Crosses represent the mean weights in the upright condition of figure 5.5B.
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5.4 Discussion
Using a rod-and-frame task, we studied sensory processing in a homogeneous
group of patients with DFNA9, with severe hearing impairment and vestibu-
lar areflexia caused by a mutation in the COCH gene. The percept of vertical
in these patients shows larger biases in the direction of the visual frame and
increased variability compared to a group of age- and gender matched healthy
controls. We reverse engineered the noise characteristics of the (remaining) sens-
ory signals, based on optimal Bayesian inference principles, for the individual
patients and controls. By computing the sensory weights from the individual
noise characteristics, we showed that on average patients had a 20−40% increase
of the visual weight, confirming the hypothesis that the remaining sensory cues
are reweighted after vestibular loss.
Sensory substitution in patients with bilateral vestibular loss
The present psychophysical findings of larger rod-and-frame biases and
increased response variabilities for roll-tilted frames in our patients are in line
with previous clinical reports of increased reliance on visual cues in spatial
orientation tasks (Bronstein et al., 1996; Bronstein, 1999; Guerraz et al., 2001;
Dieterich et al., 2007; Lopez et al., 2007; Grabherr et al., 2011; Cutfield et al.,
2014). Recovery of vestibular loss has been suggested to occur through three
distinctive mechanisms: restitution, habituation and substitution (Curthoys,
2000). Since our group of homogeneous DFNA9 patients shows no response
in vestibular tests years after bilateral vestibular areflexia was identified (table
5.1), it is likely that the reweighting of visual and (extra)vestibular cues in
verticality perception is the effect of sensory substitution in the brain. This idea
is confirmed by clinical studies showing sensory substitution in vestibular tasks
without visual cues (Gresty et al., 1977; Kasai, Zee, 1978; Bronstein, Derrick
Hood, 1986; Huygen et al., 1991; Huygen, Verhagen, 2011; Cutfield et al., 2014;
Alberts et al., 2015). As monkey studies have shown, this substitution may
already arise at the first stages of vestibular processing, the vestibular nuclei,
where interaction with visual and somatosensory signals takes place (Sadeghi
et al., 2012; Cullen, 2014; Jamali et al., 2014).
So the clinically important observation in DFNA9 patients is that they
have been able to compensate for the missing vestibular input, i.e. the es-
timated extravestibular signal in the patients was of the similar precision as the
combined vestibular and extravestibular signal in the controls. While these sim-
ilarities in (extra)vestibular noise characteristics may have been accomplished
through sensory substitution, our reverse engineering approach further revealed
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an enhanced reliance on the vertical visual contextual cues (see table 5.2). This
is another novel observation with clinical relevance. Of course, this increased
reliance on vision by the patients, as indicator of what is upright, goes at the
expense of a larger bias when the cardinal directions of the frame are no longer
aligned with the gravitational vertical. In natural conditions, however, visual
contextual cues are mainly aligned with the true vertical or horizontal direction
(Schaaf van der, Hateren van, 1996; Coppola et al., 1998; Girshick et al., 2011;
Wei, Stocker, 2015), so a smart compensation strategy may rely on these cues,
to also serve in many other tasks that involve balance control.
Neurophysiological implications
The idea of sensory reweighting has been widely established in behavi-
oral tasks, but few studies have looked at visual-vestibular reweighting in the
brain. Behavioral studies have suggested that the visual-vestibular interactions
in the rod-and-frame task are the result of visual contextual information being
interpreted as a head-in-space orientation signal, which is combined with a ves-
tibular head-in-space signal to provide a percept of the gravitational vertical (Li,
Matin, 2005b; Matin, Li, 1995; Vingerhoets et al., 2009; Li, Matin, 2005a). Re-
cent imaging studies have indeed identified a neural network in which reciprocal
connections between the early visual areas and the right temporal parietal junc-
tion (rTPJ) compute a head-in-space orientation used in the rod-and-frame task
in the right superior parietal lobule (rSPL) (Walter, Dassonville, 2008; Lester,
Dassonville, 2014; Fiori, Candidi, 2015). This suggests that if the internal rep-
resentation of the gravitational vertical (based on vestibular and proprioceptive
cues) is less reliable, this will reduce the inhibition of the visual contextual rep-
resentation. Hence, visual contextual information becomes more apparent in
rSPL in patients compared to healthy controls. Here, we add a possible compu-
tational solution of the brain to the existing behavioral and functional imaging
literature, by showing that our Bayesian optimal integration model is able to
explain visual-vestibular interactions in the rod-and-frame task in both patients
and controls.
Implications for vestibular rehabilitation
With an increasingly ageing population, the costs associated with falls
due to vestibular loss are also increasing. Initially, symptoms of vestibular loss
are reduced based on a process called vestibular adaptation (Curthoys, 2000;
Cullen et al., 2009; Kitahara, Noriaki Takeda, Hiroshi K, 2009; Tjernstro¨m et al.,
2016) in which for example asymmetries in vestibular activity are compensated
by cerebellar modulations. However, vestibular function is not restored and
sensory reweighting is needed to re-optimize verticality perception. Often times
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this process of spontaneous recovery is sub-optimal and vestibular rehabilitation
programs that promote sensory reweighting are needed. They focus on recog-
nizing and training the use of other senses as a reliable replacement for the loss
of vestibular functioning (Hillier, McDonnell, 2011; McCall, Yates, 2011; Deveze
et al., 2014).
In order to further optimize the rehabilitation process, it is important
to correctly assess the remaining sensory functioning and the weighting of the
different sensors at an individual subject level. So far, it has remained difficult
to measure the specific weighting of sensory cues in a comfortable way. Here, we
show that the simple rod-and-frame task can serve as an instrument to quantify
sensory (re)weighting at the single subject level (figure 5.6). With such indi-
vidualized assessment, rehabilitations therapies can be tailored towards specific
training programs. For example, patients with a larger visual weight will bene-
fit more from a training tailored toward using visual context as a replacement
for the vestibular signal that provides head orientation in space, whereas pa-
tients with low visual weight will benefit more from somatosensory training.
This weight distribution could shift over time, i.e. when the disease progresses.
Therefore, based on the present findings, we recommend individualized rehab-
ilitation programs that are based on an assessment of sensory reweighting over
time. An additional advantage of this individualized assessment is that rehabil-
itation programs can be evaluated on their efficiency by quantifying the sensory
weighting in combination with performance measures at the start and end of
the program.
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CHAPTER 6
Sensory Reweighting of
Visual-Vestibular
Interactions with Aging
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Abstract
As we age, our sensory information becomes less acute, which ultimately
affects our lifestyle. Sensory loss in the vestibular system is typically bilateral
and gradual, and could lead to problems with balance and spatial orientation. To
compensate for the sensory loss, it has been suggested that the brain reweights
the remaining sensory information according to their relative noise character-
istics. For rehabilitation and training programs, it is important to understand
the consequences of this reweighting, preferably at the individual subject level.
Here, we psychometrically examined the age-dependent reweighting of various
sensory cues used in verticality perception in a group of 32 subjects (age
range: 19-76 years). We asked subjects to indicate the orientation (clockwise
or counterclockwise) of a luminous rod presented within an oriented square
frame when seated upright or with the head 30 ◦ tilted relative to the body.
Results show that subjects’ verticality perception is biased in the direction of
the frame. Both the magnitude of this bias and response variability becomes
larger with increasing age. Reverse engineering of the underlying sensory noise
characteristics, using Bayesian inference, suggests an age-dependent reweighting
of sensory information from (extra)vestibular to visual contextual information.
We further show that this shift in sensory weights is the result of an increase in
additive, but not multiplicative noise of (extra)vestibular signals. Our approach
quantifies how noise properties of sensory systems change over lifespan, which
helps to understand the aging process at the neurocomputational level.
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6.1 Introduction
With an increasingly ageing population, the costs associated with falls due to
vestibular loss will also increase. Reduction of hair cells has been argued to be
the main cause of vestibular loss, irrespective of vestibular diseases (Rosenhall,
Rubin, 1975; Gleeson, Felix, 1987; Lopez et al., 2005; Anson, Jeka, 2015; Taylor
et al., 2015). Hair cell loss is a chronic degenerative disorder starting from the
age of 20 to 40, with a more severe loss in semicircular canals (about 40%)
than otolith organs (about 25%) over the lifespan (Gleeson, Felix, 1987; Math-
eson, 1999; Merchant, 2000). Otolithic hair cell loss has been associated with
a reduced sensitivity in processing the gravitational vertical as well as linear
acceleration (Walther, Westhofen, 2007). To compensate for this loss in spatial
orientation, the brain may favor more reliable information from other sensory
systems; a process called sensory reweighting (Curthoys, 2000; Peterka, 2002;
Peterka, Loughlin, 2004).
In support of this hypothesis, behavioral studies have shown that the
reliance on visual cues increases with age in the perception of vertical (Kobayashi
et al., 2002; Sun, Zuniga, 2014). Recently, Alberts et al. (2016a) quantified
instantaneous sensory reweighting in verticality perception: subjects relied more
on visual cues when the vestibular information was made less reliable and more
on vestibular cues when the visual information was made less reliable. Also
clinical studies showed that bilateral vestibular patients are more biased by
visual contextual information than healthy controls, following a reweighting
toward the more reliable visual cue (Bronstein et al., 1996; Bronstein, 1999;
Guerraz et al., 2001; Lopez et al., 2007; Grabherr et al., 2011).
Based on these results, one may argue that with the changing vestibular
sensitivity, there is sensory reweighting over the lifespan. However, it is im-
portant to realize that the otoliths are not the only sense that becomes less
acute with age. Elderly people also encounter a decline in somatosensory func-
tioning, vision and hearing (Deveze et al., 2014; Iwasaki, Yamasoba, 2015). For
rehabilitation and training programs, it is important to characterize the remain-
ing functioning of all sensors, and particularly their reweighting in individual
subjects.
In this study, we tested subjects over a broad age range in a psychomet-
ric version of the rod-and-frame task both when seated upright and with the
head tilted 30 ◦ relative to the body. Subjects had to indicate whether the ori-
entation of a briefly flashed rod within a roll-tilted square frame was oriented
clockwise (CW) or counter-clockwise (CCW) relative to the gravitational ver-
tical. We hypothesized that elderly people rely more on the visual context of
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the square frame and therefore show larger biases in the rod-and-frame task
because their internal representation of gravity based on (extra)vestibular (so-
matosensory, proprioceptive and vestibular) information is less precise. Further-
more, an optimal integration model (Alberts et al., 2016a), combining visual,
(extra)vestibular and prior information, was fitted to the responses of each sub-
ject. By doing so, we were able to derive the noise characteristics of each sensor
involved. Based on these characteristics, we calculated the weight distribution
of each individual subject, and its development over the lifespan.
6.2 Materials and Methods
Subjects
We tested thirty-two naive healthy subjects (11 males, 21 females; 19-76
years, see table 1) on the rod-and-frame task. All subjects were free of any neur-
ological disorders and had normal or corrected-to-normal vision. Subjects re-
ceived careful instructions about the experiment and provided written informed
consent to the guidelines of the local ethics committee. Subjects received no
feedback about their performance during the experiment.
Setup
Subjects were seated in front of an OLED TV screen (LG 55EA8809, 123
× 69 cm, 1920 × 1080 pixels, refresh rate 60Hz) such that their line of sight
corresponded with the midpoint of the screen. An adjustable head cushion
was used to comfortably support the head at a 30 ◦ tilt angle relative to the
body. Head-on-body orientation was monitored several times per session using
a digital angle-meter. Experiments took place in complete darkness, except for
the stimuli. Stimuli were presented in grey (0.23cd/m2) on a black background
and responses were recorded with a button box. The button box consisted of
two buttons and subjects held the box with both hands having their left and
right thumb on the buttons.
Experimental paradigm
The data of the young adults (N=10, age 27± 6 years) and older adults
(N=12, age 63±6 years) was taken from a previous study (Alberts et al., 2016a).
In this study, we collected novel data of middle-aged adults in the range of 36-
55 years of age (N=10, age 48 ± 6 years). We used the same rod-and-frame
setup and paradigm as in Alberts et al. (2016a). Figure 6.1A shows a schematic
illustration of the task. At the start of each trial, subjects were presented with a
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square frame (18.3 ◦×18.3 ◦ visual angle, width 0.2 ◦ visual angle). After 250ms,
a briefly (33ms) flashed luminous rod appeared within the center of the square
frame (angular subtense 12.6 ◦, width 0.2 ◦). We used a set of 18 different frame
orientations (−45 ◦ to 40 ◦ in steps of 5 ◦) and 9 different rod orientations (−12 ◦,
−8 ◦, −5 ◦, −2 ◦, 0 ◦, 2 ◦, 5 ◦, 8 ◦, and 12 ◦). Subjects had to indicate whether the
orientation of the rod was clockwise (CW) or counterclockwise (CCW) relative
to their perceived orientation of verticality, by pressing the right or left button
of a button box respectively. After the response, the frame disappeared and a
black screen was presented for 500ms. Every combination of frame orientation
and rod orientation was tested 10 times in random order, yielding a total of
1620 trials per condition.
In both the upright condition as well as the 30 ◦ head-on-body tilt con-
dition subjects performed a subjective visual vertical task prior to the main
experiment. In this task, subjects indicated whether the orientation of a rod
out of a set of 9 different rod orientations (−12 ◦, −8 ◦, −5 ◦, −2 ◦, 0 ◦, 2 ◦, 5 ◦,
8 ◦, and 12 ◦), was CW or CCW relative to the perceived gravitational vertical.
Each rod orientation was presented 10 times without the presence of a sur-
rounding frame. Based on the results we estimated the point of subject equality
(PSE), which reflected the perceived orientation at which the subject responded
50% CW and 50% CCW.
This PSE was then used as the orientation relative to which the rod
orientations were centered in the main experimental paradigm.
Data Analysis
CW tilted frame orientations and rod orientations were defined positive.
For every combination of frame and rod orientation the proportion of CW re-
sponses was calculated. A cumulative Gaussian was fitted on these data using
Matlabs fitting routine ’fminsearch’ (Wichmann, Hill, 2001):
P (x) = λ+ (1− 2λ) 1
σ
√
2pi
∫ x
−∞
e−(y−µ)
2/2σ2dy, (6.1)
in which x represents the rod-orientation, and λ the lapse rate of a par-
ticular subject. The mean (µ) and standard deviation (σ) of the Gaussian
represent the subjects’ perceived orientation of the gravitational vertical (i.e.
the bias) and response variability respectively.
Model fitting
To determine the noise characteristics of the individual sensors involved
in verticality perception, we fitted a Bayesian optimal integration model to the
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Figure 6.1: A. Experimental procedure of the rod-and-frame task. After presenting a square frame
for 250 ms, a rod is briefly (33 ms) flashed within the frame. When the rod disappears, the square
remains visible until the subject responds whether the rod was rotated CW or CCW from upright. A
500 ms black screen is presented before the start of a new trial. B. Schematic representation of the
optimal integration model for verticality perception, integrating global visual frame-on-retina (θR),
(extra)vestibular head-in-space (HS) and prior knowledge (HP ) information into an optimal head-
in-space estimate. All sensory signals are assumed to be accurate, but contaminated with Gaussian
noise represented by σver and σhor for the visual, αHS and βHS for the (extra)vestibular and σHP
for the prior knowledge information. The optimal head-in-space estimate is then combined with
local visual information about the rod-on-retina and eye-in-head information (magnitude AOCR)
to determine the optimal rod-in-space orientation.
upright and 30 ◦ tilt condition simultaneously. This model has been described
extensively in one of our previous papers (Alberts et al., 2016a). Figure 6.1B
shows a schematic representation of the model. In order to provide an optimal
head-in-space orientation estimate, the brain needs to integrate global visual,
(extra)vestibular and prior information. The model assumes that the global
visual information, as represented by the frame-induced head-in-space orient-
ation, is mainly extracted from the cardinal directions of the frame. This is
represented in the model by the normalized sum of four von Mises distribu-
tions, with one peak at the veridical frame orientation and the others at 90 ◦
peak intervals. The variance of this distribution depends on the noise in both
the vertical (σver), and horizontal (σhor) cardinal direction as well as the rate
at which these noise levels increase/decrease respectively with rotation of the
frame (denoted by parameter τ).
Following previous work, the (extra)vestibular information, which is a
combination of body somatosensory, neck proprioceptive and vestibular inform-
ation, is assumed to be veridical in coding the head-in-space orientation, but
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contaminated with tilt dependent noise (De Vrijer et al., 2008; Clemens et al.,
2011; Alberts et al., 2016a). This noise is represented by an additive offset noise
component when seated upright (βHS) and a multiplicative noise component,
which scales linearly with tilt angle (αHS). Since we only tilt the head relative
to the body, the body somatosensory and neck proprioceptive noise only have
an additive component. Finally, the prior information represents the fact that
the head is usually upright (Eggert, 1998; MacNeilage et al., 2007; De Vrijer
et al., 2008; Vingerhoets et al., 2009; Clemens et al., 2011). This is modeled by
a Gaussian distribution centered at 0 ◦ head-in-space orientation, with uncer-
tainty σHP . For all the mathematics we refer to Alberts et al. (2016a).
The described model contains eight free parameters (αHS , βHS , σHP ,
σver, σhor, τ , AOCR, and λ), in which parameter AOCR denotes the magnitude
of uncompensated ocular counterroll in the eye-in-head estimate, which is used
in the reference transformation from line relative to head to line relative to space
(Palla et al., 2006; Clemens et al., 2011). Parameter λ denotes the lapse rate,
accounting for lapses in the responses of the subject. These eight free parameters
had to account for 3240 stimuli and response pairs (2 conditions × 18 frame
orientations × 9 line orientations × 10 repetitions). We fitted the model by
maximizing the likelihood of the data in relation to these free parameters, using
the Matlab routine ’fmincon’ (De Vrijer et al., 2008; Vingerhoets et al., 2009;
Clemens et al., 2011). We repeated this routine three times with different initial
starting values to make sure that fitting procedure found a global minimum
rather than a local minimum. Standard deviations of the fitted parameter values
were obtained by performing 100 bootstrap runs. For each run, 3240 stimulus-
response pairs (reflecting the size of the dataset) were randomly sampled with
replacement from the raw data, keeping the amount of trials from each condition
equal.
Statistics
All analyses were performed oﬄine using Matlab and SPSS. Between-
group differences in parameter values were tested with a two-way paired uni-
variate analysis of variance (ANOVA) with subject as a random factor. Cor-
relations of the rod-and-frame bias, response variability and model parameters
with age were tested using linear regression. For every correlation a R2 value is
reported and t-tests were performed to test for significance.
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6.3 Results
Psychometric results
Figure 6.2 shows the proportion of CW responses plotted against rod
orientation for three example frame orientations (20 ◦ CCW, upright and 20 ◦
CW) in a representative young (green circles), middle aged (blue circles), and
older adult (red circles). When the frame is upright (middle panel), all three
subjects have high CW probabilities with large CW rod orientations and low
CW probabilities with large CCW rod orientations. We fitted a psychometric
curve to the responses of the subjects to quantify the bias and response vari-
ability (see Methods). The point at which this psychometric curve crosses the
50% CW responses is the PSE at which the subject perceives the rod to be
aligned with gravity (dashed lines, µ in the panels). When the frame is up-
right (middle panel), all three representative subjects are accurate in indicating
what is vertical (young adult: µ = 0.7 ◦, middle-aged adult: µ = 0.8 ◦, older
adult: µ = 0.0 ◦). Response variability, inversely related to the slope of the
psychometric curve, is smallest for the middle aged adult.
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Figure 6.2: Probability of clockwise (CW) responses plotted against rod orientation when the frame
is displayed 20 ◦ counterclockwise (CCW), upright or 20 ◦ CW for a young adult (green circles),
middle-aged adult (blue circles) and older adult (red circles). Solid lines plotted through the data
represent the psychometric functions, quantifying the bias (µ, dashed line) and response variability
of the subject.
When the frame is rotated to ±20 ◦ (figure 6.2, left and right panel), the
perceived vertical orientation is shifted in the direction of the frame. Note that
these biases are smallest for the young adult (µ = −1.1 ◦ and µ = 1.7 ◦), a bit
higher for the middle-aged adult (µ = −1.5 ◦ and µ = 2.7 ◦) and largest for the
older adult (µ = −6.0 ◦ and µ = 5.4 ◦). This is an indication that the influence
of the visual frame is larger for the older subject. Also note that in the 20 ◦ CW
frame orientation response variability is larger for the older adult.
Figure 6.3 compares the biases and response variabilities of these three
representative subjects at all frame orientations. The top two rows of panels
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represent the baseline condition in which the subjects are seated upright. In
all three subjects the bias pattern (top panel) confirms the shift of perceived
orientation of gravity in the direction of the orientation of the frame for frame
orientations between 0 and ±45 ◦. The plots also show the increase of peak-to-
peak bias from the young adult to the older adult. Response variability (second
row of panels in figure 6.3) is lowest for an upright
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Figure 6.3: Bias and variability plotted against frame orientation for the three representative subjects
in the upright (top two rows) and 30 ◦ tilt condition (bottom two rows). Solid lines represent the
best-fit of the Bayesian optimal integration model of figure 6.1B.
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orientation of the frame, increasing with larger frame orientations. Overall the
variability is larger in the older adult compared to the middle-aged and young
adult.
The two bottom rows of panels of figure 6.3 represent the biases and vari-
abilities for the 30 ◦ tilt condition. In all three subjects, the pattern of biases
is shifted towards the more CW frame orientations compared to the upright
condition. This is because the perceived vertical without the presence of the
frame is already biased towards the 30 ◦ head-on-body tilt. In addition, vesti-
bular noise increases with head-on-body tilt (Clemens et al., 2011), resulting in
larger biases and response variabilities in the tilted condition than the upright
condition.
Figure 6.4 shows the peak-to-peak biases and response variabilites plotted
against age. Peak-to-peak biases are calculated by fitting a sinusoid function
through the bias pattern in the head upright condition. Regression analyses
reveal a significant correlation of peak-to-peak bias with age (R2 = 0.31, p <
0.001) and response variability with age (R2 = 0.36, p < 0.001). In line with
these findings one would expect an increased peak-to-peak bias and increased
response variability if the vestibular reliability would decrease with age, and
subjects rely more on visual information.
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Figure 6.4: Peak-to-peak bias and response variability in the head upright condition plotted against
age. Peak-to-peak biases are calculated by fitting a sinusoid through the bias patterns. Solid
lines represent the linear regression analysis, which reports R2 correlation measures in the top left
corner of each panel.
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Model predictions
The Bayesian optimal integration model allows us to derive the sensory
uncertainties that caused the behavioral responses. The black solid lines in fig-
ure 6.3 represent the best fit of the Bayesian optimal integration model for this
subject. The model captures the bias patterns described above quite well in all
three subjects. Similarly, the model also accounts quite well for the observed
increasing response variability with frame orientation in the head upright condi-
tion. Note that in the tilted condition response variability is noisier. The model
still captures the pattern in the data, and based on its architecture predicts an
increase in response variability around a 30 ◦ CW frame orientation. For each
subject, table 6.1 lists the best-fit parameters and their bootstrapped-based SD
values, including the mean of every age group (representative subjects; young
adult: S6 middle-aged adult: S14 and older adult: S22). Table 6.1 also shows
the additional parameters age and maximum likelihood estimate (MLE). The
latter represents how well the model fits the data, with lower values showing a
better fit. MLE values are in the same range for every subject, which means
that we can directly compare the fit parameters.
Sensory weights correlate with age
Based on the noise characteristics of the vertical visual context (σver),
(extra)vestibular (αHS , βHS) and prior knowledge (σHP ), captured by the para-
meters in table 6.1, the individual weights of each sensory modality can be calcu-
lated. Figure 6.5A-C shows these sensory weights as a function of age when the
subject is seated upright and views an upright square frame. Note that there is
a significant correlation of the visual contextual weight (R2 = 0.33, p < 0.001),
and the (extra)vestibular weight with age (R2 = 0.23, p = 0.005) , but not such
relation with the prior knowledge weight (R2 = 0.05, p = 0.21). This means
that older subjects rely more on visual contextual cues for judging verticality,
whereas younger subjects rely more on (extra)vestibular cues.
This inversely coupled effect of the visual context and (extra)vestibular
information could be the result of changes in the noise characteristics of the
sensory modalities. For example, visual contextual noise could decrease with
age, the (extra)vestibular information (additive offset noise or multiplicative
vestibular noise scaling with tilt angle) could become noisier, or a combination
of both could explain this effect. To investigate this further, the individual para-
meter values are plotted against age in figures 6.5D-F. Results show a significant
correlation with age for the (extra)vestibular offset noise (R2 = 0.45, p < 0.001),
but not for the proportional increase in vestibular noise (R2 = 0.01, p = 0.53) or
a reduction in visual contextual noise (R2 = 0.01, p = 0.70). In conclusion, the
increasing additive offset noise of the (extra)vestibular system becomes worse
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with age and results in a reweighting of the sensory modalities involved such
that elderly subjects rely more on visual contextual cues.
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Figure 6.5: For all subjects, prior knowledge (A.), visual context (B.) and (extra)Vestibular weight
(C.) are plotted against age. Solid lines represent the linear regression analysis which is reported
by the R2 measure in each panel. Panels D-F analyzed whether the effects seen in panels A-C are
the result of a correlation with age in the additive (extra)vestibular offset, multiplicative vestibular
increase in noise or vertical visual context.
6.4 Discussion
Using a rod-and-frame task, we studied the relationship between age and the
quality of the sensory systems over the lifespan. Behavioral measures showed
that verticality perception was impaired for frame orientations between 0 ◦ and
±45 ◦, with larger deviations from upright with increasing age (figure 6.4). In ad-
dition, response variability increased with age. We reverse engineered the noise
characteristics of the involved sensory systems using a Bayesian optimal integra-
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tion model. By computing the sensory weights based on the sensory noise char-
acteristics, the behavioral effects could be associated with the visual contextual
weight correlating significantly positive with age, whereas the (extra)vestibular
weight showed a significant anti-correlation. This sensory reweighting could
be traced down to a change in additive vestibular offset, but not multiplicat-
ive, noise of the (extra) vestibular signal, which appeared to increase with age.
Our approach of combining psychophysics with Bayesian reverse engineering is
the first to quantify sensory weights in individual subjects, which helps us to
understand the aging process at a neurocomputational level.
Sensory reweighting with age
The present findings of larger rod-and-frame biases and increased re-
sponse variabilities for older subjects are in line with previous aging (Kobayashi
et al., 2002; Sun, Zuniga, 2014) and clinical (Bronstein et al., 1996; Bronstein,
1999; Guerraz et al., 2001; Lopez et al., 2007; Grabherr et al., 2011) reports
on increased visual reliance when vestibular information becomes less reliable.
These observations may be the result of a process called sensory (re)weighting, in
which the brain favors more reliable sensory cues when the reliability of one sense
is decreased (Curthoys, 2000; Peterka, 2002; Peterka, Loughlin, 2004). Our cur-
rent findings, showing increased visual contextual weights over (extra)vestibular
weights with age, confirm this hypothesis.
The cause of this shift in sensory weighting with age could have multiple
origins. It has been suggested that elderly people do not only have a reduced
vestibular functioning but also deteriorated somatosensory function, vision and
hearing (Deveze et al., 2014; Iwasaki, Yamasoba, 2015). However, in the context
of a rod-and-frame task, our model suggests that the reweighting for verticality
perception is primarily the result of an increase in additive offset noise of the
(extra)vestibular signals. Can these age-dependent additive noise properties
also be observed at the level of sensory afferents?
Age-dependent (extra)vestibular noise changes in the brain
Although previous studies have reported that changes in balance control
are the result of age-dependent white matter changes (Baezner et al., 2008), not
much is known about how neuronal noise changes with age in (extra)vestibular
processing. Previous model simulations of vestibular afferent processing have
shown that an increase in additive noise can be coupled to a reduction in VOR
time constants (Borah et al., 1988; Dimitri et al., 2001; Laurens, Droulez, 2007;
MacNeilage et al., 2008). More specifically, Dimitri et al. (2001) showed that
vestibular patients could be classified by combining behavioral measures, like
a reduction in VOR time constants, and model simulations of a reduction in
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peripheral vestibular functioning (increased noise). More recently, Karmali,
Merfeld (2012) introduced a Bayesian computational simulation to show that
a linear increase in additive vestibular afferent noise is able to account for the
age-dependent reduction of the vestibular-ocular reflex (VOR) time constants.
These results are in line with our findings of an increase in additive noise in the
(extra)vestibular signal.
If increased additive afferent noise is the cause of vestibular symptoms
like nausea and falls, strong stimulation of these afferents in patients with severe
peripheral vestibular damage could reduce these symptoms by overpowering the
noise levels. The field of vestibular prosthetics makes use of this notion (for over-
view see Lewis (2015)). Recent advances in this field showed that strong elec-
trical stimulation evoked head movements that are close to normal physiological
activity (Mitchell et al., 2013), which may be taken to suggest that the increase
in additive afferent noise is indeed related to vestibular symptoms.
In support, previous studies have shown that vestibular reweighting
already occurs at the first stage of vestibular processing, in the vestibular nuclei
(Sadeghi et al., 2012; Cullen, 2014; Jamali et al., 2014), making it likely that age-
dependent vestibular noise changes occur at the level of the vestibular afferents
rather than more downstream the vestibular pathway (but see Hirvonen et al.
(2005)). Thus, age-dependent changes in additive noise of vestibular afferents
can explain behavior in eye-movements as well as responses in the rod-and-
frame task, but neural evidence for this increase in additive noise has not yet
been shown.
Assumptions in age-dependent hair cell loss
Loss of vestibular hair cells can be seen as a progressive peripheral ves-
tibular disorder, which is typically bilateral and shows a gradual worsening of
vestibular processing. One of the major assumptions in aging is that this hair
cell loss is homogenous across the canals/otoliths (Gleeson, Felix, 1987; Math-
eson, 1999). This assumption is supported by the present study: we find changes
in additive, not multiplicative noise of the vestibular signal.
A further assumption in the present study is that the age-dependent
hair cell loss is characterized computationally by a linear relationship with age
for the visual contextual weight, (extra)vestibular weight, and (extra)vestibular
additive offset noise. We tested for this assumption by performing a Durbin-
Watson test on the residuals of the regression analysis. Test-statistics revealed
no significant correlation in the residuals for the different parameter values
(visual contextual weight: p = 0.59; (extra)vestibular weight: p = 0.82 and
(extra)vestibular offset noise: p = 0.11), which means that a linear relationship
is a valid approximation.
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Implications for vestibular function testing and training programs
Current vestibular assessments are able to test the reactivity of the ves-
tibular system, but they rely on unnatural stimulations like head-impulse tests
or ocular vestibular evoked myogenic potentials (Anson, Jeka, 2015). Here, we
present an alternative psychophysical approach that is based on natural stimuli:
verticality perception in the presence of visual context. By combining this ap-
proach with reverse engineering techniques we are able to test performance, but
also characterize the individual weight distribution of the subject. Besides an
enhancement in vestibular assessment, this novel approach also has implications
for vestibular rehabilitation and training programs. Currently these programs
are tailored towards treating the symptoms of vestibular disorders (Deveze et al.,
2014; Lacour, Bernard-Demanze, 2015; Tjernstro¨m et al., 2016). For example,
when subjects experience imbalance they will receive specific balance training.
The present work suggests that by characterizing the sensory reweighting pro-
cess first, one could promote selective training programs directed at optimizing
selective weights of this process.
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CHAPTER 7
General Discussion
117
7.1 Summary and General Discussion
Summary
The aim of this thesis was to unravel the brain’s underlying computational
mechanisms regarding spatial orientation. Using psychophysics as a quantitat-
ive experimental approach and model simulations based on reverse engineering
methods, this thesis provides us with new insights about spatial orientation pro-
cessing in the brain of healthy subjects of all ages as well as bilateral vestibular
patients.
In Chapter 2 we showed that bilateral vestibular patients are as accur-
ate and precise as healthy subjects in indicating their body-in-space orientation
and the gravitational vertical when upright or roll tilted to an orientation of
90 ◦. These results suggest that the patients rely on sensory substitution to
compensate for their vestibular loss. Furthermore, based on response variabil-
ity and reverse engineering we suggest that the body somatosensors have noise
characteristics that are dependent on the orientation of the body in space. This
has not been reported before in spatial orientation tasks and computational
frameworks. In order to provide more evidence for this orientation-dependent
somatosensory noise we dissociated the contribution of the head and the body
to verticality perception in Chapter 3, and showed that these are optimally
integrated in healthy subjects,. Model simulations showed that an optimal in-
tegration model accounting for tilt-dependent somatosensory noise of the body
outperformed a model with constant body somatosensory noise, confirming the
findings in Chapter 2. The simulations also revealed that a linear noise in-
crease with larger body-in-space orientations does not provide the best fit to
the data, suggesting that the noise characteristics of somatosensory processing
are more complex.
In addition to vestibular, proprioceptive and somatosensory information,
the context of the surrounding visual environment can provide cues about the
gravitational vertical. In Chapter 4, we examined the contribution of visual
contextual information to verticality perception and showed that healthy human
subjects are influenced by the orientation of a square frame when they have to
indicate the orientation of a rod within that frame (rod-and-frame effect, RFE).
We further showed that a decrease in visual reliability led to a smaller RFE
and a decrease in vestibular reliability led to a larger RFE. Complementing this
behavioural analysis, we fitted a refined version of the multisensory integration
model by (Vingerhoets et al., 2009), showing that this refined optimal integ-
ration model is able to fit the observed RFE’s in the rod-and-frame task as
well as the visual and vestibular manipulations of this task. Model comparisons
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further showed that a dissociation of vertical and horizontal contextual inform-
ation of the square frame is needed, indicating that healthy subjects rely more
on vertical visual cues than horizontal visual cues for verticality perception. We
conclude that subjects flexibly weighed visual panoramic and vestibular inform-
ation based on their orientation-dependent reliabilities, resulting in the observed
verticality biases and the associated response variabilities.
In Chapter 5, we compared sensory weighting of visual, (extra)vestibular
and prior knowledge information in a group of bilateral vestibular patients
(N=16) with a group of age-matched healthy controls (N=16). Results showed
that the patients had larger rod-and-frame biases and response variabilities than
healthy controls not only when seated upright but also when the head was tilted
15 ◦ or 30 ◦ relative to the body. By fitting the refined model of Chapter 4
we showed that these larger biases were the result of an increased visual and a
decreased (extra)vestibular reliance in patients. On average, patients increased
their visual weights with 20−40% compared to healthy controls. We concluded
that patients reweight the remaining sensory information and that our approach
of combining psychophysics and reverse engineering techniques is the first to
quantify these shifts in sensory weights associated at an individual patient level,
making it suitable to develop personal rehabilitation programs.
In Chapter 6 we investigated how sensory weighting varies as a function
of age. To this end we tested 32 subjects between 19 and 76 years old - the
younger and older range data come from Chapters 4 and 5 - and showed that
both biases and response variabilities increase with age. As in Chapter 5, we
fitted the refined model to all subjects, which revealed that these increasing
effects were the result of an increased visual reliance with age. We further
showed this was a direct consequence of an increase in (extra)vestibular offset
noise (additive noise), rather than due to enhanced visual processing or increased
tilt-dependent (multiplicative) vestibular noise.
Refining the model
Figure 7.1 is a refined version of the schematic representation of the com-
putational architecture for spatial orientation estimation in the brain presented
in the introduction of this thesis. It summarizes all the findings discussed above.
Starting at the sensory level, we have shown that the noise in the vestibular in-
formation is dependent on both the head-in-space orientation (HS) and age of
the subject (t). Also the noise in the body somatosensory information is mul-
tiplicative and dependent on the body-in-space orientation (BS). We further
showed that the noise of the global visual information must be separated into a
horizontal and vertical component that both depend on the orientation of the
visual context (θR), as extensively described in chapter 4.
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In the following sections I will consider how this framework fits to neuro-
physiological findings and how it generalizes to processing in other sensory
modalities and tasks, including audio-vestibular integration and prolonged roll-
tilt.
Coupling the computational framework to neurophysiology
Neurophysiology research has shown that graviceptive information from
the vestibular system (otoliths and vertical semicircular canals) is sent to the
vestibular nuclei; the first central stage of neuronal processing. The neurons in
the vestibular nuclei are not tuned to vestibular input only; they also receive
visual, motor and proprioceptive information (Dickman, Angelaki, 2004; An-
gelaki, Cullen, 2008; Sadeghi et al., 2012; Carriot et al., 2013; Cutfield et al.,
2014). Because of these multisensory properties, we argue that the first stage
of sensory integration for spatial orientation takes already place at the level of
the vestibular nuclei (VN). Here, all the available sensory information will be
integrated together into the reference frame needed to perform a certain task.
This is shown schematically in the dashed box entitled VN in figure 7.1A.
Recently, Kirsch et al. (2015) found a congruent functional and structural
link between the VN and the posterior-temporal junction (TPJ), mapping he
bottom-up central vestibular circuitry by combining diffusion tensor imaging
and functional magnetic resonance imaging. The TPJ is where the parieto-
insular vestibular cortex (PIVC) is situated. Within this structural link, five
different pathways were detected. The most important pathway concerning
spatial orientation is the bottom-up pathway from the VN via the oculumotor
nuclei (ON), the vestibular thalamus (VT) to the TPJ (figure 7.2) (Zwergal
et al., 2008, 2009).
The following paragraphs will look at each of these structures into more
detail and couple them schematically to the modeling approaches in the previous
chapters.
In order to keep the image stable on the retina at a static head-in-space
orientation, the eyes need to counterroll. It has been shown before that this ocu-
lar counterroll (OCR) is not perfect, but shows an undercompenstation depend-
ent on the head-in-space orientation (Graaf de et al., 1992; Markham, Diamond,
2002; Palla et al., 2006; De Vrijer et al., 2009). Based on previous neurophysiolo-
gical work on OCR, the current belief is that the interstitial nucleus of Cajal
(INC) and the rostral interstitial nucleus of the longitudinal fasciculus (riMLF),
together noted as the ON in our computational framework, are the neural integ-
rators of torsional and vertical eye-position (Crawford, 1994; Farshadmanesh,
Klier, 2007; Kremmyda, Glasauer, 2011). Lesion-behavior mapping studies have
shown that this is in line with the bottom-up central vestibular processing path-
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Figure 7.1: Refined neurocomputational framework for spatial orientation perception. Somato-
sensory noise levels depend on the orientation of the body in space (chapter 2) and the sensory
information from global visual context is separated into different noise levels for horizontal and
vertical cardinal directions of the frame, which are dependent on frame orientation (chapter 4).
Vestibular noise levels also depend on age (t, chapter 6). Dashed boxes represent possible brain
areas involved in these computations.
way (figure 7.2), showing that lesions of the oculumotor nuclei lead to contra-
versive roll-tilt (Dieterich, Brandt, 1993; Baier et al., 2012; Brandt et al., 2014;
Yang et al., 2014). In our model, the sensory eye-in-head information (E˜H) is
then combined with the optimal head-in-space estimate (H˜S) and line-on-eye
information (L˜E , assumed to be veridical) to obtain an accurate estimate of
line-in-space, which we suggest takes place at the level of the TPJ.
Although much is known about the involvement of VN, ON, and TPJ,
only a few studies have looked at the vestibular thalamus (VT) as part of the
spatial orientation processing pathway. Older animal studies have confirmed
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Figure 7.2: Central vestibular processing from the brainstem to the cortex. Highlighted areas
correspond to the areas in the framework of 7.1. Sensory signals enter the vestibular nuclei (VN)
in which they are integrated into one common percept of either head or body-in-space orientation.
The head-in-space signal is also transformed into an eye-in-head signal by the occulomotor nuclei
(ON). The information then travels via the relay station of the vestibular thalamus (VT) to the
right tempo-parietal junction (rTPJ), which entails the internal representation of gravity. This area
has reciprocal inhibitory connections with the early visual areas (V1+) such that the information
represented in the right superior-parietal lobule (rSPL) reflects the relative weighting of the global
visual context vs. the internal representation of gravity.
the input of vestibular information to the VT from the superior and medial
VN as well as the cerebellar nuclei (Bu¨ttner, Henn, 1976; Asanuma et al., 1983;
Shiroyama, Kayahara, 1999). Also human studies showed involvement of the
VT in processing vestibular input from the VN for spatial orientation purposes
(Dieterich et al., 2003; Lopez, Blanke, 2011; Conrad et al., 2014; Kirsch et al.,
2015). Only recently, Baier et al. (2015) were able to show a causal relation-
ship between the subjective visual vertical (SVV) and VT activity, using deep
brain stimulation. These results indicate spatial orientation information being
processed via the VT towards the TPJ. Thus, the vestibular thalamus seems
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to be a relay station for bottom-up signals from VN, ON and VT towards the
cortical structures like TPJ.
At the level of the TPJ, areas like the posterior insular cortex, and the
inferior parietal lobule have been implicated in the processing of spatial orient-
ation information (Angelaki, Cullen, 2008; Lopez, Blanke, 2011). Recent brain
stimulation studies have established the causal role of the right TPJ (rTPJ) in
estimating the visual vertical (Perennou et al., 2008; Kheradmand et al., 2013;
Fiori, Candidi, 2015). Interestingly, Fiori, Candidi (2015) showed that constant
theta burst stimulation of the rTPJ significantly impaired the ability to establish
the visual vertical and removed the additional frame-induced biases. This is an
indication that the rTPJ is only involved in establishing the verticality percept
in the correct reference frame, rather than weighting it with visual contextual
information about the head-orientation in space. Therefore we speculate that
the rTPJ is the area where the optimal head-in-space and body-in-space ori-
entation are combined with the eye-in-head and line-on-eye information, which
then can be used in the SBT and SVV task respectively (figure 7.1).
For the RFI we also need to consider the structures and pathways in-
volved in processing visual contextual information. Although it is known that
the orientation of an object is processed in the early visual areas (V1+, Serre
(2014)), only a few recent studies looked at how this visual contextual informa-
tion can be used to establish an egocentric reference frame. Walter, Dassonville
(2008) used fMRI to show that subjects had a higher activation in especially the
right superior parietal lobule (rSPL) when they had to make location judgments
relative to visual context. This observation makes this area an ideal candidate
for the processing of visual contextual information relative to an egocentric ref-
erence frame. Recently, Lester, Dassonville (2014) provided further evidence for
this idea by showing that stimulation of the rSPL increased the bias of subjects
when judging the orientation of a rod within a tilted square frame. They fur-
ther showed that this was not related to purely contextual processing, since a
similar experiment with Gabor patches did not result in an increased bias. In
chapter 4 we showed that the visual and vestibular information are optimally
weighted, suggesting that there are reciprocal inhibitory visual-vestibular con-
nections to implement this weighting. We further coupled this to the possible
neurophysiology, which we schematically implemented in figure 7.1 by stating
that the optimal estimate of the visual vertical in the rTPJ is weighted against
the visual contextual information from V1+ at the level of the rSPL. Higher
activation in rTPJ will inhibit V1+ and vice versa. In conclusion, the building
blocks of the models used in the previous chapters seem to have a counterpart
in the neurophysiological findings regarding spatial orientation research.
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Verticality perception in other tasks
Verticality perception at different head-in-space orientations has mainly
been tested in the visual domain using the SVV task. There are however equi-
valent tasks in the haptic and auditory domain; the subjective haptic vertical
(SHV) and subjective auditory vertical (SAV), respectively. From these two, the
SHV is a more complex task for the brain because the perception of verticality
needs to be transformed into a joint based reference frame to coordinate a move-
ment of the hand. In addition, mechanical restrictions on particular rotations of
the hand need to be taken into account. Previous research has shown that the
SHV is less biased than the SVV (Wright, Glasauer, 2003; Schuler et al., 2010;
Tarnutzer et al., 2012b; Harris, Carnevale, 2015), which might be in line with
the computations taking place in a body-centered reference frame, like in the
SBT task. Recently, Fraser et al. (2015) confirmed this suggestion by showing
that the SVV and SHV access distinct but related underlying gravity estimation
pathways. The SHV is coded in a body-reference frame but receives indirect in-
formation from the otoliths, whereas the SVV is coded in a head-reference frame,
receiving indirect information from the body sensors. This is in line with the
coordinate transformations posed in our computational framework (De Vrijer
et al., 2008; Clemens et al., 2011).
The SAV is equivalent in processing with the SVV, but differs in local-
isation method: auditory localisation instead of visual localisation. This means
that the SAV is based on a sound-in-space estimate, whereas the SVV is based
on a line-in-space estimate (figure 7.3A). As far as we know, only two stud-
ies looked into the effect of static head roll on the perceived auditory vertical
(SAV) (Lechner-Steinleitner et al., 1981; Van Barneveld et al., 2011). Only the
latter used a psychometric approach that is comparable to the studies in this
thesis.
Results showed that subjects were accurate and precise in localizing the
auditory vertical when seated upright, but had large underestimations of head-
in-space orientation when the head was roll tilted ±35 ◦ relative to the body
(circles, figure 7.3B). Response variability also increased with larger head-in-
space orientation (circles, figure 7.3C). We fitted our Bayesian optimal integ-
ration model (figure 7.1) to these data and compared the fitted parameters for
the different sensors (table 7.1) to previous literature. Figures 7.3B-C show the
mean fits of the Bayesian optimal integration model, which is able to capture
the effects seen in the data. Figure 7.3D shows the weights of the otoliths and
prior information. As has been reported previously, the sensory weight of the
otoliths decreases with tilt angle (due to the increase in sensory noise), whereas
the sensory weight of the prior information increases with tilt angle (De Vrijer
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et al., 2009; Clemens et al., 2011). This is the underlying cause of the large bias
at larger head-in-space orientation.
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Figure 7.3: A. Restricted optimal integration model for audio-vestibular integration. Information
about the location of a sound from the ears and information about the optimal head-in-space
orientation (integration of vestibular and prior knowledge signals) are combined to create a sound-
in-space percept. Biases (B.) and response variabilities (C.) in the subjective auditory vertical task
(open circles) are taken from Van Barneveld et al. (2011) The red solid lines represent the best-fit
of the optimal integration model to the responses of the subject. Shaded areas reflect the standard
deviation of these fits. D. Weight distribution of vestibular vs. prior knowledge information at
different head-in-space orientations based on the mean fit parameters in table 7.1.
Parameter values for the otoliths offset noise (βHS) and width of the
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Subject αHS(
◦
◦ ) βHS( ◦) σHP ( ◦) σAH( ◦) λ
S1 0.29±0.05 1.9± 1.2 14.7±2.1 1.8± 1.1 0.00±0.01
S2 0.33±0.06 1.8± 1.0 16.0±2.0 1.5± 1.0 0.01±0.01
S3 0.34±0.09 2.0± 1.3 13.4±2.8 1.5± 1.3 0.00±0.01
S4 0.47±0.04 1.8± 0.7 14.5±1.2 0.6± 0.9 0.00±0.00
Mean ±
SD
0.36±0.08 1.9± 0.1 14.7±1.1 1.4± 0.5 0.00±0.00
Table 7.1: Parameter values including bootstrap-based SD values of the Bayesian optimal integ-
ration fit to SAV responses
prior knowledge Gaussian (σHP ) are consistent with previous reports (De Vrijer
et al., 2009; Clemens et al., 2011). In addition, the parameter value for auditory
noise levels (σAH) is consistent with previous literature on auditory processing
(Perrott, Saberi, 1990; Hofman, Van Opstal, 1998; Grantham et al., 2003). So,
the computational framework of figure 7.1 is also able to explain the biases and
response variabilities seen in the SAV task, in addition to all the tasks that
were presented in the experimental chapters of this thesis. This means that
the framework outlined in this thesis is powerful and flexible and can be easily
transferred to different modalities.
One of the key components of the optimal integration model, to explain
the E-effect and A-effect in visual vertical tasks, is the interplay between un-
compensated ocular counterroll (OCR) and prior knowledge (figure 7.4B, bold
lines). Previous studies have reported that subjects remaining at a static head-
in-space orientation for a prolonged period of time show a decreasing amplitude
of OCR (Pansell et al., 2005), probably due to decreasing otolith firing rates
with time (Fernandez, Goldberg, 1976). Behavioural studies have also shown
drift effects of the SVV (Scho¨ne, Haes, 1968; Udo De Haes, 1970; Wade, 1970;
Lechner-Steinleitner, 1978; Tarnutzer et al., 2012a, 2013) as well as aftereffects
after returning back upright (Day, Wade, 1966).
Recently, Tarnutzer et al. (2014) further examined this aftereffect by
testing the SVV at different head-in-space orientations after keeping a prolonged
head-in-space orientation of±90 ◦ and showed that the SVV at orientations close
to the prolonged head-in-space orientation was significantly increased. They
argued that this is caused by a combination of local body roll overcompensation
shifted towards the adaptation orientation and body roll undercompensation,
calling it a prior knowledge effect.
From the perspective of our framework however, roll overcompensation
(E-effect) is caused by the uncompensated OCR (blue solid line in figure 7.4B),
which represents an eye-in-head signal rather than a body-in-space signal. This
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signal is zero at upright and increases up to 15 ◦ at 90 ◦ head-in-space orientation
(Palla et al., 2006; Clemens et al., 2011). If the uncompensated OCR then shifts
to the adaptation location (dashed line in figure 7.4B), this might explain the
reported aftereffects. This idea arises from the observations that SVV bias
and variability, either upright or at larger head-in-space orientations, are highly
coupled with ocular torsion bias and variability (Tarnutzer et al., 2009b; Frisen,
2012), supporting the hypothesis that the otolith system drives both the SVV
and OCR (Palla et al., 2006). Furthermore, Pansell et al. (2005) reported that
the amplitude of OCR decreases over time at a static head-in-space orientation.
This can be explained by the OCR function in figure 7.4B slowly shifting towards
the adapted head-in-space orientation, having zero undercompensation at the
adapted orientation when fully adapted.
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Figure 7.4: A. Simulations of the framework in figure 7.1 for a regular subjective visual vertical
(SVV, red) task and a SVV task after 5 minutes of prolonged tilt at 90 ◦ (blue). B. SVV biases
broken down into the effect of the uncompensated body tilt (red) and the uncompensated ocular
counterrolling (OCR) of the eyes (blue). Dashed line reflects a 90 ◦ shift of the uncompensated
OCR after 90 ◦ prolonged roll tilt. C. Data taken from Tarnutzer et al. (2014).
In figure 7.4A we simulated these aftereffects based on the parameter val-
ues found by Clemens et al. (2011) and the tilt-dependent body somatosensors
by Alberts et al. (2015). The red curve shows the normal SVV. When the un-
compensated OCR shifts towards a prolonged head-in-space orientation of 90 ◦
(dashed line figure 7.4B), i.e. the subjects’ OCR decreases to zero amplitude at
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90 ◦, we expect significant differences in SVV error for tilt angles 0, 30and60 ◦
(blue curve figure 7.4A). Simulation results correspond to the effects found by
Tarnutzer et al. (2014) (figure 7.4C). Therefore, the idea of a drifting uncom-
pensated OCR curve towards the adapted head-in-space orientation seems to
be a likely explanation for the SVV aftereffects reported by Tarnutzer et al.
(2014).
Conclusion
In conclusion, I have argued that the computational framework posed in
the introduction and updated throughout this thesis cannot only be linked to
neurophysiological evidence, but can also easily be applied to explain processing
in different modalities and tasks. This makes it a very strong framework, al-
though there are still many open questions for further study. These studies
should address the neural implementation, the computational properties, as
well as the clinical relevance of the computational framework. For example,
future studies might be tailored at how to transfer the knowledge about sensory
reweighting to personalized rehabilitation programs.
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CHAPTER 8
Nederlandse Samenvatting
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8.1 Nederlandse Samenvatting
Het doel van mijn 4 jaar onderzoek was het ontrafelen van het wiskun-
dige mechanisme dat de hersenen gebruiken voor ruimtelijke waarneming.
Door gebruik te maken van psychofysica als kwantitatieve experimentele on-
derzoeksmethode en model simulaties gebaseerd op zogenaamde ’reverse en-
gineering’ methodes, verschaft dit proefschrift ons nieuwe inzichten in hoe
ruimtelijke waarneming wordt geproduceerd in de hersenen van zowel gezonde
proefpersonen in alle leeftijdscategorieën als patiënten met bilaterale evenwicht-
suitval.
In Hoofdstuk 2 hebben we laten zien dat patiënten met volledige bilat-
erale evenwichtsuitval net zo accuraat en precies zijn als gezonde proefpersonen
wanneer zij hun eigen positie in de ruimte en de positie van de verticaal moeten
inschatten terwijl ze rechtop zitten of 90 ◦ graden gekanteld zijn. Deze res-
ultaten suggereren dat patiënten hun evenwichtsinformatie hebben vervangen
met andere zintuigelijke informatie om zo te compenseren voor het evenwicht-
suitval. Gebaseerd op de variabiliteit in de responsen van deze patiënten en
’reverse engineering’ suggereren wij verder dat de somatosensorische informatie
vanuit het lichaam deze compensatie op zich moet nemen en dat deze soma-
tosensorische informatie ruiskarakteristieken heeft die afhankelijk zijn van de
positie van ons lichaam in de ruimte. Deze karakteristieken zijn nog nooit eer-
der gerapporteerd in ruimtelijke waarnemingstaken en wiskundige modellen van
de hersenen.
Om verder bewijs voor deze ruiskarakteristieken te verzamelen hebben
we de bijdrage van de zintuigen in het hoofd (evenwicht) en lichaam (somato-
sensorische informatie) met betrekking tot ruimtelijke waarneming uit elkaar
getrokken in Hoofdstuk 3. In dit hoofdstuk hebben we laten zien dat deze
twee informatiebronnen optimaal geïntegreerd worden in gezonde proefpersonen.
Model simulaties hebben verder laten zien dat een optimaal integratie model
van positie-afhankelijke somatosensorische ruis van het lichaam de responsen
van de proefpersonen beter kon verklaren dan een model waarin er een con-
stant ruis niveau voor de somatosensorische informatie werd aangenomen. Deze
resultaten bevestigen daarom ook de bevindingen van Hoofdstuk 2. De sim-
ulaties onthulden verder dat een lineaire toename van het ruisniveau van de
somatosensorische informatie met de positie in de ruimte niet het beste model
was om de responsen van de proefpersonen te verklaren. Dit suggereert dat de
ruiskarakteristieken complexer zijn dan een simpele lineaire toename.
Naast evenwichts, proprioceptieve en somatosensorische informatie kan
de visuele context van de omgeving ons ook informatie geven over de oriëntatie
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van rechtop. In Hoofdstuk 4 hebben we de bijdrage van visuele contextuele in-
formatie met betrekking tot de waarneming van rechtop onderzocht in gezonde
proefpersonen. Resultaten van dit onderzoek lieten zien dat proefpersonen wer-
den beïnvloed door de oriëntatie van een vierkant frame wanneer zij de oriëntatie
van een lijn moesten inschatten binnen dit vierkant frame (rod-and-frame ef-
fect, RFE). We hebben verder laten zien dat een afname in betrouwbaarheid
van de visuele contextuele informatie leidde tot kleinere RFE effecten en een
afname in evenwichts betrouwbaarheid juist tot grotere RFE effecten. Als aan-
vulling op dit gedragsonderzoek hebben we een herziene versie van het optimale
multisensorische integratie model van (Vingerhoets et al., 2009) gefit op de re-
sponsen van de proefpersonen, waarmee we lieten zien dat dit model in staat is
om de responsen van de proefpersonen in de gewone rod-and-frame taak, maar
ook in de rod-and-frame taken met een afname in visuele contextuele of even-
wichtsbetrouwbaarheid te verklaren. De vergelijking van dit herziene model ten
opzichte van het oude model liet verder zien dat de hersenen meer op verticale
visuele context vertrouwen dan op horizontale visuele context. We concluderen
hier dan ook uit dat de hersenen contextuele visuele informatie wegen met de
evenwichtsinformatie, gebaseerd op de betrouwbaarheid van de verschillende sig-
nalen, wat resulteert in de waargenomen afwijkingen in rechtop waarnemingen
en de bijbehorende variabiliteit in responsen.
In Hoofdstuk 5 hebben we de zintuigelijke gewichten van visuele, (ex-
tra)vestibulaire informatie en voorkennis vergeleken in een groep patiënten met
volledige bilaterale evenwichtsuitval (N=16) en een groep gezonden proefper-
sonen in dezelfde leeftijdscategorie. De resultaten lieten zien dat de patiënten
veel grotere afwijkingen hadden in de rod-and-frametaak ten opzichte van de
gezonde proefpersonen. Dit wanneer ze rechtop zaten, maar ook wanneer ze
hun hoofd 15 ◦ of 30 ◦ hadden gekanteld op hun lichaam. Door het herziene
model van Hoofdstuk 4 te fitten op de responsen van de proefpersonen konden
we laten zien dat deze grotere afwijkingen het resultaat waren van een toe-
name in betrouwbaarheid op visuele contextuele informatie. Gemiddeld lieten
deze patiënten een toename van 20− 40% in visuele contextuele gewichten zien
ten opzichte van gezonde proefpersonen. We concluderen uit dit onderzoek
dat patiënten de overgebleven informatiebronnen wegen op een manier dat ze
in hun dagelijkse leven het meeste oplevert. Onze methode om deze shift in
gewichtendistributie in individuele patiënten ten opzichte van gezonde proe-
fpersonen te karakteriseren met behulp van een combinatie van psychofysica
en ’reverse engineering’ is de eerste methode die dit mogelijk maakt. Dit
maakt deze methode dan ook zeer lucratief voor persoonlijke rehabilitatie pro-
gramma’s.
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In Hoofdstuk 6 hebben we onderzocht of deze gewichten distributie
verschilt met leeftijd. Hiervoor hebben we 32 proefpersonen in de leeftijdsrange
van 19 tot 76 jaar getest. De resultaten lieten zien dat zowel de afwijking in
de rod-and-frame taak als de variabiliteit in responsen toenamen met leeftijd.
Net zoals in Hoofdstuk 5 hebben we het herziene model gefit op de responsen
van de proefpersonen, waardoor we inzage kregen in de gewichtendistributie.
De resultaten hiervan lieten zien dat de oorzaak van deze grotere afwijking een
toename in visuele contextuele gewicht was. Meer specifiek hebben we ook nog
laten zien dat deze shift in gewichten het resultaat was van een toename in
ruisniveau van het evenwichtsorgaan.
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